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BanxShares is at #7 on CoinMarketCap. I looked around, but the only info I can find is from one bitcointalk
thread:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=813191.0
Apparently it's an investment company that pays dividends, and ownership of BanxShares gives you a share of
ownership in the BanxCapital company.
The main selling point is that the CEO Mark Lyford says he ran 32,000 porn websites and made millions of
dollars. Therefore, he knows how to make money; therefore, buy BanxShares.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

The shares can be bought, but then you can't really sell them because the coin is still in its ICO (initial coin
offering). The ICO was supposed to last until the public shares were sold. But then they doubled the number of
shares, so the ICO may never end, and they may never allow people to sell below their controlled price, which
may mean not at all, since they operate their own exchange. But they may buy them from you cheaper, offthe
books  it's not clear, but in this thread we examine the available information.
When the coin launched, there was confusion at CCex and Alcurex when the network forked and only shares
held at Banx.io were valid. This is what the exchanges were told by these 2 guys who are supposedly the devs:
Quote from: th3joker on December 08, 2014, 09:59:32 PM
Quote from: ccex on December 08, 2014, 05:56:50 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on December 08, 2014, 01:15:46 PM

your a real funny guy.. Our new public wallet is currently being finished up

Link please, so we can update and let our customers make withdrawals of their BANX from ccex!
You know what? if you had told your users like you where asked in advance you wouldn't have this problem now!
How is that suddenly Mark's problem?
Do you need him to help run your exchange? cus you sure as shit can't.

Quote from: halibit on December 26, 2014, 03:43:36 AM
Quote from: bigmanintown on December 26, 2014, 01:44:18 AM

It would have been nice of you to contact us before listing our shares on your exchange... If you had done that you would
have found out that the shares are currently locked to our exchange as we are doing security updates on the wallet.
Once these updates are complete then we will be considering which exchanges to be listed on and these exchanges will be
given the right nodes to connect their wallet to.
Please send me a message on here or get in touch via Skype @ yesbossdodd and I will happily talk to you about everything.
Thanks
Simon
This is very confusing.
I'm talk with MarkLyford when BANX was listed on alcurEX.
I tought he is one of the main developer.
alcurEX exchange is even named in this thread first page.
How you can say we are not contact with you?

So BANX held all the coins, and they sent some to 2 different exchanges, and then hardforked so their own coins
were invalid and unsendable...and they blamed the exchanges.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 13, 2014, 04:50:09 PM

BANX Shares – Now live on ccex.com too!  http://banxcapital.com/banxsharesnowliveccexcom/
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And who put the coins into CCex and Alcurex? Nobody but Mark.
Quote from: halibit on December 26, 2014, 05:33:09 AM

BANX market is delisted on alcurEX.
All who bought BANX, your trades are cancelled and bitcoins are back deposit in your account.
Mark. Only in your account have BANX anymore.
How you want me to send it back to you?
Because wallet is blocked from your network, I can't send transaction.

But can't people mine this "cryptocurrency"?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 06:14:35 PM

Some people have been asking about the mineability of Banx shares. I have shot a quick video explaining more about the
situation here: http://banxcapital.com/informationaboutbanxsharesmining/
Cheers all
Mark

In this video the internet millionaire founder of BANX explains that he wanted the coin to be mineable  he's a
miner himself  but they "got hit too hard" by big miners who just dumped all the coins. So they removed the
proofofwork mining from the coin. (He's explaining this on the 1st day the coin was announced)
He seems to think that having more miners means more coins are generated.

On day 2 of the announcement, we get testimonials from accounts registered the same day:
Quote from: jstew on October 07, 2014, 10:04:02 PM

Hey guys
I just wanted to share my experience with Banx along with the entire Banx team.
First off im just getting into mining , I started mining by being involved with a Boinc distributed computing project that used the
asic devices. A little over a month ago I decided to try mining bitcoins and other various altcoins, and I’ve always been on the
hunt for new coins to mine and then I came across banx shares one day.
I was one of the lucky few who got on on the banx mining very early. Before I started mining I did alot of searching around on
banx and then Mark Lyford before deciding to move my miners over to Banx shares.
Eventually I ended up investing about .09 to 1.1 btc into rentals for hash power directed at the Banx shares. In the end when
mining ended I had turned my investment into about 7 btc.
Now I only cashed in about half of the shares 3.5 and im holding onto the other half.
Along the way there we some issues and I got nervous but I was actually able to get a hold of mark and others from the banx
team, and those issues and bugs on the exchange were quickly fixed. along with that I had tons of questions about the company
itself , and its plans which Mark was glad to answer. He took time to talk to me and others on skype about any questions concerns
or feedback we had.
I for one will be investing more into this company and shares. You can’t argue with 7 fold increase in a week and their plans seem
solid and very realistic.

And then this guy asks:
Quote from: AltCoin555 on October 15, 2014, 09:27:30 PM

From what I'm being told, it's not possible to receive some coins and send those same coins out within the same block (different
transactions). So it looks extremely suspicious when I see over 10 million coins being transacted within a single block. There's
only supposed to be 6 million coins correct? The blocks in question are 157, 171, 172, and 173.

The "answer":
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 15, 2014, 09:54:52 PM
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Hi there, I will get my wallet / share dev to answer these specifics if thats ok . I'm the guy running it all but not the tech doing all
that.
I can confirm that there are a total of 6,000,882 BANX available though.
rest assured what ever info we need to give you to assure you and have you as an investor I will make sure happens
Feel free to add me on skype ID mjlyford to ask me any other questions.
Expect to hear from th3joker (my dev) shortly
Regards
Mark

Then apparently they're selling physical coins....
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 18, 2014, 08:20:03 AM

Right I'm getting packed to fly on vacation guys, I'll keep keeping this thread periodically while away
Regards
Mark

A user named relaric asks how they're already paying dividends when they're still trying to raise $2 million with
the ICO, and why should anyone invest other than "I'm an internet millionaire, click here for my one weird
secret". Also, he wants to know what kind of CEO takes a vacation for a week after Week 2 of launch. The
answer:
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 21, 2014, 10:23:45 AM

The company edge is me. Plain and simple. I'm the one that will make this work in addition to the kick ass people around me I
have. The other big edge is the background online we have and our extensive affiliate base. I did have 32,000 sites, and was
making $2 mill a year recurring between 1999  2001, and I am an internet entrepreneur. Nothing misleading at all. People should
believe in this company because of me. Because anyone who really knows me knows i work my ass off and won’t give up until the
goal and job is done.
We have many more resources , including the webinar we did last week for investors. Anything you would like to see not
addresses please let me know.
We are mining, we have banx.io and we as selling shysical coins. yes. and most of the equipment in our offices are from our
previous businesses. We are teady to trade and up the trade numbers, no one is trying to give the impression we are bringing in
lots of money already/
Listen pal. no ponzi scheme here. hardly any over heads associated with the businesses now running and banx.io has made over 3
BTC in fees. That is what is being used to pay out profits. .
I think we have done great job of highlighting what we are doing.
If you have more questions , why not add me on skype and lets have a voice call.
This ICO will last until it is fully funded. The kind of CEO that takes a weeks vacation is the kind that 1, has been working 20 hours
days for the last 6 months on this stuff and two is online, laptop and phone off and on all day still working.
I agree streamlined one company to do a multitude of things is the vision i have and it will happen.
Add me on skype ID mjlyford if you would like , I want you to be convinced if that is indeed possible to do

Regards
Mark

So...the reason they can already pay dividends to justify the $2,000,000 IPO is because "banx.io has made over
3 BTC in fees. That is what is being used to pay out profits."
I won't ask how they made 3BTC in fees when the only orders were just themselves selling their own coins to
new buyers.
They instamined millions of coins, sold them, and then also charged people fees to buy the coins. And then
they're calling those fees the profits, and they're going to distribute "the profits" back to the people the money
came from.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q
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And then they took down all the sell orders at the ICO price of .0022 and raised them to .0026. I guess because
the price of BTC went down. Except some people are buying it cheaper, secretly:

Activity: 308
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 29, 2014, 02:35:08 PM
Quote from: zercrypt on October 29, 2014, 01:56:20 PM

How does it come, that at banx.io the most shares are sold at 0.0025 to 0.00259 BTC, when the price should be 0.0026 BTC
and the investors are not allowed to sell under this price. seems a little confusing to me.

These are private investor trades that we put through slightly below current minimums, as you can see larger BTC.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

And then people ask for clarification:
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 23, 2014, 06:26:44 AM
Quote from: serjent05 on October 22, 2014, 10:38:57 AM

i found your IPO/ICO very interesting but i was halted by this declaration
from :

can you explain this? sorry im kinda confused about this matter

Hi there, what part would you like to explain? This is standard terminology that we have to state.
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If you would like to know any specifics of what we are doing let me know
Regards
Mark

It's "just standard terminology" that you agree to a contract saying you don't have any ownership rights to your
cryptocurrency.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 23, 2014, 06:32:33 AM

our projections for 12 months are that we will pay out 70% ROI of profits invested.

One investor shares his doubts about the legitimacy of the project, because people seem to be dumping at a loss
while the ICO is still going and the price should be fixed.
Mark Lyford asks the user to PM him, and then he shares the private information of their conversation:
Quote from: MarkLyford on November 03, 2014, 03:16:13 PM
Quote from: stereotype on November 03, 2014, 03:12:20 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on November 03, 2014, 03:03:00 PM

thanks  the things is we are working our assess off. some people just love to be negative.
the guy has 904 shares only.
Who the fuck are you to reveal who owns what? Wow. How fucking dare you.

have I disclosed your details? No?
You make it sound like your a big investor, when the reality is you have hardly any investment.

That's 1.99BT
C

And then Mark Lyford dismisses and does not deny questions about whether the orderbook is legitimate:
Quote from: MarkLyford on November 03, 2014, 10:28:01 PM
Quote from: stereotype on November 03, 2014, 09:20:09 PM

03/11/2014 06:18 BUY 700 0.0025 1.75
03/11/2014 06:18 BUY 56 0.00245 0.1372
03/11/2014 06:17 BUY 1250 0.0024 3
03/11/2014 06:17 BUY 578 0.002375 1.37275
03/11/2014 06:17 BUY 45.26 0.00236 0.1068136
03/11/2014 06:17 BUY 42 0.00235 0.0987
03/11/2014 06:17 BUY 2284 0.0023 5.2532
03/11/2014 06:17 BUY 2000 0.0023 4.6
03/11/2014 06:16 BUY 1420 0.00225 3.195
03/11/2014 06:16 BUY 500 0.00225 1.125
03/11/2014 06:16 BUY 100 0.00225 0.225
03/11/2014 06:16 BUY 906 0.0022 1.9932
03/11/2014 06:16 BUY 750 0.0022 1.65
03/11/2014 06:15 BUY 500 0.00217 1.085
03/11/2014 06:15 BUY 30 0.00215 0.0645
03/11/2014 06:15 BUY 1000 0.0021 2.1
03/11/2014 06:15 BUY 3 0.00205 0.00615
03/11/2014 06:15 BUY 40 0.00205 0.082
The bold filled order is mine, which Mark has confirmed he arranged. So just to be clear and transparent, who is buying up the
order book, either side of mine?

What business is that of yours?

Then it is made fully apparent that the orderbook is not legitimate:
Quote from: MarkLyford on November 09, 2014, 08:42:42 PM
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Quote from: zercrypt on November 09, 2014, 12:06:00 PM

i would like to sell my shares, but i'm not allowed to sell below 0.0022. But evertime i look at the trades there are sells/buys
below that prize. So i think my shares will never get sold. Seems that theres some manipulation or is it this private investor
thing?

Hi there, please see your PM's
Thanks
Mark

And then he gives them back a small percentage of their own money, and calls it profit:
Quote from: MarkLyford on November 09, 2014, 01:16:41 AM

PROFIT PAYOUT:
Hi everyone just to confirm we paid out our first profit payout 22 days early on the 6th Nov.
The profit payout was: Profit Payout Per Share: 0.00009116 BTC / 0.0311 cents per share profit
100% of the profits from banx.io trade fees were paid out

But 100% of that money came from the investors themselves.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q
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Then apparently CCex was getting more volume than Banx.io, and they couldn't control the price.
So 3 different Banx devs start badmouthing CCex at the same time.
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=813191.460
When CCex responds, the Banx devs say "This isn't the place to discuss it, let's talk on Skype."
And THAT is when Banx announced that all coins at CCex were being made invalid with an upcoming hardfork.
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=813191.480

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Some people recall events differently:
Quote from: kryptologist on November 30, 2014, 04:31:43 PM
Quote from: th3joker on November 30, 2014, 01:38:44 PM
Quote from: kryptologist on November 30, 2014, 02:48:57 AM
Quote from: th3joker on November 30, 2014, 01:35:29 AM
Quote from: kryptologist on November 29, 2014, 04:25:25 PM

BANX ran their ICO on ccex, but now I hear all the coins on ccex are worthless. Could this really be true?
No they didn't they sold them on banx.io
Ccex started then trading them too, banx asked them to de list them and they refused. As far as I know they are
doing a wallet update that required the shares be uploaded to your accounts on banx.io
I transferred mine to banx.io a couple of days ago. They are still in there but the wallet is only working on the
exchange until they do their updates.
There where a number of news updates about this over the past few weeks.

I remember it was an ICO launched on CCex: https://twitter.com/CryptoCurrEncyX/status/521351548396646401
"Banx shares ICO just launched.
Shares pay BTC dividends monthly on profits.
http://banxshares.com/bitcointalk
Buy here: https://ccex.com/?p=banxbtc
#banx"
https://twitter.com/CryptoCurrEncyX/status/528187598427394049
"BANX ICO finished. Trading open!
https://ccex.com/?p=banxbtc
https://ccex.com/?p=banxusd
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#banx $banx"

That just looks like ccex where cashing in on the Banx ICO, I know for a fact that banx.io where selling them themselves so
why would they sell them somewhere else? I know that after a few weeks ccex approached Mark because it was mentioned in
the chat room. So no they weren't involved in the ICO. They're simply another exchange.
You've actually just proved what I was saying anyway.

I know it was launched on ccex first. Officially by Mark. I remember it happening, Mark was in the troll box talking to everyone
about it. I feel bad for anyone who bought into the ICO.
If I remember correctly, banx.io interface didn't even exist at the time.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q
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Then a dev admits that Banx is not a cryptocurrency, can't be used with a wallet, and in fact is just numbers that
exist only on their website:
Quote from: bigmanintown on December 02, 2014, 12:42:34 AM

All shares currently held outside of our exchange are now invalid until we release the updated wallet when people holding shares
in our exchange are free to withdraw them and trade them wherever they like.

Which is interesting, since someone specifically asked a dev whether it's better to keep coins on the exchange or
in a wallet, and the dev said whatever you want.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Quote from: ccex on December 07, 2014, 09:17:33 PM

Sp BANX is not a cryptocurrency anymore? There is no public wallet. If so  then it is not a right place to run thread.

Official Banx dev response:
Quote from: Cactipsi on December 09, 2014, 08:55:44 AM

You where told, you where given more than adequate warning, and actions where only taken once we were sure you had the
information you needed, dont come in here demanding things like you are someone, you have been nothing but trouble
ever since you approached Banx, you and your whole concept of 'what crypto is' is wrong, you dont decide what crypto
is or what it does, all you wanna do is have everything bend to your will and work to fill your pockets with bitcoin at others
peoples expense, you are one user not the crypto jesus just grow up, the games over and Banx wants nothing to do with you
ever again, you and your pathetic methods of operation have left a sour taste in not only ours, but the greater of the crypto
communities mouths, if you wanna play games buddy we arent interested, all the converstations have been logged and kept track
of, people can make up there own minds, how hard you wanna push mate?

But other than CCex, everything goes smoothly. Except for Banx.io going down a lot, and payment delays for
November.

Quote from: bigmanintown on November 28, 2014, 05:51:47 PM

Due to an attack on our exchange the payouts will be delayed slightly this month.

And for December?

Quote from: MarkLyford on January 30, 2015, 06:10:44 PM

January Payout Delay
Folks, I hate to say due that the January payout is delayed due to a app problem that we are having.
Rest assured we are working on getting it sorted out asap and payouts will be done.
I will keep everyone updated
Regards

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Mark

Quote from: 3rdStryker on January 31, 2015, 03:36:33 AM

Well I haven't received December or January's payouts yet. Sent off emails, contacted the support, no one gives a shit

Quote from: MarkLyford on February 02, 2015, 05:03:01 PM

Nothing to do with anything other than our App that runs the payouts aint working and our dev of the current system is AWOL (as
many people in our skype group will confirm)
That is the only reason I can assure you

Quote from: Merribourne on February 03, 2015, 02:27:23 PM

Questions about your business and its possible serious problems aren't "negative comments".
I guess this will get deleted like my last comment about your BTCjam request for a loan. You're supposed to be "someone who is a
totally open book".

Quote from: LeSmoke on February 11, 2015, 09:21:23 AM
Quote from: MarkLyford on February 10, 2015, 05:07:13 PM
Quote from: LeSmoke on February 10, 2015, 04:35:48 PM

And what about payouts?

Payouts for Jan will be done with payouts for Feb on the 28th

Hmm, I even didnt get payout for december. Can anyone check it?

Then, because not enough people lost their coins:
Quote from: bigmanintown on February 28, 2015, 01:35:12 PM

Everyone needs to make sure they have transferred their accounts over to the new system today otherwise you will miss out on
this months payouts.

Then they decide to double their huge premine:
Quote from: MarkLyford on March 13, 2015, 01:51:48 PM

Hey Guys,
Just to let you know that Banx Shares have now doubled. All shares that people held before have been doubled as well.
There are now 12,000,000 available in total and 7,200,000 available to the public, although some have already been sold.
The price dropped initially but has come back up again and is holding steady.
Shares are still available to purchase so if you want to buy some then you can either head to banx.io and buy them there or speak
to me or my business manager Simon and we will help you sort it out.
Thanks for your continued support everyone.
Mark

Quote from: nickhiggins123 on March 29, 2015, 09:54:43 AM

So I was looking into Banxshares, this is a really great thing you've started.
I did come across this though, a typographical error or am I not understanding correctly?

https://www.banx.io/rewardsinfo

Quote

As more ATP is generated it becomes harder to earn and pays more
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Quote

Reward amounts will decrease as more ATP is generated

Over time will the ATP rewards be more or less?

Look, it's very clear. Either you have ATP, or Hashlet, or Double Hashlet. Then you can Prime it, and cross
coordinate if you own a masternode. If you're a fasttrack investor, you generate at the extramarket rate.

Quote from: bigmanintown on April 15, 2015, 09:50:47 AM

Hey Everyone,
As you may have noticed we had some extended downtime on Banx.io over the weekend. Let me give you the rundown of what
happened and why we were down for so long.
On Friday night/Saturday Morning a hacker started an attack on the exchange.
As soon as this attack was noticed we pulled the site offline to stop any further attacks.
While the site was offline we looked at how they were attacking us and made changes to the security to stop this type of attack in
the future. This is the main reason we were down for so long as we wanted to be sure that we had fixed any potential holes.
We also took advantage of this downtime to roll out some more significant updates to the exchange. Nothing that will be
noticeable to users but it does make things easier for us to manage moving forward.
As you know there seem to be a lot of hacks going on at the moment with many exchanges and we knew we wouldn't be missed
but we managed to mitigate the effects of the attack thanks to our brilliant developers!

Good thing they got hacked, so they could roll out those significant updates! They were waiting until they got
hacked to implement them.
Maybe one of the updates is that you can't sell any coins, although someone had mentioned that problem before.
Quote from: coinmaster222 on April 29, 2015, 12:51:50 PM
Quote from: proctologic on April 29, 2015, 12:54:53 AM
Quote from: 3rdStryker on April 28, 2015, 01:17:15 PM

I want to sell my coins
I want to sell off some coins to but my orders is canceled all the time.
Its still in its ICO period you cant sell below ICO price

Quote from: padrino on May 01, 2015, 03:39:38 AM

It's amazing how almost 1000 banx shares can be bought per day per the trade history on banx.io yet the order book shows
almost no movement.... I should see shares in front of mine tick away each day but it never happens.. Screams market
manipulation...

Quote from: ByronP on May 01, 2015, 12:24:54 PM

As the developer of the exchange I can tell you there is no way to jump spots or manipulate the books. I am also the only one
with access to the systems backend data so if anyone including Mark or Simon or anyone else makes an order it gets put in the
book in the same ordering as everyone else. However... yes there is a however... because BANX is actually a private IPO the price
is pegged and there are sales that go on all the time all day every day as as more people invest. There is a lot of deals and
projects going on that bring in investors and they may or may not be taken from the order book. This is not manipulation its
business. There is actually a lot of sales that go on that are not on the order book.

Quote from: ByronP on May 01, 2015, 12:24:54 PM

there is no way to jump spots or manipulate the books.

Quote from: ByronP on May 01, 2015, 12:24:54 PM

There is actually a lot of sales that go on that are not on the order book.

Then I guess that would be one way to jump spots.
Quote from: stereotype on May 02, 2015, 01:58:56 AM

@Mark
Can you please just clarify what you mean regarding this line about the trades we see on Banx.io? I think ive transcribed it
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correctly. Just doesnt make sense, grammatically or in the real world. Cheers
"You wont see shares of ours on those order books, but you will see trades that go through, that we sell, who havnt got bitcoin,
that buy bitcoin, that buy shares, for other currencies, go through on that exchange"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uK4QM709CR0&feature=youtu.be

Quote from: MarkLyford on May 11, 2015, 08:48:09 AM

Just to be really clear folks. People hiding behind anonymous names who have only ever been negative towards me and our
business who are clearly proponents of other crypto currencies will not be given the time of day any more on this thread and their
posts will be deleted as previously warned.
As i have said in numerous posts and videos we are focused on creating the vision for Banx and are only too happy to work with
and help people that share with us in that vision. if people don't like that vision, me or the things we are doing its simple.... don't
get involved.

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q
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Anyway, I'd love to hear some discussion about BanxShares. Maybe there are some positive things I don't know
about.
I'm interested in learning more about it, and about the plans Banx Capital has for the future.
Unfortunately, some people insist on being negative and disrespectful towards BanxShares and its devs. Like this
guy:

Quote from: Slyyy on July 16, 2015, 06:31:58 PM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

MarkLyford,
Why buy fake followers?
7,523 Real
84,226 Fake

This is an outright scam and he's trading with himself so anyone buying this crap can't expect to get anything back. Except for %
dividends he is paying from the same BTC he has collected through ICO. Where else would it come from? There is no transparency
here, just some shady guy claiming to have done millions. I doubt people have invested much more than $100,000 here. The rest
is phony.

Quote from: Slyyy on July 16, 2015, 07:00:22 PM
Quote from: th3joker on July 16, 2015, 06:35:06 PM

OK Shill Boy....
Keep taking the tablets, in the meantime I'm sitting on a nice return every month.

You're the shill here. Sure you make 2% monthly or whatever number he decides to pull out of his ass for you guys, but your
shares you'll never be able to sell for Bitcoins once the IPO is fully sold out so in the long run you might make 10% of your
investment back. If you are lucky.
The "Lyford Group" is phony too. http://marklyford.com/myteam/
That took me under 10 minutes to dig through. Some are some general names you'll never find on Google. Some are actors
names like Paul OKeeffe with a fake Linkedin profile. Their security consultant died 2007 from a head injury. Their marketing
associates only sold them some software. It is like calling Microsoft a part of your team because you have Windows.

I am gonna enjoy pissing on this scamshow for a while. I see you are no stranger to shill accounts or fake testimonials either

See, that is no way to foster a productive exchange of ideas.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: Slyyy on July 16, 2015, 07:28:19 PM

http://www.warriorforum.com/maininternetmarketingdiscussionforum/32852brandingyourselfcomplete
honesty.html#post295711

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Again, this is intended to make Mark Lyford look bad by quoting his own comments.
Just because BanxShares is being marketed as a ragstoriches, backtorags, then backtoriches success story
of Mark Lyford, and just because he publicly talked about using that as a fake marketing story, several years ago,
that doesn't prove anything.
Report to moderator
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Banx dev ByronP responds to requests for financial transparency:
Quote from: ByronP on July 19, 2015, 02:47:35 AM

Happy now you wanted to piss me off now I'm pissed off and looking for a fight please come meet me i'll even pay for your ass to
come here!!!!

Concerned Banx investor responds to dev:
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Quote from: coinmaster222 on July 19, 2015, 05:20:24 AM

As an investor in Banx I would think it prudent to keep this dialogue private its quite inappropriate for money managers,even
though I see you are getting bated to use that type of language and threats.The fact you look after several thousand dollars of my
money scares me.

"The fact you look after several thousand dollars of my money scares me."
And this is a moderated topic! These are the things they DIDN'T delete!
And the other devs backed up the threats of violence against investors with questions:
Quote from: bigmanintown on July 21, 2015, 02:01:23 PM

As for Byrons response to you none of us here (including myself and Mark) have any issue with the way he responded.

Report to moderator
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Quote from: zsp on July 19, 2015, 09:50:41 AM

Most businesses there only ideas (ATM, loan, casino, etc), and none of them is returning there profit what described at
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http://banxcapital.com/investors/
We both know my friend that using on the investment money Banx.io didn't return 695 BTC profit from a sustainable operation,
BitBanx didn't return 546 BTC profit from a sustainable operation, Banx Mint Software didn't return 288 BTC profit from a
sustainable operation. Since the businesses of Banx Share portfolio aren't operational yet, the the profit must come from
somewhere else than Banx Share portfolio. In case if the investment money was used to pay that profit then that isn't a
sustainable operation. The keyword is the sustainable. Since you claim that you pay out profit from a legit business, the source of
profit must be a sustainable operation.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

So yes, we will sit down in your office my good friend who seems (from such professional replies) a level headed persons, and you
will have to prove that you indeed do "things that are honest, moral, and secure." We will check out your books and you will show
me my friend where the profit is coming from, after all you are the man of your words and an honest professional, don't you?
Quote from: ByronP on July 19, 2015, 02:47:35 AM

please come meet me i'll even pay for your ass to come here!!!!

That's great! I am a pensioner with very little pension and yes, send me the money for the train ticket and 1 night hotel. I am
based in London so you can calculate the train ticket cost and I don't need a luxury hotel, Holiday Inn will be fine. I think 1 BTC
will cover the expenses with regards to the trip which you offered to me. My BTC address is
1PMAWVV6NeJKPo8igvY3EwJpi8q8Nf46CR
I am sure the fine gentlemen of this thread will see that around 1 BTC will arrive to that address very soon from Byron P lead
developer who do "things that are honest, moral, and secure".
I am telling you now, if turns out this is a Ponzy then I will call the police straight away from your office. If it turns out it is a legit
and honest operation than you carry on by providing a great return on investment with your honest and legit operation.

Unfortunately, his travel expenses were not paid by Banx devs.

Quote from: Slyyy on July 19, 2015, 11:18:33 AM
Quote from: ByronP on July 18, 2015, 11:57:02 PM
Quote from: Slyyy on July 18, 2015, 12:38:09 PM
Quote from: ByronP on July 17, 2015, 04:25:59 PM

I'm probably missing some points but just ask and I will do my best to answer...

Where are the monthly dividends coming from? Here I'd like to see some solid proof.
Where is the IPO BTC wallet? This is important to check that it is not going towards buying your own IPO over and over.

1. A mix of income from what businesses are operational so far and Marks personal assets (so is my understanding I am not in
accounting). Solid proof of what?
2. There is no such thing since this is a private investment to private investors most of which is not done with BTC. We gain
nothing by buying our, own that's silly.

1. Where are the numbers? These are no financials... You claim to do $252130 monthly in dividends from a few simple wordpress
sites and your exchange charges little to no fees. Let's make it clear none of these businesses are making any revenues worth
speaking of. So where is it coming from?
You claim that Mark is paying investors over $250,000 from his own pocket every month? In that case how does it make any
sense to pay out dividends from your own pocket before making any? And why would he need investors in this case when all they
seemingly do is make him lose money? According to you he is the first in the history of crypto to lose money when trying to raise
money.
And I doubt that too as last year he was selling guides for $9 http://www.warriorforum.com/warriorspecialoffers/925791new
cryptorevolutionheregetstartedbitcointodaywsoday190414a.html
2. By your logic how does the 'accountant' separate "Marks personal assets" and the companies?
You can buy your own IPO over and over to create CMC volume. You can also sell your own shares on the open market later for a
profit at any rate.

Unfortunately, his questions were not answered.
Report to moderator
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
cant believe this scam is in the top ten and nobody ever mentions it..good job op..everytime is see this coin in
top tehn i ask myself how can it be here when it has probably 0 network effect and u dont hear anywhere about
this coin..ridiculous. i know marketcap aint telling shit..there are much better coins with a much better usecase
than this scam.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Quote from: ByronP on July 20, 2015, 08:53:22 PM

I am in New Jersey USA not the UK!!!
Activity: 308

That could be troublesome. Someone asked if BankShares was illegal, and their only answer was "We're not in
the U.S., so we don't have to worry about their laws."

Quote from: altcoinUK on July 17, 2015, 03:04:53 PM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Quote from: bizzyb on July 17, 2015, 02:18:06 PM
Quote from: altcoinUK on July 17, 2015, 01:38:10 PM

Forgive me for this question, and I am not trolling here nor concerned whether it is a ponzy (sadly I came to the
conclusion that there is no point to fight against scams in this environment any more where so many scams exist) and
really I am not implying that the foundation of this project is bogus in any way.
The reason I am here is, I support lately a project GadgetCoin and the guys over there try to implement a DAC
(decentralized autonomous company) business model using a Delaware based LLC as the frame of the structure. However,
their lawyer clearly stated that such securities offering  even they aren't offering publicly the shares in the company  is a
clear breach of US securities law.
I also called our lawyer in the US who has been representing us for years over there, he is mainly an intellectual property
lawyer but the expensive fucker seems competent at all legal matters. Our lawyer confirmed that indeed, offering publicly
such financial instruments what GadgetCoin planned and it seems Banx Shares does would constitute a breach of
securities laws in US jurisdiction. So (as far as I know) now the GadgetCoin boys are setting up a business in the Caymans
to implement this structure, because they are scared to breach the US securities laws. Again, GadgetCoin not even offering
this publicly, but since once they mentioned the plan in the public domain, then according to the solicitors it will be seen as
illegal public offering. Is this concern valid at all? What Banx Shares does, which is public offering such shares and
dividends is an illegal securities offering or not?
Since we don't have such restriction here in the UK, I am just trying to get my head around, and would someone confirm
please that is the public offering of private shares or financial instruments with future dividends legal in the US? Thanks in
advance for the reply which would be especially great from the owner of Banx Shares since I am sure he has an army of
lawyers and carefully mitigated this issue.

I think these posts below will answer your question
Quote from: MarkLyford on June 20, 2015, 11:06:51 AM

I have publicly stated we are offering private investors discounts for large purchases of shares which they lock in for at
least 12 months. We are concentrating on selling the remaining of the Banx shares to enable us to grow our business and
develop our plans. Its a simple thing.
And one last clarification. We are only selling Banx shares to private investors, all shares for sale on the exchange are for
sale buy people wanting to sell them. not us.
For clarification we have never sold our crypto based banx shares to anyone publicly, hence the reason we are selling to
private investors. All Banx for sale on exchanges are people selling their own shares.
We are currently still selling our shares to private investors and we do so at a dollar value rather than a bitcoin value.
We are only listed on our own exchange at the moment because no one else has started to list us whilst we are still in the
ICO phase.

Well, those arguments actually indicate this whole thing is illegal.
The arguments of Mark focus on who is the target audience which is quite right since you can offer the privately owned shares and
the future dividends of a private company in the public domain only to licensed investors. However, the users of this thread and
the Banx Shares investors are not licensed investors, none of them had a license when the Banx Shares financial product was
offered and sold to them. Therefore, this offering is illegal just like the GadgetCoin share issue would be illegal if it would be
offered publicly to unlicensed investors, isn't?
Again, I am just speculating what the answer is and asking, and quoting what US based lawyers say regarding this matter.

And if they don't intend to comply with U.S. regulations, why does their BanxPlatinum account require a U.S.
Social Security Number?
Report to moderator
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Quote from: KhalDrago on September 16, 2015, 10:17:32 AM

cant believe this scam is in the top ten and nobody ever mentions it..good job op..everytime is see this coin in top tehn i ask
myself how can it be here when it has probably 0 network effect and u dont hear anywhere about this coin..ridiculous. i know
marketcap aint telling shit..there are much better coins with a much better usecase than this scam.

That's why I made this thread.
I keep seeing BanxShares at CoinMarketCap, but I've never seen it anywhere else.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

So I Googled it, and there's nothing. Nothing but one moderated thread at bitcointalk.
So I read the thread. I couldn't believe what I was reading, and that nobody else is talking about it.
So I started this topic to see if anyone else has had the same thoughts.
Report to moderator
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Next phase: BanxPlatinum! (Of course, the ICO phase isn't over yet, but it's only been a year)
Quote from: bizzyb on August 14, 2015, 08:29:59 AM
Quote from: coinmaster222 on August 14, 2015, 06:33:29 AM

I would love to join Banx Platinum but all my money is still tied up in the ICO and cant draw from there, now i would have
more shares tied up.Think you should have waited till the ICO was finished
BanxPlatinum was released to speed up the completion of the ICO.
BanxPlatinum = more ICO shares sold = shorter ICO
You have mentioned before about how long the ICO is taking to complete, BanxPlatinum was designed to address this very
concern AND at the same time bring brand new fresh people in crypto.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Quote from: waterpile on August 13, 2015, 09:49:37 PM

Quick question: What happened to the sell orders?

Quote from: bizzyb on August 14, 2015, 08:26:38 AM

Looks like the minimum sell price for the ICO has increased (I guess due to the diminishing $:BTC) for them to maintain their
financing levels.
When the ICO min. price is changed it wipes all sell orders below it.

Quote from: ThePhwner on August 17, 2015, 07:44:49 PM
Quote from: waterpile on August 13, 2015, 09:49:37 PM

Quick question: What happened to the sell orders?

I just found myself in the same boat. It is nice that Banx is constantly evolving, but I'm honestly a little pissed about this. Mark
Lyford... this really isn't how an orderbook is supposed to work at all. I see some ICOrelated explanation for this but in all
seriousness, you present Banx.io as an exchange, create an orderbook for Banx shares, and then at will, create a new price floor
and cancel orders?
How exactly did you communicate this to shareholders? It would seem to me that you have the email address of everyone holding
Banx shares on Banx.io. I don't see an update here and I am not going to sit around and read days of Skype group history to find
your announcements.
I think you can understand why people in crypto are sensitive to market manipulations... and the real question is, why give people
the illusion they can sell these shares when you're doing your best to prevent it?
Report to moderator
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I'm sorry for posting so many quotes, I didn't want to create a TLDR wall of text.
But there's just so much to quote! Every page has something unbelievable, I'm only quoting the highlights.
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Customer Service at its finest:

Quote from: bigmanintown on August 18, 2015, 11:08:54 AM
Quote from: proctologic on August 17, 2015, 04:46:25 PM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Still no payout for July. Is there any problem?

Arne, the reason you didn't get a payout is because you tried to screw us again last month. Your account has now been set to
Banx payout so you will receive your payout in the next cycle.
If you have any issues with that then speak to Mark directly.
Simon

There you go. If you try to screw them, you don't get a payout this month.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: KhalDrago on September 16, 2015, 10:17:32 AM

Activity: 938

cant believe this scam is in the top ten and nobody ever mentions it....

Im actually surprised how long this farce has lasted. As ive said before on the original thread, and privately to a
few individuals.....its only a matter of time before this expertly carried out exercise in smoke n mirrors has to
come to an end.
I guess its December then, when the free market dictates price discovery, and not Mark's fake volume buybot.

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651
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But what if we could spend our BanxShares online to buy whatever we wanted? Like if they launched a big site
to sell things? Then would there be a $20 floor or something?

Activity: 308
Quote from: coinmaster222 on May 11, 2015, 10:43:12 AM

Actually I subscribe to that many it will take a fair bit to find it.It did say the Exclusive coin was at an all time low price wise but
very high difficulty the reason might be because Banx was building an ebay type platform to be released in June using payment
through Exclusive Coin Litecoin and Bitcoin.Is there any truth in that
EDIT...http://fuk.io/april2015reportbestaltcoinsandcryptocurrenciestomineandinvestinforhighprofits/

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

"Exclusive Coin aka EXCL – coin is on alltime low in price and all time high in difficutly mining. Why? Possibly because ByronP of
ex AtomicTrade aka Banx.io is making new “cryptoebay” for EXCL+BTC+LTC which should come out by June. I am biased but..
buy, mine, stake and hold until then! Trades everywhere ie on Cryptsy"

Hey that's big news! Surely everyone will buy it now!
Quote from: adhitthana on May 17, 2015, 01:54:57 AM

So this coin is number 10 in terms of marketcap, and traded almost $14,000 worth today according to coinmarketcap.com but
when I look on the two exchanges there is even one buyer. What's the go?

Quote from: coinmaster222 on May 18, 2015, 01:29:09 AM
Quote from: adhitthana on May 17, 2015, 01:54:57 AM

So this coin is number 10 in terms of marketcap, and traded almost $14,000 worth today according to coinmarketcap.com but
when I look on the two exchanges there is even one buyer. What's the go?
You cant sell it its still in its ICO you can only buy it at a set price,pays between 1% and 2% interest per share per month.Has
some great things coming out in June

It's been in its ICO for 8 months, and that is why you can't sell it? Are they locked into cloud stakers or
something?
Quote from: bizzyb on June 06, 2015, 08:56:40 PM
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Quote from: padrino on June 06, 2015, 03:22:04 PM

Haven't logged in for about a week, logged in today to check where my sell order is... It seems my sell order, which had been
on the books for a few weeks was cancelled since I see no record of it any longer...
Frustrating to have an order on the books for weeks just to login and see nothing there...
This is still officially in "ICO phase", even though they are paying out profit share (which is nice
)
They have pegged the share price to a dollar value, however, the purchase price is actually in BTC.

ICO for 9 months...
You can't sell it...
But they've more than doubled the price from .0022BT
.C
..
Because it's "pegged to dollars".
I get it! It's the dollar floor. At least with Paycoin, people were allowed to dump it for whatever price they could
get.
And then there's the buyback program:
Quote from: padrino on June 19, 2015, 11:55:12 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on May 01, 2015, 12:18:18 PM

I'm not sure how you got involved in banx shares, but if you do not wish to be a holder any more feel free to let me know and
we will address the issue.

One of the users on the forums reminded me of this post, I had forgot until I was discussing selling my shares..
Connected with Mark via Skype, definitely a pleasant guy to talk to but sounds like the offer to buy back shares is drying up since
we didn't go anywhere with it, happy to take a discount buy back but I couldn't even get an offer out of him.... I suspect because
it is insanely low, so what are the shares really worth since it's nothing anywhere in the realm of the ICO price, which is used to
force the valuation abnormally high..
Since I am a share holder and I guess I'll be around its time to understand things in more detail..
I'm having my attorney take a look this week since I explained to him how things look as a share holder, Banx.io's ability for the
public to buy at a forced floor, yet private offerings at significantly discounted prices published on the public site. Didn't take long
before he couldn't figure out if a plc or Ltd was at play here since it's almost a mix of both... I keep him on retainer because there
is always something to do, this is the latest, will see what comes...

Quote from: MarkLyford on June 20, 2015, 11:06:51 AM

Padrino, as you are fully aware you did a deal with an existing holder of Banx direct to get your Banx shares, nothing to do with
me or Banx Capital.
Therefore your comments are unfounded.
I have publicly stated we are offering private investors discounts for large purchases of shares which they lock in for at least 12
months. We are concentrating on selling the remaining of the Banx shares to enable us to grow our business and develop our
plans. Its a simple thing.
The offer of purchasing shares from a few people last year was a one off offer.
Again you own no share of any company you own a crypto based asset which pays profits monthly.
Maybe you should take up any issues you have with the person you purchase your banx shares from two months ago ?
As you know you per paid profits in BTC last month which make your investment a worthwhile thing. You are free to list your
shares on banx.io for sale.
And one last clarification. We are only selling Banx shares to private investors, all shares for sale on the exchange are for sale buy
people wanting to sell them. not us.

Quote from: MarkLyford on June 20, 2015, 11:06:51 AM

Again you own no share of any company you own a crypto based asset which pays profits monthly.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 12, 2014, 12:09:11 PM
Quote from: ElitistCA on October 11, 2014, 09:33:07 AM

Do I understand right that banx coins are actually banx shares of company?

yes banx shares are a share in the Banx capital company

Quote from: MarkLyford on June 20, 2015, 11:06:51 AM

Again you own no share of any company you own a crypto based asset which pays profits monthly.
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Quote from: MarkLyford on October 12, 2014, 12:09:11 PM

yes banx shares are a share in the Banx capital company

Report to moderator
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I'm sorry for posting so many quotes, I didn't want to create a TLDR wall of text.

No complaints here.
Got a feeling this thread will be useful to some, when the longest ICO/IPO in history comes to an end.

Report to moderator
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
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Quote from: stereotype on September 16, 2015, 10:47:47 AM
Quote from: KhalDrago on September 16, 2015, 10:17:32 AM

cant believe this scam is in the top ten and nobody ever mentions it....
Im actually surprised how long this farce has lasted. As ive said before on the original thread, and privately to a few
individuals.....its only a matter of time before this expertly carried out exercise in smoke in mirrors has to come to an end.
I guess its December then, when the free market dictates price discovery, and not Mark's fake volume buybot.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

I'm surprised investors haven't learned anything from Paycoin, and I'm surprised scammers haven't learned
anything from Paycoin.
They think they're safe because they're not in the U.S.  but then it turns out they're in the U.S.
They think they can avoid lawsuits by saying "you don't own shares in the company", but they're too stupid to go
back and delete from their own moderated thread where the CEO says "yes it's shares in the company".
Report to moderator
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lol but they can delete my posts.

Activity: 308
Quote from: Bitcoin Forum

A reply of yours, quoted below, was deleted by the starter of a selfmoderated topic. There are no rules of selfmoderation, so this
deletion cannot be appealed. Do not continue posting in this topic if the topicstarter has requested that you leave.
You can create a new topic if you are unsatisfied with this one. If the topicstarter is scamming, post about it in Scam Accusations.
Quote

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 06:14:35 PM

Some people have been asking about the mineability of Banx shares. I have shot a quick video explaining more about the
situation here: http://banxcapital.com/informationaboutbanxsharesmining/
Cheers all
Mark

That's a really good explanation. As we miners know, it's a problem when too many people start mining with a lot of
hashings. Because then so many coins get made!
Until there is some way of "adjusting" mining, maybe with some sort of difficultybased system, it just doesn't make sense.
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Quote from: Bitcoin Forum

A reply of yours, quoted below, was deleted by the starter of a selfmoderated topic. There are no rules of selfmoderation, so this
deletion cannot be appealed. Do not continue posting in this topic if the topicstarter has requested that you leave.
You can create a new topic if you are unsatisfied with this one. If the topicstarter is scamming, post about it in Scam Accusations.
Quote

New topic about BanxShares:
"Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?"
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0

Quote from: Bitcoin Forum

A reply of yours, quoted below, was deleted by the starter of a selfmoderated topic. There are no rules of selfmoderation, so this
deletion cannot be appealed. Do not continue posting in this topic if the topicstarter has requested that you leave.
You can create a new topic if you are unsatisfied with this one. If the topicstarter is scamming, post about it in Scam Accusations.
Quote
Quote from: bizzyb on September 16, 2015, 10:49:32 AM
Quote from: runpaint on September 16, 2015, 10:44:53 AM
Quote from: bizzyb on September 16, 2015, 10:00:53 AM

"Time you'll never get back"

It's just quotes from this topic.
But even if it's a waste of time, it's better than the "Money you'll never get back" which you spent on BanxShares.
Your money is gone. You're not allowed to sell your shares, and it's never going to pay dividends equal to what you
spent for the shares.
Not you personally, of course, since you're a sockpuppet. But other people.
Okey Dokey...I give it a week before you get bored (and that's being generous)

I never get bored of being right, and I will be right about this forever. A week from now, a month from now, 10 years from
now, BanxShares investors will not have received dividends equal to the price they paid for their shares. And that's being
generous. To be straightforward would be to say they were all taken for fools by other fools who can't even run a proper
scam.

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 16, 2015, 02:10:18 PM

#19

BanxShares....
Activity: 686

I've just gone through the 'wall of text', and bloody hell, runpaint has assembled some interesting material.
But, he did miss the issue BanxShares had recently with inflated volume figures on CMC:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1091855.0
After some denial from BanxShares (and Bitshares), Banx admitted that their trade volume was inflated by a
factor of five as a result of a 'programming error'.
Hmm.....

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
Report to moderator

Nulli Dei, nulli Reges, solum NXT
Love your money: www.nxt.org www.nxtinside.org
www.nxter.org www.nxtfoundation.org

shanem

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 16, 2015, 02:36:31 PM

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all

#20
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10/15/2015
Online

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
At the moment, BanxShares is better than GAW Paycoin which has lost its credibility when it fell below a dollar.
I am not sure whether BanxShares is real.

Activity: 546

Report to moderator
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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crypto jerk

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 16, 2015, 03:25:13 PM

#21

Well well well. I've been wondering about how they have such a large marketcapl
Activity: 78

I believe we are seeing a new form of scam
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

+1 for creativity
Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 16, 2015, 03:30:12 PM

Online

#22

Quote from: EvilDave on September 16, 2015, 02:10:18 PM

BanxShares....
Activity: 308

I've just gone through the 'wall of text', and bloody hell, runpaint has assembled some interesting material.
But, he did miss the issue BanxShares had recently with inflated volume figures on CMC:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1091855.0
After some denial from BanxShares (and Bitshares), Banx admitted that their trade volume was inflated by a factor of five as a
result of a 'programming error'.
Hmm.....

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Thanks for the link, that topic didn't show up in search results because the title has been redacted "after the
problem was fixed".
Banx is still #7 on CoinMarketCap; the problem hasn't been fixed.
But that thread has some good stuff:
Quote from: MarkLyford on June 17, 2015, 12:42:12 PM

We are currently still selling our shares to private investors and we do so at a dollar value rather than a bitcoin value. So when
the price of bitcoin changes, our share price changes. CMC list the price of coins as a bitcoin value and not a dollar value, which
makes it look like our price is increasing on CMC but this is actually due to the price of bitcoin declining against the dollar. In
addition to this CMC only list the shares that are in the public domain that are available to the public.
Like many companies, our activities on online platforms are limited to a select few. We have chosen not to use Reddit very often,
which we do not see as being any cause for concern.

They claim that they only sell shares privately, and that all the orders on the exchange are between individual
users and not BanxCapital.
That is not true.
First of all, they don't allow users to sell below the ICO price. And the ICO price changes as they see fit.
Secondly, there are orders below the ICO price, always below the price of all user sell orders. What that
effectively means is that normal users can never sell their shares. The only executable orders must come either
from BanxCapital themselves, or from people who have entered into a special relationship with BanxCapital to sell
the shares under specific direction from BanxCapital.
Third, Mark Lyford himself directly sold shares at Alcurex and CCex. Alcurex is quoted saying "Mark, the only
BANX left at Alcurex are in your account."
So, even if the orders on the exchange are actually from investors and not placed directly by BanxCapital, the
people placing the orders are acting in agreement with BanxCapital. "We sell you the BANX, and you are the only
ones allowed to sell it on the exchange for the current market price."

Quote from: MarkLyford on June 17, 2015, 12:42:12 PM

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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We are only listed on our own exchange at the moment because no one else has started to list us whilst we are still in the ICO
phase. We expect this will change in the future, but it is really up to third parties. Our wallet is available for anyone to use and
add to their exchange on github since our change over to POS. Our shares were previously available on ccex but users on their
system were involved in a hack to our blockchain, which meant that they had to be moved over to our own exchange for security
purposes.

Mark Lyford

He says that no one else has listed BANX, but 2 exchanges already listed it. Then, after Mark himself deposited
BANX into those exchanges, he forked the coin and made his own deposited coins invalid and unable to be sent
to or from wallets or to Banx.io.
Then he says CCex users hacked the Banx blockchain;
#1  How do you know the hackers were from CCex? If you have determined their identities, have you filed
criminal charges?
#2  What blockchain did they hack? The one that couldn't even be mined?
#3  How do you hack a blockchain, Mark? Is it similar to how you said big miners hit the coin too hard and got
all the coins with their mining power, and then dumped them too cheap? (When and where did they sell these
coins below the ICO price?)
#4  Why is this information being shared now, 10 months after "the hack" happened? You announced that C
Cex coins were invalid, but you didn't say anything about a hack:
Quote from: MarkLyford on November 20, 2014, 12:53:06 PM

To confirm. any BANX shares you have in CCEX wallets after the 28th Nov will be deemed non valid. All shares need to be in
banx.io by 5pm GMT on the 28th. for security review and profit payouts. as per this announcement here:
http://banxcapital.s3.amazonaws.com/BANX_CAPITAL_wallet_update_announcement.pdf
Many thanks
Mark

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 16, 2015, 03:32:19 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#23

Quote from: shanem on September 16, 2015, 02:36:31 PM

At the moment, BanxShares is better than GAW Paycoin which has lost its credibility when it fell below a dollar.
I am not sure whether BanxShares is real.

GAW and Paycoin lost credibility long before the price dropped. They were scammers, selling nothing and calling
it something.
If you're not sure whether BanxShares is real, then go read more about Paycoin. When an "investment" admits
that it is only paying you small monthly portions of your own money that you gave them, it has no credibility.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 16, 2015, 03:32:47 PM

Online

#24

Quote from: crypto jerk on September 16, 2015, 03:25:13 PM

Well well well. I've been wondering about how they have such a large marketcapl
Activity: 308

I believe we are seeing a new form of scam
+1 for creativity

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

I don't believe BanxShares has done anything that GAW and Paycoin didn't already do.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

crypto jerk

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
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Member

Activity: 78

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
September 16, 2015, 03:46:59 PM

#25

Quote from: runpaint on September 16, 2015, 03:32:47 PM
Quote from: crypto jerk on September 16, 2015, 03:25:13 PM

Well well well. I've been wondering about how they have such a large marketcapl
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

I believe we are seeing a new form of scam
+1 for creativity

I don't believe BanxShares has done anything that GAW and Paycoin didn't already do.

Maybe. I unfortunitly don't have exactly all the details of how gaw scammed.
But this has got to make one wonder about the relationship of banx to bitshares.
Birds of a feather flock together.
Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 16, 2015, 03:47:21 PM

Online

#26

More from EvilDave's link:

Activity: 308
Quote from: ByronP on June 19, 2015, 12:14:48 AM

There is a ton of projects going on and a lot of money that has been invested by the owner, so if anyone stands to lose it’s him.
He is going out on a limb with his money to make the plan a reality and when I say this I mean the man really has put his money
on the line here.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

OK, that is ByronP. He's some kind of dev who runs the former AtomicTrade exchange after Banx bought it.
Just like GAW bought CoinSwap.
And ByronP always shows up to speak with authority, because he works for Banx. Just like all the guys who
worked for GAW "knew that it wasn't a scam because they worked on it every day."
He really believes in Mark. BanxCEO does so much, risks so much, puts so much of his own money out there
FOR YOU the investors!
Just like GAWCEO was worshipped by his followers. Take us to the promised land of getting rich, oh leader.
"If anyone stands to lose it's him." Really, ByronP? Not the $2.2 million that is supposed to be raised with the
ICO  that's nothing compared to the great personal sacrifices made by Mark?
Just like GAW, investors were made to feel guilty for not having enough faith in their Christlike sacrifical leader.
If they had any questions, they were hurting everyone...but worst of all, they were hurting the man who gave his
life for them!
And then when it falls apart, these same followers and employees "Didn't know what was going on in the other
parts of GAW. It was Garza's plan to scam everyone, and he had his own employees fooled."
Does that sound like the kind of statement you might make a few months from now, ByronP?
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

Marlo Stanfield

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Full Member

September 16, 2015, 04:33:22 PM

#27

Great work here. Thank you for posting.
Activity: 196

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

I think most people could see it was fairly obvious that it was basically scam/medium to long term conjob from
the start. But there are a lot of people in this scene who often get taken advantage of and having a specific post
like this where you point everything out is very useful and will hopefully save people some money.
Was really surprised that Bitshares was willing to associate with them. Shocked actually. It's one thing to have an
open platform where anyone can use it, but it's another to publicly associate with something like this. Bitshares
marketing constantly leaves me scratching my head wondering what they are thinking.
Report to moderator
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runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 16, 2015, 04:51:21 PM

Online

#28

Quote from: Marlo Stanfield on September 16, 2015, 04:33:22 PM

Great work here. Thank you for posting.
Activity: 308

I think most people could see it was fairly obvious that it was basically scam/medium to long term conjob from the start. But
there are a lot of people in this scene who often get taken advantage of

Pumpers and scammers work in pools, while the rest of us are here solo. Our computers connect to peers but we
don't.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

If someone clicks the Altcoin Discussion board right now, maybe they'll see this topic. But if they come along 10
minutes later, they might never see it. I'm just one guy, and you're just one guy, and we're not planning this
out.
But Banx has 4 or 5 people that all show up together and present a unified front. They make a plan and they
carry it out.
That's why I like uCrypto.co, because it's better for making contacts and joining groups for the information you
want to keep up with. Joining a pool. But it just launched last week, so the main thing it needs is users.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 16, 2015, 05:17:17 PM

Activity: 938

#29

Seem to remember bigmanintown threatening to get lawyers involved for apparent slander. That reminded me of
GAW, right there.
A great episode of LTB, gave a revealing insight to some of the shenanigans going on at GAW/Paycoin...
http://bitcoinportal.info/2015/04/11/letstalkbitcoin203diggingin/

Report to moderator
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 16, 2015, 06:01:51 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#30

How about this 
BANX is supposed to be in ICO, for a set price, with a set supply of coins.
But according to CoinMarketCap, the marketcap has increased from under $2 million to over $12 million. During
the ICO period.
How can the market cap change so much, if the price and supply are fixed?
CMC says the current price is $1.74. Mark says the price is set in dollars, not BT
.C But it's not set in either,
because BANX launched for under $1.00 no matter what exchange rate you use.
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

lordoliver

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 16, 2015, 08:25:37 PM

Activity: 560
ma dringt koa hells
ausm weisbiaglasl...

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#31

I eye this shit since it passes the 5 million market cap.
Unbelievable!
 Only the own exchange that is pushing the price
 many users complain about not being able to sell there
 Sell orders are being "removed" before raising the price... ridiculous
Hopefully it will vanish soon from this position, because there are surely enough idiots that drop their money
there, as long at it's present.
And it will stay, as long as there are coming more of those idiots...
I don't even know, why coinmarketcap added them...
Report to moderator
> Your advertisement can be here for 0.1 BTC / Month. <

alani123

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 16, 2015, 08:40:15 PM

Activity: 826

#32

So the price is indexed from their own exchange that creators of the coin control? Why does CMC even allow
that? I'll link to this thread to CMC's thread and perhaps they'll list the actual exchange where trades happen...

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Professional googler

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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bitx
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proctologic

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 16, 2015, 09:31:54 PM

#33

Quote from: runpaint on September 16, 2015, 10:40:20 AM

Activity: 111

I'm sorry for posting so many quotes, I didn't want to create a TLDR wall of text.
But there's just so much to quote! Every page has something unbelievable, I'm only quoting the highlights.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Customer Service at its finest:

Quote from: bigmanintown on August 18, 2015, 11:08:54 AM
Quote from: proctologic on August 17, 2015, 04:46:25 PM

Still no payout for July. Is there any problem?

Arne, the reason you didn't get a payout is because you tried to screw us again last month. Your account has now been set to
Banx payout so you will receive your payout in the next cycle.
If you have any issues with that then speak to Mark directly.
Simon

There you go. If you try to screw them, you don't get a payout this month.

Well all i did was internal transfer within exchange and that cost me 1 months pay and public humiliation by my
real name.
Report to moderator

DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

#34

September 16, 2015, 11:21:31 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 16, 2015, 09:23:09 AM

Activity: 308

CEO Mark Lyford says he ran
32,000 porn websites
The main selling point is that the

and made millions of dollars. Therefore, he knows how to

make money; therefore, buy BanxShares.

White Male Libertarian
Bro

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

claycoins
Hero Member

Activity: 480

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

#35

September 17, 2015, 08:40:47 AM

They tried to start it off as a crypto currency but its is just centralized crap with no wallet and a seemingly
endless ICO selling phase.

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

CryptoCurrencies Info Site

troglodactyl

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

September 17, 2015, 12:46:22 PM

#36

Quote from: Marlo Stanfield on September 16, 2015, 04:33:22 PM

Activity: 31

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Great work here. Thank you for posting.
I think most people could see it was fairly obvious that it was basically scam/medium to long term conjob from the start. But
there are a lot of people in this scene who often get taken advantage of and having a specific post like this where you point
everything out is very useful and will hopefully save people some money.
Was really surprised that Bitshares was willing to associate with them. Shocked actually. It's one thing to have an open platform
where anyone can use it, but it's another to publicly associate with something like this. Bitshares marketing constantly leaves me
scratching my head wondering what they are thinking.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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As a relatively long time BitShares community member, I do not remotely trust BanxShares. If it is a scam, I
don't know why they'd move it onto an open platform they do not control, but I guess we can wait and see what
they do with it. Anything they do to manipulate their token supply will be more transparent than it is now. It's
not like we can stop them from using our chain since it is an open platform.
As for public association between BitShares and BanxShares, BitShares has historically had great
technology/developers and horrible marketing. More people and businesses are just now beginning to seriously
notice BitShares, and I think BitShares marketers are thrilled to announce any business endorsing the BitShares
chain as a superior platform and moving onto it. I agree they should be more careful not to let that come across
as endorsement of anything they have no reason to believe is legitimate.
Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 17, 2015, 04:23:01 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#37

Quote from: proctologic on September 16, 2015, 09:31:54 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 16, 2015, 10:40:20 AM

I'm sorry for posting so many quotes, I didn't want to create a TLDR wall of text.
But there's just so much to quote! Every page has something unbelievable, I'm only quoting the highlights.

Customer Service at its finest:

Quote from: bigmanintown on August 18, 2015, 11:08:54 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Quote from: proctologic on August 17, 2015, 04:46:25 PM

Still no payout for July. Is there any problem?

Arne, the reason you didn't get a payout is because you tried to screw us again last month. Your account has now been set
to Banx payout so you will receive your payout in the next cycle.
If you have any issues with that then speak to Mark directly.
Simon

There you go. If you try to screw them, you don't get a payout this month.

Well all i did was internal transfer within exchange and that cost me 1 months pay and public humiliation by my real name.

That's the kind of tactic they use in cults to maintain power
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 17, 2015, 04:49:54 PM

Online

#38

Quote from: troglodactyl on September 17, 2015, 12:46:22 PM
Quote from: Marlo Stanfield on September 16, 2015, 04:33:22 PM

Activity: 406

Great work here. Thank you for posting.

Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

I think most people could see it was fairly obvious that it was basically scam/medium to long term conjob from the start. But
there are a lot of people in this scene who often get taken advantage of and having a specific post like this where you point
everything out is very useful and will hopefully save people some money.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Was really surprised that Bitshares was willing to associate with them. Shocked actually. It's one thing to have an open
platform where anyone can use it, but it's another to publicly associate with something like this. Bitshares marketing
constantly leaves me scratching my head wondering what they are thinking.

As a relatively long time BitShares community member, I do not remotely trust BanxShares. If it is a scam, I don't know why
they'd move it onto an open platform they do not control, but I guess we can wait and see what they do with it. Anything they do
to manipulate their token supply will be more transparent than it is now. It's not like we can stop them from using our chain since
it is an open platform.
As for public association between BitShares and BanxShares, BitShares has historically had great technology/developers and
horrible marketing. More people and businesses are just now beginning to seriously notice BitShares, and I think BitShares
marketers are thrilled to announce any business endorsing the BitShares chain as a superior platform and moving onto it. I agree
they should be more careful not to let that come across as endorsement of anything they have no reason to believe is legitimate.

I have resisted replying to any part of this thread up until now. And my policy of responding to trolls posting total
inaccuracies and many quotes out of context will remain the same. I don't respond to them.
But I would like to address your specific post. I would like to say that we are always looking for ways to build
more transparency to ease the healthy skepticism that this community has toward almost every competing
asset. So our forthcoming move to BitShares helps to address that essential trust issue by making our every

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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move more auditable.
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 17, 2015, 05:30:05 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#39

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 17, 2015, 04:49:54 PM

And my policy of responding to trolls posting total inaccuracies and many quotes out of context will remain the same. I don't
respond to them.

Except you do respond, by calling people trolls.
You see your own business practices laid out for everyone to see, displaying the same patterns of failure and
disaster that we've seen before; you respond by dismissing it all as "out of context" or "inaccurate".
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

But all of the quotes include links to the full original context, and you cannot name a single inaccuracy.
And you cannot answer the most basic of questions about what you're doing with other people's money.

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

crypto jerk

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 17, 2015, 05:35:06 PM

#40

Mark. Can you not see how keeping banx in just your exchange appears to be some form of manipulation?
Activity: 78

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Also, how much did you bribe Gliss at coinmarketcap to keep your centralized asset in the top 10.
Maybe you shouldnt take our criticism as anything personal. After the whole mt gox fiasco it should be
understood that things that feel fishy will make our hair bristle.
Allow proper trading of your asset without the actions that are seen as manipulative and then well talk

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 17, 2015, 04:49:54 PM
Quote from: troglodactyl on September 17, 2015, 12:46:22 PM
Quote from: Marlo Stanfield on September 16, 2015, 04:33:22 PM

Great work here. Thank you for posting.
I think most people could see it was fairly obvious that it was basically scam/medium to long term conjob from the start.
But there are a lot of people in this scene who often get taken advantage of and having a specific post like this where you
point everything out is very useful and will hopefully save people some money.
Was really surprised that Bitshares was willing to associate with them. Shocked actually. It's one thing to have an open
platform where anyone can use it, but it's another to publicly associate with something like this. Bitshares marketing
constantly leaves me scratching my head wondering what they are thinking.

As a relatively long time BitShares community member, I do not remotely trust BanxShares. If it is a scam, I don't know why
they'd move it onto an open platform they do not control, but I guess we can wait and see what they do with it. Anything
they do to manipulate their token supply will be more transparent than it is now. It's not like we can stop them from using
our chain since it is an open platform.
As for public association between BitShares and BanxShares, BitShares has historically had great technology/developers and
horrible marketing. More people and businesses are just now beginning to seriously notice BitShares, and I think BitShares
marketers are thrilled to announce any business endorsing the BitShares chain as a superior platform and moving onto it. I
agree they should be more careful not to let that come across as endorsement of anything they have no reason to believe is
legitimate.

I have resisted replying to any part of this thread up until now. And my policy of responding to trolls posting total inaccuracies and
many quotes out of context will remain the same. I don't respond to them.
But I would like to address your specific post. I would like to say that we are always looking for ways to build more transparency
to ease the healthy skepticism that this community has toward almost every competing asset. So our forthcoming move to
BitShares helps to address that essential trust issue by making our every move more auditable.
Report to moderator

bigmanintown

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 17, 2015, 07:29:38 PM
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
The Banx wallet has been available for any one to use for over six months here: https://github.com/Banx
Capital/BANXqt

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 17, 2015, 07:57:08 PM

Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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1. Any exchange can pickup the wallet and open a market any time they want.
2. Gliss does not give us any special treatment in fact we have had to make many adjustments to ensure
transparency. I think a lot of people misunderstand what a market cap actually is.
3. We try not to but we put a lot of blood, sweat, tears, and cash out so it stings a bit when people yell scam and
take statements out of context.
4. We do not manipulate anything, we do have pricing limits which I understand can be frustrating but please see
#1.
If anyone would like me to answer any questions personally please hit me up on skype (info@atomictrade.com)
or feel free to text or call me 16093894306 (EST USA).
Quote from: crypto jerk on September 17, 2015, 05:35:06 PM

Mark. Can you not see how keeping banx in just your exchange appears to be some form of manipulation?
Also, how much did you bribe Gliss at coinmarketcap to keep your centralized asset in the top 10.
Maybe you shouldnt take our criticism as anything personal. After the whole mt gox fiasco it should be understood that things that
feel fishy will make our hair bristle.
Allow proper trading of your asset without the actions that are seen as manipulative and then well talk

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 17, 2015, 04:49:54 PM
Quote from: troglodactyl on September 17, 2015, 12:46:22 PM
Quote from: Marlo Stanfield on September 16, 2015, 04:33:22 PM

Great work here. Thank you for posting.
I think most people could see it was fairly obvious that it was basically scam/medium to long term conjob from the
start. But there are a lot of people in this scene who often get taken advantage of and having a specific post like this
where you point everything out is very useful and will hopefully save people some money.
Was really surprised that Bitshares was willing to associate with them. Shocked actually. It's one thing to have an open
platform where anyone can use it, but it's another to publicly associate with something like this. Bitshares marketing
constantly leaves me scratching my head wondering what they are thinking.

As a relatively long time BitShares community member, I do not remotely trust BanxShares. If it is a scam, I don't know
why they'd move it onto an open platform they do not control, but I guess we can wait and see what they do with it.
Anything they do to manipulate their token supply will be more transparent than it is now. It's not like we can stop them
from using our chain since it is an open platform.
As for public association between BitShares and BanxShares, BitShares has historically had great technology/developers
and horrible marketing. More people and businesses are just now beginning to seriously notice BitShares, and I think
BitShares marketers are thrilled to announce any business endorsing the BitShares chain as a superior platform and
moving onto it. I agree they should be more careful not to let that come across as endorsement of anything they have no
reason to believe is legitimate.

I have resisted replying to any part of this thread up until now. And my policy of responding to trolls posting total inaccuracies
and many quotes out of context will remain the same. I don't respond to them.
But I would like to address your specific post. I would like to say that we are always looking for ways to build more
transparency to ease the healthy skepticism that this community has toward almost every competing asset. So our
forthcoming move to BitShares helps to address that essential trust issue by making our every move more auditable.

Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
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Quote from: bigmanintown on September 17, 2015, 07:29:38 PM

The Banx wallet has been available for any one to use for over six months here: https://github.com/BanxCapital/BANXqt
Activity: 308

But it only pays dividends if it's deposited at Banx.io, so why would anyone keep it in their own wallet?
Are there actually any users who use a Banx wallet? Anyone? I can't find a richlist or a block explorer.
I did find this Bitcoin address that's supposed to be Banx.io's 
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/Banx.io

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Looks like you received some transactions from CCex, Bleutrade, Cryptsy, Cryptonator, Bittrex, Poloniex, Huobi,
BTCJam, BetCoin, BitVC, Bitfinex, Cex.io, MoonBit, CoinSwap, Bter, Allcrypt, Paymium, Mintpal, etc.
And congrats on the .00014BT
C
from Faucetbox.com, but it looks like you were getting bigger drips last month.
And where did you send BT
?
C Over .3BT
C
to CCex, mostly on January 18, which is after you forked to invalidate all
the BANX in their accounts and said they hacked your blockchain. Is that supposed to be a dividend payout?
Because there were other transactions, and they weren't on a regular monthly schedule.
On October 5, over 2BT
C
 more than half the wallet  to CryptoTrade.com. Was that a dividend payout?
Did NitrogenSports gambling site have a .6BT
C
dividend payout, in July 2014?
In June there was .62BT
C
sent to CryptoStocks.com; maybe that, and the payments to MCXNow and MintPal, gave
someone the idea for BanxShares?
Looks like this Bitcoin wallet was in use for awhile before Banx.io existed. Unfortunately, it continued to be used
for gambling after it was associated with the addresses for Banx.io.
This wallet, since the launch of Banx.io, also sent funds to Mintpal, Bleutrade, Poloniex, Bittrex, QuadrigaCX,
BitX, OKCoin, CoinPayments.net, AllCoin, AllCrypt, Comkort, CoinSwap, LocalBitcoins, BitKonan, YoBit,
SatoshiMines, TheRockTrading, Rollin.io, BitVC, BTCe, BTCJam, Bter, Cryptsy, SWCPoker.eu, Anonibet.com,
HashNest, Paymium, CloudBet, AnoniBet, BetCoin.ag, PrimeDice.com, SatoshiBet, CoinRoyale, FortuneJack,
Dice.Bitco.in, EvolutionMarket, and AgoraMarket.
Is someone using investor funds to buy altcoins, play online poker, and buy illegal drugs over TOR?
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member
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Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#44

I have no information on that wallet (the old one you reference transactions from) I only can speak on the
current one (Feb 2015 and on I believe). We have no way of paying dividends to coins that are in a private wallet
or on another exchange. If you know of a solution please tell. Hopefully we can help solve this when we switch to
BTS network. You can deposit them into a banx.io account receive your payout then transfer them out again if
you wish (although I agree its an unnecessary hassle to do so).
We don't track what our customers do with there funds so if someone decides to go and gamble that's there
business. I and I alone have had control of the wallets since Feb 2015 and Banx as a company has maybe sent
out 2 transactions from the exchange in that time, none of which were related to gambling or anything of the like
(not including what we send to cold storage which is a project I am still working on to make into a service for
account holders to use).
Quote from: runpaint on September 17, 2015, 09:13:14 PM
Quote from: bigmanintown on September 17, 2015, 07:29:38 PM

The Banx wallet has been available for any one to use for over six months here: https://github.com/BanxCapital/BANXqt

But it only pays dividends if it's deposited at Banx.io, so why would anyone keep it in their own wallet?
Are there actually any users who use a Banx wallet? Anyone? I can't find a richlist or a block explorer.
I did find this Bitcoin address that's supposed to be Banx.io's 
https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/Banx.io
Looks like you received some transactions from CCex, Bleutrade, Cryptsy, Cryptonator, Bittrex, Poloniex, Huobi, BTCJam,
BetCoin, BitVC, Bitfinex, Cex.io, MoonBit, CoinSwap, Bter, Allcrypt, Paymium, Mintpal, etc.
And congrats on the .00014BT
C
from Faucetbox.com, but it looks like you were getting bigger drips last month.
And where did you send BT
?
C Over .3BT
C
to CCex, mostly on January 18, which is after you forked to invalidate all the BANX in their
accounts and said they hacked your blockchain. Is that supposed to be a dividend payout? Because there were other
transactions, and they weren't on a regular monthly schedule.
On October 5, over 2BT
C
 more than half the wallet  to CryptoTrade.com. Was that a dividend payout?
Did NitrogenSports gambling site have a .6BT
C
dividend payout, in July 2014?
In June there was .62BT
C
sent to CryptoStocks.com; maybe that, and the payments to MCXNow and MintPal, gave someone the
idea for BanxShares?
Looks like this Bitcoin wallet was in use for awhile before Banx.io existed. Unfortunately, it continued to be used for gambling
after it was associated with the addresses for Banx.io.
This wallet, since the launch of Banx.io, also sent funds to Mintpal, Bleutrade, Poloniex, Bittrex, QuadrigaCX, BitX, OKCoin,
CoinPayments.net, AllCoin, AllCrypt, Comkort, CoinSwap, LocalBitcoins, BitKonan, YoBit, SatoshiMines, TheRockTrading, Rollin.io,
BitVC, BTCe, BTCJam, Bter, Cryptsy, SWCPoker.eu, Anonibet.com, HashNest, Paymium, CloudBet, AnoniBet, BetCoin.ag,
PrimeDice.com, SatoshiBet, CoinRoyale, FortuneJack, Dice.Bitco.in, EvolutionMarket, and AgoraMarket.
Is someone using investor funds to buy altcoins, play online poker, and buy illegal drugs over TOR?
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Report to moderator
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
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#45

Quote from: ByronP on September 17, 2015, 09:37:45 PM

I and I alone have had control of the wallets since Feb 2015
Activity: 308

Good, then you're qualified to answer questions about how the investors' funds are being spent.

Quote

and Banx as a company has maybe sent out 2 transactions from the exchange in that time
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Then you don't pay dividends on a regular basis? That wallet sent transactions on every day of February except
the 16th and 21st. So you're saying you pay dividends pretty much every single day.
That would mean that all of these transactions are dividend payouts, except maybe 2 of them which are
something else:
1.01995BT
C
to an unknown address on Feb. 2
0.32419992BT
C
and 0.27570008BT
C
on Feb. 4
1.01995BT
C
on Feb 10th
10.09995BT
C
on Feb 13th  Isn't that more than all the dividends paid to all shareholders combined? It only left
15BT
C
in the wallet.
6.09995BT
C
on Feb 24th
1.87626394BT
C
sent to BTCe on Feb 24th  to address 1BLZ7Zr3hUbhh8ufJEkaYzPMvT8HdyWAJS
3.99995BT
C
and 3.96341274BT
C
on Feb 24th
1.54785441BT
C
on Feb 26th to BTCe  to the same address 1BLZ7Zr3hUbhh8ufJEkaYzPMvT8HdyWAJS
Does someone get 2 dividend payouts to the same address, 2 days apart?
Do they have 2 separate Banx.io accounts, but they receive dividend payments to the same BTCe address?
It's strange, because that address was never used again before or since.
They must have used 2 different receiving addresses before February, and then they switched to the same
address for February, and then after that they went back to using 2 different addresses.
Or maybe those were the 2 transactions you were talking about, that Banx spent on office supplies or
something.
Report to moderator
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Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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#46

1 those look like transactions before I took over and 2 when we pay dividends it is an internal transfer to
accounts and then people are free to transfer there payout amount to wherever they want. There is no way to
keep track of which inputs go to which user which would also violate my personal rule of keeping people as
anonymous and secure as possible. Think of it like a bank you make a cash deposit to the teller and your account
gets credited but if you make a withdrawal you will most likely not get any of those bills back because we just
like a bank don't have any need or desire to keep track of who deposits which individual coin (input) nor do we
care which individual coin (input) is used to satisfy a withdrawal. So essentially what you are looking at is
meaningless. Basically you could deposit 1 btc and then withdraw 1 btc but the odds are that there will be no
relation to your original deposit within the withdrawal.
I hope that makes sense I don't want to really delve into the technical side of how transactions are created too
much.
Report to moderator

starmman

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

September 17, 2015, 10:20:48 PM

Activity: 42

#47

Thanks for the information runpaint... I've been monitoring the rise of banxshares on coinmarketcap for a while
but have been 'put off' from investing due to various indicators and feelings. I was planning on possibly buying
some time after/if it arrived on a few popular exchanges, however After reading the history, I've changed my
mind.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

zuziii3

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Newbie

September 17, 2015, 10:24:45 PM

#48

banxio is scammy, they dont really answer tickets nor care of this exchange
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
skip them!
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Report to moderator
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Activity: 530

#49

Please provide me with a tkt number for your issue and I will check and see what happened as I do most of the
tech support as well I apologize if something slipped through the cracks.
Quote from: zuziii3 on September 17, 2015, 10:24:45 PM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

banxio is scammy, they dont really answer tickets nor care of this exchange
skip them!
Report to moderator
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member
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Activity: 308

#50

That makes sense. So what I'm looking at is all the deposits and withdrawals of all BanxShares users.
I guess I thought there would be more than 814 transactions in the past 4 months, for the #8 biggest coin, but
still there's no telling which users sent which coins to which address.
But, then again, Banx.io wasn't open for business in September of 2014, and someone used the same associated
Bitcoin addresses to make about 40 transactions with 999Dice. So it's reasonable to assume that it could be the
same person, and not an anonymous user, who continued to make any similar such transactions at a later date.
There's no way to know.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

But if you've only spent money twice since February, that means you aren't making investments. You're
supposedly taking in $10,000 a day of ICO capital to invest and then use the profits for dividends.
Since you've just told us that the money isn't being invested, where are the dividends coming from?
I guess it's all happening off the exchange, since there hasn't been $10,000 worth of Bitcoin deposited in the past
month, let alone in one day.
Report to moderator
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#51

Correct a lot is done outside of the exchange as large investors usually buyin on a one on one basis and are
credited via the exchange so that they can keep track of there ledger.
There are also some people (like myself) who receive shares as payment for services rendered which is another
means of increasing banx overall worth without having to spend funds.
For full disclosure I hold BANX and I have opted to increase my holdings via dividends being paid in BANX. I also
have no plans on selling my shares in fact quite the opposite. Then again I also have an inside view of all the
projects being worked on which provides me a bit more faith than people who are not actually involved in
creating these projects.
Side Note: Trade volume has absolutely nothing to do with its market cap. This is an area where most people get
hung up on.
Quote from: runpaint on September 17, 2015, 10:33:37 PM

That makes sense. So what I'm looking at is all the deposits and withdrawals of all BanxShares users.
I guess I thought there would be more than 814 transactions in the past 4 months, for the #8 biggest coin, but still there's no
telling which users sent which coins to which address.
But, then again, Banx.io wasn't open for business in September of 2014, and someone used the same associated Bitcoin
addresses to make about 40 transactions with 999Dice. So it's reasonable to assume that it could be the same person, and not an
anonymous user, who continued to make any similar such transactions at a later date. There's no way to know.
But if you've only spent money twice since February, that means you aren't making investments. You're supposedly taking in
$10,000 a day of ICO capital to invest and then use the profits for dividends.
Since you've just told us that the money isn't being invested, where are the dividends coming from?
I guess it's all happening off the exchange, since there hasn't been $10,000 worth of Bitcoin deposited in the past month, let alone
in one day.
Report to moderator
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To clarification since I think I missed this part. I did not say the money was not being invested what I was saying
is that there are a lot of projects being worked on and not every project or person involved is compensated in the

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
same way. Some receive cash, some receive, btc, and some receive shares. All of which actually totals way more
than what you see. Banx also brings in cash from other revenue streams so simply looking at the numbers from
banx.io will not give you the whole picture.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: ByronP on September 17, 2015, 10:48:51 PM

Correct a lot is done outside of the exchange
Activity: 308

So CoinMarketCap just has to take your word on the price and the volume.

Quote

Side Note: Trade volume has absolutely nothing to do with its market cap.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

In order to calculate the total capitalization, it is necessary to know the price. In order to know the price, it is
necessary to know what trades are being made. In order to know what trades are being made, it is necessary to
know how much and how many.
So if we can't believe the volume, we can't believe the market cap. And we can't believe the volume. You've just
admitted that it's whatever you say it is, with no verification from any outside party.
Report to moderator
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You could use that same argument about anything that is only on a single exchange. However with BANX we
know there are X number of coins in circulation and we know the price which during this phase doesn't really
change (unless another exchange picks it up) hence the argument is invalid since trade volume has no bearing on
it. I could say 2 million in trades were made today that doesn't mean the cap is going to change. What will make
it change is a price fluctuation or a new private sale, dividend payout in BANX, or if another site opens a market
and the price changes.
"And we can't believe the volume. You've just admitted that it's whatever you say it is, with no verification from
any outside party."
I never said "it's whatever you say it is". However you are free to believe that since it has no bearing on the cap
in this instance.
Quote from: runpaint on September 17, 2015, 11:02:00 PM
Quote from: ByronP on September 17, 2015, 10:48:51 PM

Correct a lot is done outside of the exchange

So CoinMarketCap just has to take your word on the price and the volume.

Quote

Side Note: Trade volume has absolutely nothing to do with its market cap.

In order to calculate the total capitalization, it is necessary to know the price. In order to know the price, it is necessary to know
what trades are being made. In order to know what trades are being made, it is necessary to know how much and how many.
So if we can't believe the volume, we can't believe the market cap. And we can't believe the volume. You've just admitted that
it's whatever you say it is, with no verification from any outside party.
Report to moderator
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Activity: 530

Well it's time for me to sign off, if I don't get back in here again soon please feel free to use my contact info as
posted above.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator
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#56

The value of the coin is (supply X price).
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Just like shares in a company, the total number of shares times the price per share is supposed to equal the
value of the company. If the price of the shares go up, the value of the entire company goes up. If the number
of shares is doubled, but the value of the company stays the same, then the price of each share is cut in half.
Company worth $1,000,000
Shares total of 1,000,000
Price per share $1.00

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

If the company launches an IPO, they would sell 1 million shares for $1.00. If they decided to have 2 million
shares, the price would be 50 cents. It's not just a random number somebody pulls out of nowhere  the
numbers have meaning. If you offer 1 million shares for $5 each, you are representing to the world that your
company is worth $5 million.
When you make a public announcement like Banx made, you are asking the entire world to buy what you're
selling. You didn't send out emails to a private list; you came to Bitcointalk and said "We're selling something."
You presented an offer to everyone in the world who has internet access.
When you offer something for public sale, you are claiming that what you're selling is worth what you're asking.
When you said you had 6 million shares and you were selling some for the price of .0022BT
,Cyou were telling us
all that your company is worth 13,200BT
,Cwhich was over $5 million at the time.
So when Banx doubled its number of shares, during the ICO, the price should've halved. But it didn't, because
the price is completely manipulated with no influence from actual market forces.
When Banx doubled the number of shares without reducing the price, they doubled the claimed value of the
company. But nothing in the real world actually happened to show that the company had increased in value,
assets, or future earning potential. They just decided to claim a higher value, and they did.
"We have a company that was worth $6 million yesterday. Today it's worth $12 million, even though the
company is exactly the same as it was yesterday."
Now CoinMarketCap says Banx is worth $12 million. Why? What happened in the past 12 months? What have
you doubled, other than some numbers on paper?
Are you beginning to see the problem, and why CoinMarketCap is important in this discussion?
If you were just another altcoin, nobody would care. But you're claiming to be bigger and more valuable than
almost every other altcoin in existence. You're not. You have nothing to show and not a single piece of concrete
evidence to justify those numbers and charts.
If you generated 12 million coins  for free, as you did  and then said they were worth $1.74 each, that would be
fine. But don't pretend that a lot of people are actually buying at that price, because they're not. Banx is not
worth $12 million, no matter what CoinMarketCap says.
There would be no argument, if you had real markets and real volume. But you don't. And that is why we're
having this conversation. So yes, volume is important.
Why? Because you've made a standing offer to the whole world to buy into a $12 million company, and it's not
worth that. You're making me an offer that is not a good deal for me. Yes, you can offer whatever you want,
and if I don't think it's worth it then I won't buy.
But what if you lie? What if you show me evidence that your coin is worth what you say, and that evidence is
falsified? Then are you ripping me off by getting someone else to tell me that it's worth what you're asking,
when it's not?
A lot of people have gone to CoinMarketCap, which means that a lot of people have been given incorrect
information about the value of Banx. How many of them spent money on Banx, based on false information? If
CoinMarketCap said Banx was only worth 25 cents per share, do you think all those people would have paid
$1.00 or more?
A lot of people here believe in Bitcoin. We're heavily invested in the belief that Cryptocurrency will change our
lives and change the world. There's room for Litecoin, and it's almost as widely accepted around the world as
Bitcoin. Dogecoin has almost as many users as any other coin. If NXT or Ethereum or Bitshares goes
mainstream and is a household name, we're ready to embrace it and help it succeed.
But BanxShares doesn't belong up there with those other coins. BanxShares isn't like Bitcoin, and it will never
change the world. Every bitcoin in existence was earned with work. Bitcoins aren't just created out of thin air,
like BANX was. Bitcoin has a reason to exist other than dividends. Bitcoin isn't like any other money or stock
that has ever existed, while BANX is pretty much just the same thing they've been selling on Wall Street for a
hundred years.
Like I said, if your market position was #300 where it belongs, nobody would care because you wouldn't be
making a mockery out of everything Cryptocurrency is about. And you wouldn't have a fake chart to help you
sell shares for more than they're worth to people who thought they saw real market data.

Report to moderator
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Quote from: ByronP on September 17, 2015, 11:23:20 PM
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However with BANX we know there are X number of coins in circulation and we know the price which during this phase doesn't
really change (unless another exchange picks it up) hence the argument is invalid since trade volume has no bearing on it. I could
say 2 million in trades were made today that doesn't mean the cap is going to change.

But the cap did change, because of the trades that you said happened and the new coins that were created.
You say the price doesn't change, and we know there are X number of coins in circulation, so how has the
marketcap gone from $2 million to $12 million?
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

That's right  the volume of new coins for sale. You're saying there are X number of coins "in circulation"  that's
the number CMC uses for "available supply".
Supposedly, the company is holding a certain number of coins, and the ones sold on market are the "available
supply". But they're not really "in circulation" until they're sold, and that's why you need volume. Otherwise
they're just more coins being held by the company.
So if you had a total of 1 million "available" coins for $1.00, the marketcap would be $1,000,000.
But if you say an additional 2 million were "made available" and sold today, the marketcap changes to
$3,000,000.
And that's what you did when you doubled the number of "available coins". But it would be hard to justify adding
so many coins if you hadn't even sold 10% of the ones already "available", so that gives you a further incentive
to fudge the volume.
Stop saying you couldn't affect the marketcap by reporting fake numbers, because the numbers you report are
the only thing that determines the marketcap.
Report to moderator
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NICE work, Runpaint!
Activity: 134

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin? Yes.
Are they as bad as Paycoin? Yes.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

This guy seems like a slightly more intelligent, but equally scammy Garza...
Report to moderator
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Activity: 72
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#59

BANXshares has a pretty bumpy history, I just want to clear up some of the confusion. [obDisclosure: I own
BANXshares, but I don't believe anyone is the cryptomessiah. I don't have insider info. I'm also not a lawyer.
]
1. One source of confusion is the old BANX/Fork/New BANX issue. The original BANX was a PoW coin that was
released in 2 phases; as far as I can remember the mining reward was much smaller in v2, there was no
incentive for miners to update so a group didn't. Someone at Banx must have noticed the overmining and
instead of a rollback, created a new chain and transferred value to it. I guess a couple of exchanges didn't want
to switch (since they were stuck with the 'overmined' shares). At least that's what some of the nastier messages
on the official thread are about.
So I don't believe the fork itself was done maliciously, but might have been caused by the plans changing on the
wallet dev after the release. In any case, all the posts about mining and exchanges other than banx.io are
relating to that older blockchain and mostly irrelevant to BANXShares and Banx.io at this point.
2. Banx purchased AtomicTrade (renaming it Banx.io) and released the new BANXShares (a PoS coin) at about
the same time. I have no idea what the deal was between them (and they don't have to tell us if banxshares
aren't actually shares of the company but shares of the profits, as is claimed) but I'm pretty sure Byron (Banx.io)
is now just a cog in the Banx machine, and that the profits from trading on Banx.io are supposed to be only one
part of the dividends from banxshares. I imagine some other parts are profitable too, but right now dividends
are paid once a month at a rate set by Mark.
So please ignore the old block explorer; the only BANX explorer I know of at the moment is
http://block.banxcapital.com/chains ... Unfortunately it doesn't have a richlist but it's what I believe CMC is
actually using (+ trade price on banx.io) to establish market cap or volume or whatever. So the numbers aren't
100% pulled out of Banx.io's hat. And anyone could create a new explorer with the wallet from the git...
I have withdrawn and deposited BANXShares from banx.io and it works fine, so CMC is not to blame; it's not their
fault there's no other exchange that lists a trade price. And BANX isn't the only coin that doesn't get listed a lot.
So anyway, just trying to put some facts straight, not trying to change opinions.
Report to moderator
Tips? BTC: 1PuPCtUt3pmMjbiLTgTKD6G9AkQS3FBUtD
Time is Bitcoin!
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From what I have seen on coinmarketcap Banx shares do about $10,000 USD of transaction per day.
Are these real transactions?

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

We are the ones we've been waiting for .
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#61

Quote from: Hullabaloo on September 18, 2015, 01:15:16 AM

The original BANX was a PoW coin that was released in 2 phases

First of all, here's the BanxShares ANN: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=813191.0
The things you're saying don't match what Mark Lyford says in the official BanxShares announcement.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

The first day of the ANN thread, Mark says there is no mining at all for BanxShares. When were the 2 phases of
PoW? Before the coin was announced?
In the first post of the ANN, it says BANX can be bought at Alcurex.org and Banx.io. No miners deposited any
BANX at Alcurex. All of the coins were deposited by Mark himself, because the coin has been 100% premined
supply since it was announced.
Mark did say that there was mining previously, but that it had already been cancelled before Day 1 of the coin
being announced. That doesn't make any sense, and I don't see any evidence that anyone ever mined this coin.
He claims that 45,000 coins were mined:
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 15, 2014, 12:33:52 AM

Yes for a short time is was possible to min it, that was changes around two weeks ago. 45,000 (approx) were mined

But if that is true....
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 15, 2014, 09:54:52 PM

I can confirm that there are a total of 6,000,882 BANX available though.

How did they end up with almost exactly 6 million, AFTER that? Another dev might shed some light:
Quote from: th3joker on October 16, 2014, 11:08:10 AM

Block 157 has the IPO original amount of coins and this is presented in the blockchain as 5,400,000 then change of 5,399,000 as
it was moved to a different wallet.

5,400,000 + approx. 45,000 doesn't equal 6,000,882. They just picked a number and made that many coins, no
mining necessary.
Besides, he later says that the coin is 100% premined:
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 17, 2014, 06:33:58 PM

6 million shares in total. they were pre mined by us. all the info and breakdown is here:
http://banxcapital.s3.amazonaws.com/Banx_Capital_Prospectus.pdf

And if you click that link, you will see that 6 million was the original intended number of coins, before any of this
happened.
Interestingly, the prospectus says that they will allow miners to mine 10% of the coins, with only a 5,400,000
premine.
That's the number the other dev was using, but Mark just forgot about that part and accidentally admitted that
all 6,000,000 were premined by Banx.
The coin was launched in October 2014;
These numbers were put together in July of 2014, so they were already decided and have nothing to do with any
miners, forks, exploits, new wallet versions, or exchanges.
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#62

Oh, and also:
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 18, 2014, 08:19:24 AM

Our shares were developed same as BTC, there will never be more than 6 million BANX shares issued.

Wrong, and wrong.

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
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Quote from: Hullabaloo on September 18, 2015, 01:15:16 AM

as far as I can remember the mining reward was much smaller in v2, there was no incentive for miners to update so a group
didn't. Someone at Banx must have noticed the overmining and instead of a rollback, created a new chain and transferred value
to it. I guess a couple of exchanges didn't want to switch (since they were stuck with the 'overmined' shares).

Look, I've just gone over the entire history of the coin in this topic. There was no mention of overmining when
the network was forked, because there was no mining at all.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Besides, they wouldn't be able to reject "the overmined shares" with the coin swap they did. They accepted all
coins sent to Banx.io before the switchover, and they rejected all coins that weren't sent by the cutoff. In fact,
they rejected the shares that Mark himself deposited into other exchanges  he didn't even bother to send them
back to himself, because they were worthless.

Quote

2. Banx purchased AtomicTrade (renaming it Banx.io) and released the new BANXShares (a PoS coin) at about the same time.

Banx.io was already running before they purchased Atomic Trade, and BanxShares isn't a PoS coin. You have to
leave your coins at Banx.io in order to get the monthly dividend payment.
The AtomicTrade purchase was announced February 14, 2015, which is the next day after that big BTC transfer I
noted from the Banx.io wallet.

Quote

(and they don't have to tell us if banxshares aren't actually shares of the company but shares of the profits, as is claimed)

But they did tell us:
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 12, 2014, 12:09:11 PM
Quote from: ElitistCA on October 11, 2014, 09:33:07 AM

Do I understand right that banx coins are actually banx shares of company?

yes banx shares are a share in the Banx capital company
Report to moderator
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Quote from: adhitthana on September 18, 2015, 01:25:05 AM

From what I have seen on coinmarketcap Banx shares do about $10,000 USD of transaction per day.
Are these real transactions?
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I'll give you a quote from Banx CEO Mark Lyford, about a communication from CoinMarketCap:

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 15, 2014, 09:31:12 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Hi guys, some of you may have seen we are temporarily listed as inactive on CMC. I received the following from gliss:


Hi Mark,
One of the market manipulation detectors got triggered and removed it from the listings.
It looks like someone was able to buy 1 banxshare and sell 10 banxshares at nearly 10x the normal price which inflated the price
and marketcap on the site. Is that a bug on the exchange?
Gliss

To answer everyone who has hit me up about this. There is a glitch in our system for sure, obviously someone screwed up on a
decimal place and brought 10 shares for 0.02 instead of 0.002! and our systems let them!. Needless to say my dev is sorting it
out so it doesn't happen again. Obviously Banx.io is a new system , its been running really great for weeks now, but with the
system being built from the ground up some small things are still being bug fixed

They fixed that particular bug that accidentally inflated the figures, but then there was another bug:

Quote from: EvilDave on June 19, 2015, 08:28:16 AM
Quote from: ByronP on June 19, 2015, 12:21:35 AM

Agreed it's off topic. So to stay on topic, for you complainers if you see an error somewhere please report it to me. If
you don't like or understand assets don't be a BANX holder. If you don't like me or management then don't be a BANX holder.
If you don't like... you guessed it don't be a holder! It's a simple concept.

We've shown you the 'error' in Banxshares trading volume: the numbers from Banx.io (the only trading platform for BANX) and
the numbers from CMC.com do not match up.
And we're not talking about a small error, either. The reported trading on CMC ( $15,000) is approximately 5 times higher than
the trading shown on Banx.io ( $3000).

Report to moderator
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Quote from: runpaint on September 17, 2015, 11:32:18 PM

Activity: 938

Like I said, if your market position was #300 where it belongs, nobody would care because you wouldn't be making a mockery out
of everything Cryptocurrency is about. And you wouldn't have a fake chart to help you sell shares for more than they're worth to
people who thought they saw real market data.

Nailed this whole issue, right there ^^^

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

@BryonP
As an exchange operator, when trades happen NOT LONGER THAN 90 minutes apart, every day, for months,
what does that tell us?
Please supply a completed trade log of Banx shares from Feb to around June, so i can explain what i mean.
Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651
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I must admit, the volume and marketcap do not look legit at all. however, once banx operates through BitShares,
there won't be any manipulation possible.
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Here's Mark Lyford's previous crypto business venture:
http://www.warriorforum.com/warriorspecialoffers/925791newcryptorevolutionheregetstartedbitcoin
todaywsoday190414a.html
And on page 2 he posts his Bitcoin address, which we can examine here:
https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/e4348ac365d585e1?
from_address=1JTzzatvy6dSunwabLFu9NQ8RPurn7q1qu

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Looks like this wallet was first used on December 4, 2013, and somebody bought 34BT
C
from localbitcoins. Not the
best market timing, and probably paid about $1000 per BT
.C Hopefully it was a cash transaction, or at least
hopefully there weren't any chargebacks involved.
Then there were 2 sends of 20.0BT
C
each, and later 40 receives of 1.0BT
C
each from BTCGuild.com.
I can't make much sense of it myself, but then I'm not an expert like Mark:
Quote

Hi, well there is no one else out there doing more with bitcoin than I am, currently we are mining over $200,000 or equipment, we
have our own physical coins coming out and I only do Crypto business full time now. So without sound big headed I know
everything there is to know about crypto.

And what kind of knowledge was he selling people?
Quote

But did you know BITCOIN is flawed?
For instance, you'll never be able to use bit coin in a store  because the time is takes for the money to arrive is ABOUT AN
HOUR.
Is it even real money?
..or, is it just digital currency with no value?

http://www.warriorforum.com/warriorspecialoffers/925791newcryptorevolutionheregetstartedbitcointodaywsoday19
0414a.html

Report to moderator
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Quote from: runpaint on September 18, 2015, 02:28:48 AM
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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...
The first day of the ANN thread, Mark says there is no mining at all for BanxShares. When were the 2 phases of PoW? Before the
coin was announced?
...
How did they end up with almost exactly 6 million, AFTER that? Another dev might shed some light:
...
Besides, he later says that the coin is 100% premined:
...

There was a premine to 6 million, and then a maintenance phase using PoW where the block reward was
something like 1 BANX+fees, which is why the total # of coins rapidly went over 6M. The wallet was changed to
reward 0 BANX+fees but it was too late to fix it (and breaks the chain when fees=0). So 3 "phases", 4 if you
count the newer PoS coin. At least that's what I remember from reading the code back then.
The newer PoS coin mitigates this "overmining" with a tiny stake reward, usually by the exchange's wallet to
maintain the network.
At the moment it's impossible to know the actual volume since the trades are offchain on Banx.io afaik.
On the plus side BANXshares could have been just a database of shares on Banx.io, but it was implemented as a
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coin instead, which is much more transparent, but clearly not perfect.
Report to moderator
Tips? BTC: 1PuPCtUt3pmMjbiLTgTKD6G9AkQS3FBUtD
Time is Bitcoin!
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Quote from: Hullabaloo on September 18, 2015, 01:27:14 PM

There was a premine to 6 million

But the business plan had already stated that the premine would be 5.4 million, with 600,000 for miners. That's
what they said, but that's not what they did.

Quote

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

and then a maintenance phase using PoW where the block reward was something like 1 BANX+fees, which is why the total # of
coins rapidly went over 6M.

Mark Lyford says Banx premined 6 million. One time he did say the supply was 6,000,882, so is that what was
"overmined"? 882 coins?
Another time he said miners mined about 45,000 coins. At no time did they actually go with their original claim
and say that they premined 5,400,000 and miners got 600,000. Miners didn't get 600,000, and I still haven't
seen anything that shows any miners getting anything at all. As I've pointed out, Mark says there is no mining
on the first page of the ANN, on the first day the coin was announced.

Quote

At the moment it's impossible to know the actual volume since the trades are offchain on Banx.io afaik.
Quote

On the plus side BANXshares could have been just a database of shares on Banx.io, but it was implemented as a coin instead,
which is much more transparent, but clearly not perfect.

Quote

At the moment it's impossible to know the actual volume since the trades are offchain on Banx.io afaik.
Quote

On the plus side BANXshares could have been just a database of shares on Banx.io, but it was implemented as a coin instead

Quote

it's impossible to know the actual volume since the trades are offchain on Banx.io
Quote

BANXshares could have been just a database of shares on Banx.io

Quote

the trades are offchain
Quote

just a database of shares
Report to moderator
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Quote from: stereotype on September 18, 2015, 07:47:23 AM

Activity: 686

Quote from: runpaint on September 17, 2015, 11:32:18 PM

Like I said, if your market position was #300 where it belongs, nobody would care because you wouldn't be making a mockery
out of everything Cryptocurrency is about. And you wouldn't have a fake chart to help you sell shares for more than they're
worth to people who thought they saw real market data.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Nailed this whole issue, right there ^^^
@BryonP
As an exchange operator, when trades happen NOT LONGER THAN 90 minutes apart, every day, for months, what does that tell
us?
Please supply a completed trade log of Banx shares from Feb to around June, so i can explain what i mean.
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Please.....
What is Banxshares, guys ? Is it a cryptocurrency or an asset ? I was told repeatedly during the CMC trade
volume discussion that BANX was not a currency, but an asset.
Heres a quote from ByronP as illustration:
Quote from: ByronP on June 19, 2015, 12:14:48 AM

CMC pulls its data from the site just like you did so I don't know where the error is at this point. Also remember that this is an
asset not a currency. As such assets have different parameters, prices, holds and more depending on what was negotiated for
the sale. Regardless you should not call something a scam until there is some proof of such. When it comes to BANX there is a
plan and it has been slowly rolling out and users have been receiving there payouts as negotiated. These are the indicators of a
company that is working hard in the right direction not one that has any intention of scamming anyone. There is a ton of projects
going on and a lot of money that has been invested by the owner, so if anyone stands to lose it’s him. He is going out on a limb
with his money to make the plan a reality and when I say this I mean the man really has put his money on the line here.

As ByronP says, we shouldn't judge BANX by the same standards as other cryptocurrencies, because it's actually
an asset.
I understand 'asset' as meaning that BANX is an investment vehicle, backed by a fund/holdings of some sort.
If this is the case, maybe Mark and/or Byron could show everyone the fund, assuming that it is based on crypto
holdings.

Report to moderator
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Quote from: MarkLyford on September 17, 2015, 04:49:54 PM

Activity: 31

Quote from: troglodactyl on September 17, 2015, 12:46:22 PM
Quote from: Marlo Stanfield on September 16, 2015, 04:33:22 PM

Great work here. Thank you for posting.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

I think most people could see it was fairly obvious that it was basically scam/medium to long term conjob from the start.
But there are a lot of people in this scene who often get taken advantage of and having a specific post like this where you
point everything out is very useful and will hopefully save people some money.
Was really surprised that Bitshares was willing to associate with them. Shocked actually. It's one thing to have an open
platform where anyone can use it, but it's another to publicly associate with something like this. Bitshares marketing
constantly leaves me scratching my head wondering what they are thinking.

As a relatively long time BitShares community member, I do not remotely trust BanxShares. If it is a scam, I don't know why
they'd move it onto an open platform they do not control, but I guess we can wait and see what they do with it. Anything
they do to manipulate their token supply will be more transparent than it is now. It's not like we can stop them from using
our chain since it is an open platform.
As for public association between BitShares and BanxShares, BitShares has historically had great technology/developers and
horrible marketing. More people and businesses are just now beginning to seriously notice BitShares, and I think BitShares
marketers are thrilled to announce any business endorsing the BitShares chain as a superior platform and moving onto it. I
agree they should be more careful not to let that come across as endorsement of anything they have no reason to believe is
legitimate.

I have resisted replying to any part of this thread up until now. And my policy of responding to trolls posting total inaccuracies and
many quotes out of context will remain the same. I don't respond to them.
But I would like to address your specific post. I would like to say that we are always looking for ways to build more transparency
to ease the healthy skepticism that this community has toward almost every competing asset. So our forthcoming move to
BitShares helps to address that essential trust issue by making our every move more auditable.

Thanks for responding. I sincerely hope that with more transparency BanxShares reveals itself to be an excellent
and productive endeavor.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: troglodactyl on September 19, 2015, 08:55:23 AM

Thanks for responding. I sincerely hope that with more transparency BanxShares reveals itself to be an excellent and productive
endeavor.

What criteria will you use to judge if it's successful? What if BanxShares doesn't deliver on the stated plans?
Here are some statements Mark Lyford made in order to convince people to invest their money:
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Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 03:33:02 PM

I have been involved in Bitcoin for the past 18 months now and Banx capital is offering you the chance of sharing my vision.

Since he is selling shares based on his own experience, he should show some proof that he was involved with
Bitcoin for 18 months.
As far as I can tell, it was more like 10 months. That would make a lot of difference, if he didn't get involved
with Bitcoin until it was $1000.
Did he buy Bitcoin cheap and sell high, as he implies? Or was he the latest greatest fool on the market, buying
at the alltime high and losing a lot of money?
His experience with Bitcoin is his own chosen sellingpoint, so a lie about his experience is a lie about the entire
basis of BanxShares.
It is true that he registered with Bitcointalk in April 2013, but he immediately started talking about people giving
him money for investments. So was he involved with Bitcoin, or just involved with online marketing and selling
promises?
Quote from: MarkLyford on May 13, 2013, 05:43:59 PM

I am looking to setup a large mining operation here in the UK. i have a pretty interesting situation which means I will have little or
no power costs after September (Location has a £600k wind turbine going up that can power up to 120 houses and I have direct
access to the power overage). Initially looking to setup GPU miners, internally and offer mining contracts. Then once / if viable get
ASIC miners up and running too. I'm looking to speak to people who would be interested in talking to me more about this. I have
a vision of getting a 150 Mhash mining farm up and running by year end . (GPU mining)
If your interested in investing, helping out technically or just want to chat to me more about my mining farm plans I would love to
talk to you ( I'm new here , but been online for 15 years and want to get to know as many people as I can on here as quickly as I
can)
Cheers
Mark

So he was asking for money, but he had nothing. He had no wind turbine, and he didn't even have any GPUs.
And then 3 minutes after he posted that about starting a mining farm, he makes another post about starting an
altcoin:
Quote from: MarkLyford on May 13, 2013, 05:46:43 PM

I realise this must have been discussed many times before but with my background and previous experience of online business I
am seriously looking into what it would take to create a crypto currency that had real potential from the start. But I don't
technically know where to start. So how difficult is it? Does anyone have suggestions as to who could help this become a reality.
I'm a veteran of online business and marketing (made and lost millions in the adult industry) and I am serious in everything I do ,
I think if bitcoin is going to be around for many years to come, and develop into something we probably won't recognise in 10
years time and other currencies will be part of the game.
As an entrepreneur I see many opportunities in the Cyrpto Currency industry , specifically in taking it mainstream and I intend to
jump in with both feet
I would appreciate all feedback on here or via DM
own currency a reality.

I'm looking for someone serious to talk to about what it takes to make your

Thanks in advance for any thoughts or assistance
Mark
PS. I'm interested to hear from any one who has information about new legitimate currencies just launching or in the works too

Is that "being involved with Bitcoin"? Showing up and saying, "Hey I want my own coin but I don't know
anything about it. Will anyone make a coin for me, and also give me millions of dollars to start a mining farm
even though I've never mined anything?"

Quote from: MarkLyford on May 22, 2013, 03:34:07 PM

the idea of being my own bank has always appealed to me, I have always wanted to own my own, the closest I got was owning
half a pawn borking company. Bitcoin you can be your own bank. Although saying that the UK government are talking about
setting up their own exchange, thats the first step to becoming a bank maybe
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That's some great involvement with Bitcoin  "I want to own my own bank, and I wish the government controlled
the Bitcoin exchanges." A real asset to the Bitcoin community.

But if he really didn't buy any Bitcoin until December 2013, which would be 10 months before the launch of
BanxShares, maybe we can see what he was planning in December of 2013:
Quote from: MarkLyford on December 02, 2013, 11:21:00 PM

Hi Guys
I want to create a new alt coin called Banxcoin. I have contacted Sunny King about mentoring / advising me , he has very kindly
responded to me , but obviously doesn't have time with his commitments to PPC and XPM so I am coming here.
I need to find someone who has integrity and has a no BS approach to making Banxcoin a reality.
I need help, advice and someone who makes things happen.
If you have the technical ability to help me make this a reality I want to speak to you .
If this is you let me know.
No offence to anyone, but i don't need negative comments or people coming on the thread just to put their two cents in.
need to find the right person / people to work with to make this a reality
who can't make this happen (no offence peeps)

I just

I don't need to be contacted by wannabes and people

Thanks
Mark Lyford
PS. You only have to google my name to know I am serious about anything I do and that I have been online since 1997, been
there, done it and got many t shirts
cheers folks

So, after he got 40BT
C
when they were $1000, he started talking about Banx.
Correction  He made that post about wanting to start Banxcoin, and 2 days later is when the first BTC arrived in
his wallet 
https://www.walletexplorer.com/wallet/e4348ac365d585e1?
from_address=1JTzzatvy6dSunwabLFu9NQ8RPurn7q1qu
And then he didn't post again for 4 months. When he did, it was about starting an online gambling site, which he
also wanted someone else to do for him:
Quote from: MarkLyford on April 05, 2014, 08:12:02 PM

I am looking to get a top quality dice gambling script for use on a new site I am setting up. I need someone to supply me with one
who can help support it. It needs to be legit, top quality and working from the get go and be totally legit.
Anyone got anything worth me looking at?
Cheers
Mark
PS. I have tried to contact a few people on here before posting this but not had much luck in getting hold of anyone.

Then he said he was launching a new software in June:
Quote from: MarkLyford on April 30, 2014, 12:51:00 PM

We are currently developing new adobe air based software to track crypto markets, trends and mining.
This is coming out in June and developers are working on it now.
The question is what features would you like to see added to it ?
If you suggest a great feature you get life time access to the software for free
Hit me with your ideas folks!
Cheers
Mark Lyford

But it did not come out in June, and he didn't post again for 5 months. His next post was the ANN for
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BanxShares.
So, before he ever announced BanxShares, he had already failed to deliver on the following projects:
 Mining farm with free electricity
 Dice gambling site
 Market tracking software
But he may have been a partner in a pawnshop, which is still unconfirmed. He claims he owned half the
pawnshop, but I would need to hear from the other partner to believe that. I'd also like to know if the property
was owned or leased, and if in fact Mark just pawned something there and called it partial ownership of the
business.
Anyway, back to the claims Mark Lyford made about Banx:
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 08:29:33 PM

Let me state here and now I own 20% of the BANX shares. those shares will not be sold by me for at least 6 months, none of
them.

...but he didn't state that the ICO would still be going for over 6 months, and that investors would not
be allowed to sell their shares while he would be allowed to sell his.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 08:29:33 PM

All of the BTC raised will be spent as outlined in the prospectus.

And has it been spent that way? ByronP is in control of the BTC wallet, and he says they've only
made 2 purchases with BTC.
I guess we have to detour again and examine the claims from the prospectus  continued in next post
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http://banxcapital.s3.amazonaws.com/Banx_Capital_Prospectus.pdf
Quote

Shares can be traded on multiple exchanges

That promise was broken.
Quote

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

10% of all shares will be kept back to be mined by the company over the period of one year.

That promise was broken.
Quote

Wallets will be offered to shareholders on the platforms of Linux, Macintosh, Windows

There is no Linux wallet link in the ANN
Quote

The share offering is an investment that can only be made using Bitcoin, making it a pure
cryptocurrencybased share.

That promise was broken, and in fact now they seem to claim that the majority of shares are sold for
fiat.
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Quote

Clarity: we are going to run a transparent operation, such that investors know what is going on at all time.

That promise was broken. Bitcoin transactions could easily provide full transparency, but it hasn't
happened.
Quote

Banx.io is set to be a fullyfledged online cryptocurrency exchange. The goal of this is to rival other large exchanges like
mcxNOW...

Promise fulfilled?
Quote

BanxMining will provide public cloud mining contracts.
...
with 35% of the investments taken invested into BanxMining
...
earnings will be continually reinvested into new hardware

It's been 11 months, and there is $10,000 daily in investments. Where is the 35%  roughly
$1,000,000  that was promised to be spent on mining?
Quote

From the IPO funds, 6% will be allocated to BanxCash

Where is the $100,000 of loans made through BanxCash, and where are the dividends from loan
payments?
Quote

BanxMint...will help provide a physical store of value

They're offering a 1LTC coin for $46.55. 1LTC costs $2.87
Quote

15% of the IPO proceeds will be used to fund (BanxATM)

Where is the $200,000 that was spent on ATMs?
Quote

Capital Expenditure
Marketing INV 
Banx.io 10% ($17,760)
BanxTrading.com 10% ($55,500)
BitBanx.com 20% ($22,200)
BanxMining.com 10% ($77,700)
BanxMint.com 25% ($27,750)
BanxCash.com 10% ($13,320)
BanxATM.com 20% ($66,600)
BanxCards.com 20% ($4,440)

That's $285,270 that was supposed to be spent on marketing. Where is the money going?
Quote

Terms and Conditions
...
Shares will remain static in nature; no dilution will occur and no further share creation will occur.

Promise broken, and every investor may have a legal right to seek a full refund based on the stated
Terms and Conditions.
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Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 08:29:33 PM

All of the BTC raised will be spent as outlined in the prospectus.
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The prospectus says 15% of IPO funds go to ATMs. That would be around $200,000.
BanxATM.com says there is 1 ATM in operation. Bitcoin ATMs are being sold for $1000 each, and
manufactured for even less.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Using those numbers, you're short about 99.5% of the spending for ATMs outlined in the prospectus.
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 08:44:53 PM

...but just to confirm we are only looking to raise 4,400 BTC , and none of it will be done 'exploitatively' its a simple IPO offering.

Promise broken, you raised 4400BT
C
a long time ago according to your own numbers. But the ICO
exploitatively continues.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 11:13:39 PM

So here is the link to download my book if anyone is interested:
http://rebelentrepreneurbook.s3.amazonaws.com/Mark_Lyford_Rebel_Entrepreneur.pdf
It's for sale on Amazon too if anyone wants to actually buy it

Okay, let's read it 
Quote

I was born in Leicestershire in the United Kingdom

I don't find much about a Mark Lyford from Leicester, but I found a Mark Holyland, age 40 just like
Mark Lyford, at a company called Lyford Ltd:
http://www.endole.co.uk/company/06808131/lyfordltd
This was a "Private Limited Company with Share Capital", and it dissolved with over $100,000 in
liabilities.
Some related companies, all dissolved:
http://www.endole.co.uk/company/06919332/montecinoltd
http://www.endole.co.uk/company/07171081/lyfordpublishinglimited
http://www.endole.co.uk/company/07287002/emarketingmediasolutionslimited
And one that's not dissolved yet:
http://www.endole.co.uk/company/04706457/lyfordfinancelimited
But it has almost half a million dollars in liabilities.
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Back to Mark's book:
http://rebelentrepreneurbook.s3.amazonaws.com/Mark_Lyford_Rebel_Entrepreneur.pdf
When he was 17, he got a job at a record store. He only worked there for 3 months, and he hated
working. So he's never had a real job again, according to him.
Then he worked with a Nigerian scammer who worked over fax machines  before emailing the scams
was cool. But Mark didn't know it was a scam, of course.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

He says he ran a "racing pigeon business" when he was 18, and traveled to San Diego, then Las
Vegas, and a casino owner gave him a bunch of free drinks. Mark says he was pretending to be 25,
so maybe they didn't check his ID.
Then, still age 18, he flew to the Bahamas for more pigeonracing business.
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Then, millionaire Sir Freddie Laker flew him to Ft. Lauderdale on his own airplane and drove him to a
hotel in a Bentley!
Then he made 32,000 porn websites and borrowed £150,000 using his parents' house as collateral,
and he couldn't pay it back because some bigger porn website gangsters tricked him out of his
website network.
Then he grew a warehouse full of marijuana, and he got arrested.
Then his doctor gave him some medicine for his emotional troubles, and he started having sex with
his secretary but he would think about his exwife while he was doing it.
Also he drank brandy "like water" and he still loves to smoke weed even today.
Then he went to prison for 2 years  the judge didn't even care about the good reasons Mark had for
breaking the law. It was unfair.
In prison, he learned that drug dealers are very smart people, but it's always someone else who lets
them down and that's why they get arrested.
On Page 177, Mark says that he's always been a gambler, and that he lost $10,000 in 8 minutes in Las
Vegas.
In the chapter "Money While You Sleep", Mark says that the only kind of business he is interested in
is online business that he can run from a laptop, and that involves recurring payments. I guess that's
the cloud mining.
Then he lists some times that people scammed him; he keeps a list of everyone who has ever ripped
him off, and he promises that karma is a bitch. He says he's been ripped off by a lot of people.
Mark says that different people have different perceptions of what is right and wrong, so it makes no
sense to always follow the rules in business.
He says that he sold an ebook that only took him 3 hours to write.
He says that he took notes at someone else's workshop, and then made a video of the notes and
made $1000 selling his "walkthrough" which took him a total of 8 hours.

But is this book by Mark Lyford, or Mark James Holyland?
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According to Mark's video on Youtube, the 12 months between March 2014 and March 2015 were spent drinking,
sitting on the beach with kids, drinking more, getting a tattoo, smoking something from a hookah or vaporizer,
and playing in a band?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yoZ2s45Lijs
Why did he tell Banx investors that he was working 20 hours a day?
There are a lot of pictures in that video, but none of him working. And nothing about Banx at all.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Maybe he forgot about Banx, because it looks like he was too busy spending money.

Here are some of his older Youtube videos:
Promoting his site Internet Marketing Pass: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lpogTrSKCa4
Listing his goals:
"Travel for a year and just run a business from a laptop"
But he says he's not allowed into the United States because of his conviction.
"Pay his parents' mortgage and let them retire."
He says he was...kinda close...to that goal before, I guess when he was an internet millionaire, but he never
quite made it. Maybe if he had kept going for one more year, he says. His parents must have an expensive
mortgage, if a millionaire can't pay it. But I guess he's talking about the money he borrowed against their house.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dKJxSxH6JQ
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Here he is selling something called "Crypto Profit" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3GacJP9df0
And he's says he's on the WorldCoin committee.

Here he is selling quantumclickmethod.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hVlwveNg9I

Here he is selling InstantMember.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yg9X4sBRGxY

Here he is selling ForumOffer.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2O5gLcvW7qM

Here he is selling IgniteTunes.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0dm6ZslFVBw

Here he is selling UltimateGolf.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ntNYH3DIVs

Anyway, there's plenty more to see on his YouTube channel, but not much of it gives the impression that Banx is
a serious or lasting business in his long line of getrichquick schemes.

He also had a site called Marky.biz, but now it redirects to a page selling his book.
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Ok we covered the prospectus, the book, the previous online marketing schemes, the YouTube, and the possible
real name Mark Holyland, which could also be a fake name.
Back to the public statements about Banx made on Bitcointalk:

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 08:29:33 PM

Hi there, yes you're right we are fully upfront, unlike many other equity based share system exactly who own what and where the
invested funds go.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

How can you be up front on where the invested funds go, when nobody can know how much invested
funds there are?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 08:29:33 PM

The reality is banx.io has only been online for 7 days and up until Thursday last week had some issues. This is brand new mate.
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So in 7 days, you "spoke with some of the heavierduty miners" and decided to "pull mining" because they were
mining too much.
That's according to http://banxcapital.com/informationaboutbanxsharesmining/
How did you speak with some of the miners? How did you know who they were?
How did they dump their shares too cheap during your ICO, when you were the only exchange for
Banx? You didn't have your own buy order?
If miners mined 45,000 shares in less than 7 days, and you premined 6,000,000, how did the coin
supply remain at 6,000,000?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 08:29:33 PM

The reality is I think BTC will be back up at the $500 mark soon, and in the meantime we are aiming to sell to private investors for
USD too.

But the prospectus says, "The share offering is an investment that can only be made using Bitcoin,
making it a pure
cryptocurrencybased share."
The prospectus has only been public for 1 week, and they've already strayed from it drastically.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 08:38:07 PM

I have not hidden myself in any way, google me and you will find everything out about me and my past
here at Banx we pride ourselves on being open and totally honest (even if it's things people don't want to hear)
this is born out of total openness from me, something I have already done.

That's good, because you clearly won't have any problem with the things I'm posting. Since you said
to Google you and find out everything about your past, right? So you don't mind, which is good. But
then, earlier in this topic you said I was a troll who wasn't worth responding to. So do you mind us
finding out about your past, or not?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 11:13:39 PM

To save people to much time in googling all about me and Banx Capital (feel free to do so though)

Okay, Google says your name is Mark James Holyland.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 07, 2014, 10:40:00 PM
Quote from: Yuzu on October 07, 2014, 10:34:26 PM

32,000 websites???

yes 32,000 adult sites. I guess I was the biggest owner of sites in the world around the year 2000.

And what, exactly, happened? Your book says someone offered you a deal, and then they didn't pay
you, and that was it? 32,000 websites gone, just like that?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 01:38:46 AM

very true, sites that did very well. sites that brought in over $2,000,000 a year in recurring income.

Very true? You couldn't pay back a loan for £150,000.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 01:38:46 AM
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nothing, absolutely nothing about me or my life is hidden, google my name you read all about me, read the book you will find out
more.

Nothing is hidden? How many BanxShares have been sold? Where has the money been spent?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 01:42:12 AM

based on us selling all our shares and becoming fully funded we are projected to pay a dividend in bitcoin of approx 70% of the
share investment in 12 months.

It's been 11 months, are you close to 70% yet? Or haven't you sold enough shares yet? How many
exactly have you sold?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 02:29:55 AM

you will find no one or no company more open than us, and we have no issue in explaining everything we have done or will be
doing in the future.

Great, then start explaining.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 02:31:50 AM

I have no issue in people questioning us but I don't appreciate comments that are not researched

Then surely you respect all the research I've shown here.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 02:42:03 AM

you have every right to your opinion, but let me assure you this is far from a con. As you have said I am very very open online
about me and my past. Nothing has been left out. Banx Capital uses real names, real places and real contact information

Then it was your other companies that used fake names? Or who is Mark Holyland?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 04:25:41 PM
Quote from: Manita on October 08, 2014, 04:17:06 PM

or you can scan the lease agreement and registration of a company?
a standard question from the client

Actually Manita, screw it , just to make you happy....
here you go:
If you go here: http://wck2.companieshouse.gov.uk//wcframe?name=accessCompanyInfo
you can search all three of our UK companies: Mark Lyford Ltd, Banx Capital Ltd and Entrepreneur Publishing Ltd.
And just to please you my friend, here are our last three invoices for the offices:
1. http://banxcapital.s3.amazonaws.com/invoices/Mark%20Lyford%20Ltd%201st%20floor%20Ins%201%20240914.pdf
2. http://banxcapital.s3.amazonaws.com/invoices/Mark%20Lyford%20Ltd%201st%20floor%20Inv2%20011014.pdf
3. http://banxcapital.s3.amazonaws.com/invoices/Mark%20Lyford%20Ltd%202nd%20Floor%20Inv2%20290914.pdf
Now my friend, are you totally happy? would you like anything else?

Do they seriously send you invoices with bright blue text, in that wavy font?
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Quote from: MarkLyford on October 09, 2014, 01:06:17 PM

http://BanxMining.com offer mining contracts to clients with a significantly lower entry price than any where else, the reason
being is we are not pre loading our contracts with profit, we are taking 30% of the BTC / Crypto earned from these contracts
instead.

There's not a single search result for BanxMining on Google, other than your own pages. Do you
actually have any real customers?
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Quote from: EvilDave on September 19, 2015, 11:53:35 PM

My only response to all of that has to be.....holy fuck!
runpaint has been a busy guy.

Yeah, be sure not to miss any of it. There's plenty.
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Quote from: MarkLyford on October 12, 2014, 12:07:26 PM

first of all those shares sold are not automatically updated on the website, something my dev will be doing this week.
As outlined in our prospectus we have set %% budgets for each operation and those percentages will be spent on each business
as money comes in, so we don't need to be fully funded to start turning profits.

So you've been allocating and spending the percentages as they're taken in?
That means 15% of all the shares you sold was only enough to buy 1 ATM? That's what it says in the
prospectus.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 12, 2014, 12:23:47 PM

Banx Capital is moving to the Isle Of Man this coming week. I have personally met with the IOM government a few weeks ago and
they are welcoming us and what we are doing with open arms. yes a jurisdiction that loves Bitcoin
They partially like our centralise exchange for crypto assets and have confirmed they will support us setting that element of our
business there and would welcome an asset based exchange there too

But ByronP says he runs the exchange from New Jersey. Whatever, it makes as much sense as
moving your entire operation 2 weeks after launching.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 18, 2014, 08:19:24 AM
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Our shares were developed same as BTC

In what conceivable sense were BanxShares developed the same as BTC?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 18, 2014, 08:19:24 AM

there will never be more than 6 million BANX shares issued.

That is a huge promise to break, and you broke it fast and you broke it big.
You're not letting investors sell their shares until the ICO is over, but you've doubled the amount of
ICO coins to be sold. After you promised there would never be any more coins, and after your Terms
and Conditions in the prospectus say there will never be more than 6 million.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 21, 2014, 10:29:41 AM

With out sound like I'm up my own ass, your buying into me if you buy banx shares

Buying into you? You sold porn, you sold illegal drugs, you sold internet marketing advice, and now
you sell altcoins. Each one was worse than the last, until you've found altcoins  and you'll never see
a more wretched hive of scum and villainy.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 26, 2014, 08:24:19 PM
Quote from: bizzyb on October 24, 2014, 04:50:54 PM

Just got my first BanxMint.com physical coin.
A single 1 LTC.
Looks awesome, love it.
Great size and weight.
Now I know the sort of quality they are, definitely going to order more!
http://imgur.com/IPW3gUL
http://imgur.com/zs0sky8

Glad you like it

Watch out for other new coins coming out soon

It's been 11 months, is that sooner than you meant by "soon"?
And you don't even accept Bitcoin as payment.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q
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Full Member
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#81

How many real people do you think are invested in Banx?
Activity: 196

I'm guessing probably not too many, but maybe they've cornered a few whales or something and they're slowly
bleeding them dry.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

Activity: 308

September 20, 2015, 08:20:06 AM

#82

It's this calibre of individual that gets Chairman Stanlin
Larimer so excited when they join Bitsnares.
Quote from: StanLarimer on June 23, 2015, 12:17:33 PM

Banx Capital announced today that it would be joining the BitShares Exchange Network when version 2.0 is released later this
summer.
Banx Announcement

White Male Libertarian
Bro

Since the end of 2013, Banx has been launching a portfolio of cryptocurrency businesses including a crypto currency exchange,
mining company, trading company, physical coin company and a half dozen other enterprises intended to span the industry.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

This is an exciting example of two new trends that will change the landscape of the Crypto industry this year:
MEGATREND 1. Coins Upgrading to Shared Industrial Grade Networks.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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BanxShares is the first Top Ten crypto currency on coinmarketcap to recognize it is not stuck with ancient 2014 technology. Just
because it was launched as an isolated stovepipe blockchain doesn't mean that it is forever locked into the old model where it
must cover its own blockchain's maintenance and operating costs and attract its own network effect, exchange listings, and
community. By snapshotting itself as a User Issued Asset (UIA) on the BitShares Exchange network, all those headaches go
away. It will still be an independent top ten coin on the world stage, but beneath the surface it will now be powered by BitShares
2.0.
Yep. Why license BitShare's awesome new technology when you can move onto the BitShares network itself for a small one time
fee? BanxShares will instantly gain 1 second transaction times and all the other benefits of industrial grade performance  on the
same day as BitShares upgrades itself.
MEGATREND 2. Exchanges Upgrading to Shared Industrial Grade Networks.
BANX.io is an innovative exchange that specializes in trading the shares of other startup businesses, including its own shares. By
moving onto the BitShares Exchange Network BANX.io instantly gains access to other members' products and services such as the
fiat on/off ramps and globally welcomed Nanocard provided by CCEDK and BitX. Its customers can trade with the combined
customers and assets brought to the network by all other member exchanges. And, thanks to the BitShares referral program,
BANX.io still collects its share of the networkwide transaction fees paid by every customer it brings to the table.
“Some of the biggest digital currency exchanges have been hacked and the rest are looking over their shoulders” says Banx
Capital CEO and Founder Mark Lyford, “BitShares are offering their Smartchain as a safe, level playing field for use by the whole
industry. It can serve as backbone network to all the exchanges as a way for them to trade with and against each other. With
shared order books we will have deeper markets, tighter spreads, and greater liquidity. And since our customers keep their own
keys while trading on this network, combined with hierarchical multisig capabilities we can’t get hacked  and our customers can’t
get hacked.”
Welcome aboard Banx!

Quote from: runpaint on September 19, 2015, 10:22:42 PM

Back to Mark's book:
http://rebelentrepreneurbook.s3.amazonaws.com/Mark_Lyford_Rebel_Entrepreneur.pdf

When he was 17, he got a job at a record store. He
only worked there for 3 months, and he hated
working. So he's never had a real job again,
according to him.
Then he worked with a Nigerian scammer who worked over fax
machines  before emailing the scams was cool. But Mark didn't know it was a scam, of course.

He says

he ran a "racing pigeon business" when he was

18, and traveled to San Diego, then Las Vegas, and a casino owner gave him a bunch of free drinks.

Mark says he was

pretending to be 25, so maybe they didn't check his ID.
Then, still age 18, he flew to the Bahamas for more pigeonracing business.
Then, millionaire Sir Freddie Laker flew him to Ft. Lauderdale on his own airplane and drove him to a hotel in a Bentley!

Then he made 32,000 porn websites and borrowed
£150,000 using his parents' house as collateral, and
he couldn't pay it back because some bigger porn website gangsters tricked him out of his website
network.

Then he grew a warehouse full of marijuana, and he
got arrested.
Then his doctor gave him some medicine for his
emotional troubles, and he started having sex with
his secretary but he would think about his exwife
while he was doing it.
Also he drank brandy "like water" and he still loves
to smoke weed even today.
Then he went to prison for 2 years  the judge didn't even care about the good
reasons Mark had for breaking the law. It was unfair.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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In prison, he learned that drug dealers are very
smart people, but it's always someone else who lets them down and that's why they get arrested.
Mark says that he's always been a gambler, and
that he lost $10,000 in 8 minutes in Las Vegas.
On Page 177,

In the chapter "Money While You Sleep", Mark says that the only kind of business he is interested in is online business that he can
run from a laptop, and that involves recurring payments. I guess that's the cloud mining.
Then he lists some times that people scammed him; he keeps a list of everyone who has ever ripped him off, and he promises
that karma is a bitch. He says he's been ripped off by a lot of people.

Mark says that different people have different
perceptions of what is right and wrong, so it makes
no sense to always follow the rules in business.
He says that he sold an ebook that only took him 3 hours to write.
He says that he took notes at someone else's workshop, and then made a video of the notes and made $1000 selling his
"walkthrough" which took him a total of 8 hours.

Yes folks, WE HAVE A WINNER!
Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 20, 2015, 08:48:35 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#83

Quote from: favdesu on September 18, 2015, 07:51:10 AM

I must admit, the volume and marketcap do not look legit at all. however, once banx operates through BitShares, there won't be
any manipulation possible.

They'll still be able to hold the majority of shares in their own wallet, on their own exchange, and continue to say
they're selling them offchain and transferring them internally.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

AltcoinHerald had a NXT asset  they paid dividends for a while, then dumped all of their own shares and
disappeared with the money. When a share has value only because of expected future dividends, it becomes
completely worthless as soon as the dividends stop.
If BanxShares become available on real exchange markets, and there is a large volume of buy orders  at any
price  it will be very easy for Banx to sell their millions of remaining shares for whatever they can get, and then
never pay a dividend again. What do they have to lose? 1 ATM machine and some mining equipment that may
not exist?
From the Banx prospectus, Page 1:

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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"There is no guarantee that dividends will be paid."
http://banxcapital.s3.amazonaws.com/Banx_Capital_Prospectus.pdf
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

favdesu

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 21, 2015, 04:58:30 AM

#84

Quote from: runpaint on September 20, 2015, 08:48:35 PM

Activity: 476

Quote from: favdesu on September 18, 2015, 07:51:10 AM

I must admit, the volume and marketcap do not look legit at all. however, once banx operates through BitShares, there won't
be any manipulation possible.

CryptoVPN.me  No
logging, we keep it
private!

They'll still be able to hold the majority of shares in their own wallet, on their own exchange, and continue to say they're selling
them offchain and transferring them internally.

Trust: 10: 0 / +1
Ignore

AltcoinHerald had a NXT asset  they paid dividends for a while, then dumped all of their own shares and disappeared with the
money. When a share has value only because of expected future dividends, it becomes completely worthless as soon as the
dividends stop.
If BanxShares become available on real exchange markets, and there is a large volume of buy orders  at any price  it will be
very easy for Banx to sell their millions of remaining shares for whatever they can get, and then never pay a dividend again.
What do they have to lose? 1 ATM machine and some mining equipment that may not exist?
From the Banx prospectus, Page 1:
"There is no guarantee that dividends will be paid."
http://banxcapital.s3.amazonaws.com/Banx_Capital_Prospectus.pdf

their mining gear is real, but very small. I asked for proof on bitsharestalk and made them post pictures. I doubt
they make a lot with it.
Report to moderator
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Activity: 98

Report to moderator

runpaint
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Sr. Member
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Activity: 308
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If you put half this effort into creating something yourself you might actually get somewhere in life! Or you could
just sit behind your pseudonym and be a keyboard warrior...

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Quote from: favdesu on September 21, 2015, 04:58:30 AM

their mining gear is real, but very small. I asked for proof on bitsharestalk and made them post pictures. I doubt they make a lot
with it.

35% of all the money from the IPO is supposedly to be continually invested into mining hardware. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars.

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
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Quote from: bigmanintown on September 21, 2015, 10:43:00 AM

If you put half this effort into creating something yourself you might actually get somewhere in life! Or you could just sit behind
your pseudonym and be a keyboard warrior...

When I take millions of dollars from the people here at bitcointalk, then you can criticize what I'm doing.
Since you are the one taking their money, you are the one that gets scrutinized.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
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Quote from: EvilDave on September 19, 2015, 11:53:35 PM

Activity: 938

My only response to all of that has to be.....holy fuck!
runpaint has been a busy guy.

Is NXTInspect looking to fill any positions!

Report to moderator
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 21, 2015, 02:38:49 PM
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Quote from: bigmanintown on September 21, 2015, 10:43:00 AM

Activity: 686

If you put half this effort into creating something yourself you might actually get somewhere in life! Or you could just sit behind
your pseudonym and be a keyboard warrior...

And if you put a few minutes into actually reading the thread.......you might find that there really are some
serious issues with BanxShares
Far as I can see, we should be grateful that runpaint has the skills and time to put this topic together.
Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Quote from: bigmanintown on September 21, 2015, 10:43:00 AM

Activity: 938

If you put half this effort into creating something yourself you might actually get somewhere in life! Or you could just sit behind
your pseudonym and be a keyboard warrior...

The only thing i see being created by you, is a bigger and bigger hole, together with a future rod for your back.
When there are so many questions to answer, this^^^^ just says failure.
What did you create before you were the No.2 of a bitcoin company/exchange that counts its traded share
volume 5x more than it actually did?
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

Report to moderator
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https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651
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Activity: 29
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He admits to what he's done in his book. Doesn't sound like someone trying to hide something. I'm not saying he
is a great guy, but anyone could read the book and judge for themselves.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator
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Quote from: Pheonike on September 21, 2015, 06:43:06 PM

Activity: 196

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

He admits to what he's done in his book. Doesn't sound like someone trying to hide something. I'm not saying he is a great guy,
but anyone could read the book and judge for themselves.

Not sure any of that is the real issue here.
Quote from: runpaint on September 21, 2015, 11:25:11 AM
Quote from: bigmanintown on September 21, 2015, 10:43:00 AM

If you put half this effort into creating something yourself you might actually get somewhere in life! Or you could just sit
behind your pseudonym and be a keyboard warrior...

When I take millions of dollars from the people here at bitcointalk, then you can criticize what I'm doing.
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Since you are the one taking their money, you are the one that gets scrutinized.

Have they really taken that much? I would have been surprised if they had sold six figures of this thing. Are there
really a lot of people in the community who have bought in?
Report to moderator
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Hero Member

September 21, 2015, 08:47:30 PM
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Quote from: Marlo Stanfield on September 21, 2015, 08:38:52 PM

Activity: 938

Have they really taken that much?

The fact that question is even being asked, says it all......but lets ask it, nonetheless.
@Banx
To date, how much has Banx raised during its IPO?

Report to moderator
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

timmyd
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Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#94

After reading all this lengthy thread which is pretty tiresome tbh after seeing it all again for like the 3rd time?
What ever picture you try to paint of mark and his business banx, it isnt going to make the slightest bit of
difference to banx. If anything banx will just try harder than it already is to prove you lot of paranoid crypto
phobes wrong. Again banx has done nothing but produce results. Ive been in since november 2014 when banx
had NOTHING. Banx now has a few projects on the portfolio its paid me dividends every month for nearly a year
now. I am more than immpressed with the work produced. I havnt seen a crypto project even come close to
banx. Either get involved or focus your talents of requoting shit else where. What does piss me off is seeing
people try to destroy my investment. i made a choice to invest in this idea at the time of investment and pretty
much thats all it was. Now its a running business with services and more in the pipeline. Your all so far of base its
embarrassing. Banx doesnt need your green light to succeed its doing just fine with out you lot involved.
Lets see what other people who actually own banx shares think. Because atm none of you own shares and yet
your voicing your opinion when you have no experience with the project other than reading some quotes on a
fcking troll forum.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: timmyd on September 21, 2015, 10:17:41 PM

After reading all this lengthy thread which is pretty tiresome tbh
Activity: 308

I doubt that's true. Any Banx investor who reads this thread should be furious  but not with me.

Quote

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

What does piss me off is seeing people try to destroy my investment.

Are you talking about Mark Lyford?
I can't destroy your investment, because your investment is already a loss. According to the patterns shown in
this thread, and if Banx is what it appears to be, you will never get dividends equal to the amount you spent on
shares.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: crypto jerk on September 16, 2015, 03:46:59 PM

But this has got to make one wonder about the relationship of banx to bitshares.
Birds of a feather flock together.
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I decided to ask a few questions about BitShares:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1185432.0
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Do you remember in this topic, when some guy showed up and had a whole story about the 2 PoW mining phases
of Banx, and how miners got a lot of BanxShares, and how the coins at CCex only got forked because miners
were exploiting the network? Just a bunch of imaginary lies, but he was pretending it was a real series of
events?
I noticed a similarly perplexing tactic in my BitShares topic.
A guy shows up, and he seems to be serious about the series of events he describes. But the slightest look at
the facts shows that his story has no connection with reality. This time I had to use the Wayback Machine. I
guess the most confusing part is why someone would say "Protoshares wasn't renamed to BitSharesPTS until
November" when Google can prove it was already called that 10 months earlier.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: runpaint on September 21, 2015, 10:45:48 PM

Activity: 72

Do you remember in this topic, when some guy showed up and had a whole story about the 2 PoW mining phases of Banx, and
how miners got a lot of BanxShares, and how the coins at CCex only got forked because miners were exploiting the network?
Just a bunch of imaginary lies, but he was pretending it was a real series of events?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Hold on, I was fine with you questioning BANX and M. Lyford, he's a big boy and can defend himself. But now
you're calling ME a liar and a sockpuppet, just because you seem unable to order events in their proper time
frame. So here's a simple, incontrovertible fact you can't argue with, the code for the original BANX wallet I got
from the github:
Code:

int64 static GetBlockValue(int nHeight, int64 nFees)
{
int64 nSubsidy = 2 * COIN;
if(nHeight==5) return 5400000 * COIN;
if(nHeight==43002) return 551184 * COIN;
if(nHeight>7000) nSubsidy = 1 * COIN;
if(nHeight>42700) return nFees;
return nSubsidy + nFees;
}

You can see exactly how the mining happened, and why it was easy for miners to 51% the small network subtly
and keep creating new shares for a while. You can compare that with the code for the new PoS wallet if you
want, but since you haven't bothered to investigate and just called me a liar, I don't expect you to bother trying
to fit these facts in your version of reality.
According to you, I'd be a victim of a huge scam with BANX. Makes me wonder why you'd attack me without
checking any of the things I tried to help you with and lose some of your credibility in the process.
Report to moderator
Tips? BTC: 1PuPCtUt3pmMjbiLTgTKD6G9AkQS3FBUtD
Time is Bitcoin!
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Quote from: runpaint on September 21, 2015, 10:30:13 PM

Activity: 700

Quote from: timmyd on September 21, 2015, 10:17:41 PM

After reading all this lengthy thread which is pretty tiresome tbh

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

I doubt that's true. Any Banx investor who reads this thread should be furious  but not with me.

Quote
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What does piss me off is seeing people try to destroy my investment.

Are you talking about Mark Lyford?
I can't destroy your investment, because your investment is already a loss. According to the patterns shown in this thread, and if
Banx is what it appears to be, you will never get dividends equal to the amount you spent on shares.

Did you even read what i wrote? Seems your too eager to requote. Anyways thanks for that. You have proven to
me you clearly cannot read. You could see what i wrote and made your own suggestions. Basically what you have
done with this whole thread.
Once again im a banx holder im very happy with the project and the profit payouts i have recieved over the last
year.
Regarding mark or the team? Great set of guys i speak to them daily. Ive have skype contact, phone numbers,
personal fb accounts and i have even been invited to the offices if i am ever passing. I wish i could say the same
about ANY other crypto project. You have way too much time on your hands for this to be a hobby. You sir have
a motive. And i will remind you that you are just a troll on a troll forum no one really gives a shit what story you
scrape together because banx is producing results. This project was just a plan when i joined now it has many
branches to the business. But you sir are stuck so far up your own arse its embarrassing reading what you have
written. Your claiming bitshares is a scam now its laughable im actually lmafao in bed atm. Thanks for the lols on
your behalf
Report to moderator
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Quote from: Hullabaloo on September 21, 2015, 11:39:30 PM

So here's a simple, incontrovertible fact you can't argue with, the code for the original BANX wallet I got from the github:
Activity: 308

According to Mark Lyford, they weren't using that code the day Banx was announced. That's the incontrovertible
fact.
We're led to believe that a wallet update was required for all users before the coin was announced  but Mark also
said that miners had been dumping at cheap prices. The only exchange was Banx.io, so does that mean that
everyone who bought and sold before the wallet update had their trades and shares cancelled?
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

And the only wallet I currently find at github is the Banx PoS wallet. Did you save the original wallet last year?
How do you know it's the original wallet? Did you get it before the Bitcointalk ANN? If so, where did you find
out about Banx before it was announced?

Quote

You can see exactly how the mining happened, and why it was easy for miners to 51% the small network subtly and keep creating
new shares for a while.

For a while? Supposedly the network was running for 1 week before it was announced at Bitcointalk, and by that
time the coin wasn't mineable.
So how could anyone mine in in those 7 days? There was no way for them to know it existed.
Besides, Mark Lyford says Banx premined all 6 million coins. Therefore, miners got nothing.
Also, it would be huge news if any miners succeeded in multiple 51% doublespend attacks. It has never
happened in the entire history of Bitcoin.
So, once again, it looks like you're just making stuff up.
Or, to be fair, maybe some huge mining pool found out about this secret coin and had more hashrate than
BanxMining, a multimilliondollar cloud mining service with a freeenergy windmill generator. And this huge
mining pool decided to use their costly equipment to mine a coin that is only sold on its own exchange, and then
they dumped it for less than the ICO price, before the launch was announced, for no reason.

I'd like to ask you a serious question: When you talk about the first PoW phase, are you talking about
the Banx Testnet?

Quote

but since you haven't bothered to investigate
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You're alone on that one, since the other Banx supporters say I've spent too much time investigating.
Report to moderator
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This guy clearly has issues. Big issues. Reading your replys make me think you need help. You live in a fantasy
world
Report to moderator
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Quote from: timmyd on September 21, 2015, 11:45:35 PM

Activity: 938

Did you even read what i wrote?

Yes. You believe that intentionally faking exchange volume is acceptable....
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=813191.msg11252191#msg11252191

Report to moderator
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 22, 2015, 08:13:39 AM

#102

Quote from: stereotype on September 22, 2015, 07:29:56 AM

Activity: 700

Quote from: timmyd on September 21, 2015, 11:45:35 PM

Did you even read what i wrote?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Yes. You believe that intentionally faking exchange volume is acceptable....
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=813191.msg11252191#msg11252191

Another one that cannot read. 1 i wasnt talking to you. 2. I was on reffering t my last comment to your special
friend.
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 22, 2015, 11:58:37 AM

Online
Activity: 308

#103

Quote from: timmyd on May 01, 2015, 11:07:38 AM

Fraud is a big word. Who exactly is getting defrauded? the trades you see are from private sales. If banx is turning over a fake
volume does this effect you as a share holder? Those extra fees are being reflected in your dividend payouts still. The exchange is
trying to keep a steady volume turnover to keep the exchange in the public eye. now lets be honest here is there a crypto
exchange that hasnt played the volume up a bit to gain custom? i doubt it.
And its working as the exchange is naturally growing now and so are my dividends.

Timmy...
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

If it's fake, how can they continue to pay dividends longterm?
The money has to come from somewhere, and the money has to run out.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 22, 2015, 02:18:40 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#104

If Banx was already profitable enough to pay dividends, then why would they need a loan of 90BT
?
C

https://btcjam.com/listings/34097exchangeexpansion&liquidity

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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10/15/2015

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

If they have to borrow money to pay your dividend every month, you shouldn't expect the dividends to keep
coming much longer.

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 22, 2015, 02:32:30 PM

#105

Quote from: runpaint on September 22, 2015, 02:18:40 PM

Activity: 700

If Banx was already profitable enough to pay dividends, then why would they need a loan of 90BT
?
C

https://btcjam.com/listings/34097exchangeexpansion&liquidity
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
If they have to borrow money to pay your dividend every month, you shouldn't expect the dividends to keep coming much longer.

Dude are you seriously stupid? Your quoting old quotes and not even aknoweledging my previous comments to
you. Whats fake banx? Ok dude please go and take some happy pills. Its very real and so are the services it
provides. Im not even going to point out the services which banx currently opperated because your not worth the
time
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

crypto jerk

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 22, 2015, 02:36:37 PM

#106

So basically banx has recognized that what they are doing feels really fishy.
Activity: 78

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Lots of good questions going unanswered in this thread. Timmy you need to answer that question about the
wallet.
I also love how mark popped in on one of these threads but answered zero questions because we apparently are
making his mother cry.
Remember folks, madoff was well known, so just because you can phone someone up doesnt mean they arent
running a scam
Quote from: bitcoinsatan on September 22, 2015, 02:22:25 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 21, 2015, 10:34:02 PM

Speaking of new BitShares assets and their questionable business practices, have you heard of BanxShares?
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0

Yes, they did not sharedrop on the community, but they want to use the Bitcoin2.O smartchain to expose their records on it to
show investors in their business that they have nothing to hide, and are trustworthy.
They know people who run a legit lottery, and want to put it on the smartchain too. Wish them luck!
Report to moderator

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 22, 2015, 02:42:54 PM

#107

Quote from: crypto jerk on September 22, 2015, 02:36:37 PM

Activity: 700

So basically banx has recognized that what they are doing feels really fishy.
Lots of good questions going unanswered in this thread. Timmy you need to answer that question about the wallet.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

I also love how mark popped in on one of these threads but answered zero questions because we apparently are making his
mother cry.
Remember folks, madoff was well known, so just because you can phone someone up doesnt mean they arent running a scam

Quote from: bitcoinsatan on September 22, 2015, 02:22:25 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 21, 2015, 10:34:02 PM

Speaking of new BitShares assets and their questionable business practices, have you heard of BanxShares?
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0

Yes, they did not sharedrop on the community, but they want to use the Bitcoin2.O smartchain to expose their records on it to
show investors in their business that they have nothing to hide, and are trustworthy.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all

60/211

10/15/2015

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
They know people who run a legit lottery, and want to put it on the smartchain too. Wish them luck!

Dude i dont need to answer any questions for anyone. Im not an employee of banx im a very happy investor who
has already done his due diligence. Ive spoke to all the people i needed to. Ive got the details of the people i
need to know. And i am more than happy with the progress of banx and i am very much looking forward to the
bitshares move and all yhe other business ops coming to banx.
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

crypto jerk

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 22, 2015, 02:55:43 PM

#108

Classic.
Activity: 78

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

If you are not going to answer the question about the wallet but instead try a misdirect then BYE, don't let the
door hit you on the way out banx troll.
This thread is dedicated to all those who might have wanted to invest in the new scam called banx.

Quote from: timmyd on September 22, 2015, 02:42:54 PM
Quote from: crypto jerk on September 22, 2015, 02:36:37 PM

So basically banx has recognized that what they are doing feels really fishy.
Lots of good questions going unanswered in this thread. Timmy you need to answer that question about the wallet.
I also love how mark popped in on one of these threads but answered zero questions because we apparently are making his
mother cry.
Remember folks, madoff was well known, so just because you can phone someone up doesnt mean they arent running a scam

Quote from: bitcoinsatan on September 22, 2015, 02:22:25 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 21, 2015, 10:34:02 PM

Speaking of new BitShares assets and their questionable business practices, have you heard of BanxShares?
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0

Yes, they did not sharedrop on the community, but they want to use the Bitcoin2.O smartchain to expose their records on
it to show investors in their business that they have nothing to hide, and are trustworthy.
They know people who run a legit lottery, and want to put it on the smartchain too. Wish them luck!

Dude i dont need to answer any questions for anyone. Im not an employee of banx im a very happy investor who has already
done his due diligence. Ive spoke to all the people i needed to. Ive got the details of the people i need to know. And i am more
than happy with the progress of banx and i am very much looking forward to the bitshares move and all yhe other business ops
coming to banx.
Report to moderator

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 22, 2015, 03:01:14 PM

#109

Quote from: crypto jerk on September 22, 2015, 02:55:43 PM

Activity: 700

Classic.
If you are not going to answer the question about the wallet but instead try a misdirect then BYE, don't let the door hit you on the
way out banx troll.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

This thread is dedicated to all those who might have wanted to invest in the new scam called banx.

Quote from: timmyd on September 22, 2015, 02:42:54 PM
Quote from: crypto jerk on September 22, 2015, 02:36:37 PM

So basically banx has recognized that what they are doing feels really fishy.
Lots of good questions going unanswered in this thread. Timmy you need to answer that question about the wallet.
I also love how mark popped in on one of these threads but answered zero questions because we apparently are making
his mother cry.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Remember folks, madoff was well known, so just because you can phone someone up doesnt mean they arent running a
scam

Quote from: bitcoinsatan on September 22, 2015, 02:22:25 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 21, 2015, 10:34:02 PM

Speaking of new BitShares assets and their questionable business practices, have you heard of BanxShares?
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0

Yes, they did not sharedrop on the community, but they want to use the Bitcoin2.O smartchain to expose their records
on it to show investors in their business that they have nothing to hide, and are trustworthy.
They know people who run a legit lottery, and want to put it on the smartchain too. Wish them luck!

Dude i dont need to answer any questions for anyone. Im not an employee of banx im a very happy investor who has already
done his due diligence. Ive spoke to all the people i needed to. Ive got the details of the people i need to know. And i am more
than happy with the progress of banx and i am very much looking forward to the bitshares move and all yhe other business
ops coming to banx.

Great now we have contestant number 3 that cant fcking read. So far we have 1 deluded oap, another deluded
code chef, and just a dude who ignores what you put.
Again i dont need to answer your questions IM AN INVESTOR.
Only trolls here guys are you lot. I have first hand experience with banx you dont. Your basing your facts on
opinions. Fcking trolls
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 22, 2015, 03:04:36 PM

#110

Funny also we have newb troll called cryptojerk lmfao you live up to your sockpuppets name
Activity: 700
Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

crypto jerk

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 22, 2015, 03:13:09 PM

#111

Quote from: timmyd on September 22, 2015, 03:04:36 PM

Activity: 78

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Funny also we have newb troll called cryptojerk lmfao you live up to your sockpuppets name

Oh timmy. You still here. Arnt you running home to mommy, im sure she will listen to your brillance of shilling for
banx.
Did you really expect someone with the word jerk in the name to have kid gloves on?
Report to moderator

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 22, 2015, 03:36:22 PM

#112

Quote from: crypto jerk on September 22, 2015, 03:13:09 PM

Activity: 700

Quote from: timmyd on September 22, 2015, 03:04:36 PM

Funny also we have newb troll called cryptojerk lmfao you live up to your sockpuppets name

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Oh timmy. You still here. Arnt you running home to mommy, im sure she will listen to your brillance of shilling for banx.
Did you really expect someone with the word jerk in the name to have kid gloves on?

No dude still here reading your crap. I actually own my own home thanks havnt lived with my mum for years.
And im not shilling for banx its just not a scam. Simple lol
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 23, 2015, 05:44:39 PM

Online

#113

Is Banx going to do a sharedrop to holders of BrowniePTS?

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Activity: 308

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 01:49:03 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#114

Looks like the Banx thread is full of people who want to sell but can't.
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=813191.1080
Quote from: Renovatio on September 16, 2015, 05:48:52 PM

If anyone is interested in buying 222 shares PM me

Quote from: rakesh1_90 on September 24, 2015, 01:37:31 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

I intend on selling 150 shares. Cant place sell order on banx.io .
Let me know if i can do it.

Quote from: zercrypt on September 24, 2015, 10:07:05 AM

i'm willing to sell 1000 shares for 6 btc. PM me if anybody is interested!
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 03:46:33 PM

Online

#115

Quote from: runpaint on September 23, 2015, 05:44:39 PM

Is Banx going to do a sharedrop to holders of BrowniePTS?
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Stuart,
That is your name right?
Seeing as you are UK based and as I have previously done on here before I would welcome you to come and
meet my team and I and see for yourself what we are doing at Banx. Then you can make your mind up about our
business and forthcoming plans. Given the massive amount of hours you have put into this thread and the
‘research’ you have done I would imagine you will jump at the chance to meet us and then report back with your
actual findings.
I understand we are all busy, so if you don’t have time to make the trip I am open to doing a skype video call
with you if you prefer. I have extended his invitation to you on a skype message a short time ago this afternoon.
Please let me know when you are available to meet up and we will make a date as soon as possible. (I'm super
excited to meet the face behind the name).
Best Regards
Mark Lyford
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 04:15:25 PM

Online

#116

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 03:46:33 PM

Stuart,
Activity: 308

That is your name right?

What of it? Is your name Mark J Lyford, or Mark James Holyland?

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Quote

Given the massive amount of hours you have put into this thread and the ‘research’ you have done I would imagine you will jump
at the chance to meet us
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Give the massive amount of sales and "work" you have done, I would imagine you have better things to do than
tea with someone you've already insulted and dismissed.

Quote

I am open to doing a skype video call with you if you prefer.

Why? So you can try to hypnotize me with your cultleader eyes? What is it that you want to tell me on Skype
that you can't just say right here?

Quote

Please let me know when you are available to meet up and we will make a date as soon as possible. (I'm super excited to meet
the face behind the name).

Is that supposed to be genuine? Sarcastic? Threatening? You could have answered at least 2 or 3 major
questions in the time it took you to write this post full of nothing.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 04:18:52 PM

Online
Activity: 406

#117

@runpaint / Stuart
So thats a no to the meeting then ?

Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 04:28:20 PM

Online

#118

We're having a meeting right now, but you refuse to answer any questions.

Activity: 308

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 04:30:20 PM

Online

#119

Quote

Activity: 406

Stuart,

Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

That is your name right?

Quote

What of it? Is your name Mark J Lyford, or Mark James Holyland?
Trust: 0: 0 / +0

>> Mark James Lyford. If you care to actually read my book you will see I changed my name in 2010 for very
personal reasons. (If you want me to send you a signed copy just let me know, missed the post tonight but can
get one down to you for Saturday)

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Quote

Given the massive amount of hours you have put into this thread and the ‘research’ you have done I would imagine you will jump
at the chance to meet us

Quote

Give the massive amount of sales and "work" you have done, I would imagine you have better things to do than tea with someone
you've already insulted and dismissed.

>> You are right I do have better things to do , but I am all for meeting someone who has dismissed and
insulted me and spent a great amount of hours doing so without ever speaking to me. So Ill make the time for
you.

Quote

I am open to doing a skype video call with you if you prefer.

Why? So you can try to hypnotize me with your cultleader eyes? What is it that you want to tell me on Skype that you can't just
say right here?

>> Nahh, so you can see me, record it if you want, find out what we are ACTUALLY doing rather than what you
THINK we are doing. You saying I have nice eyes? I'd much rather spend a few hours one to one with you, then
you can report back on here with your thoughts. I really don't have the time for this place.
Quote

Please let me know when you are available to meet up and we will make a date as soon as possible. (I'm super excited to meet
the face behind the name).

Quote

Is that supposed to be genuine? Sarcastic? Threatening? You could have answered at least 2 or 3 major questions in the time it
took you to write this post full of nothing.

>> No, completely genuine, I like to know who I am really dealing with, I feel much better knowing your real
name etc now, I don't like dealing with anonymous people who know everything about me and me nothing about
them. I have no interest in answering any of your questions on here. I will answer any question anyone wants to
know who is genuinely interested in me and what we are doing. But after all you have no BANX, no interest in
getting involved in BANX so why would I waste countless hours on here?
>> So I ask again Stuart, would you like to speak to me face to face? Any of your other friends on here who dont
like seem to like me, my past life and ideas on business are equally invited to join you for the meeting.
I'll leave it with you.
Regards
Mark.
PS. If you really are too busy to come up to me I can try and take a few hours out and come down to Surrey to
meet you if that would be easier?
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 04:31:20 PM

Online

#120

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 04:28:20 PM

We're having a meeting right now, but you refuse to answer any questions.
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

I don't do meetings on forums. It's way too time consuming. Skype or face to face please. Like I say you can
easily relay all the points of the meeting to everyone here that you care about.
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 04:40:24 PM

Online

#121

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:30:20 PM

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Activity: 308

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
If you care to actually read my book you will see I changed my name in 2010 for very personal reasons.

5 years ago, was it?
Then why does this Youtube video show you calling yourself Mark Lyford, in 2007?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_O7gUh2XRM
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

It says you already had MarkLyford.com, and a blog, in 2007.

Quote

I like to know who I am really dealing with, I feel much better knowing your real name

Are you quite sure you're not being ironic or trolling us a bit?

Quote

PS. If you really are too busy to come up to me I can try and take a few hours out and come down to Surrey to meet you if that
would be easier?

That would be fine. Come to Surrey any time.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM

Online

#122

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 04:40:24 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:30:20 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

If you care to actually read my book you will see I changed my name in 2010 for very personal reasons.

5 years ago, was it?
Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Then why does this Youtube video show you calling yourself Mark Lyford, 7 years ago?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_O7gUh2XRM

>> Yeah you know what you I'm wrong it was only 4 years ago >>
http://mjpersonal.s3.amazonaws.com/Mark_Lyford_Deed_Poll_Certificate.pdf
Apologies for that, time doesn't fly as much as I thought it did.
I have been known as Mark Lyford since my 'dirty' porn site business days. I officially changed my name to
protect my kids, and family.
You know Elton Johns name isn't actually Elton John right?

Quote

I like to know who I am really dealing with, I feel much better knowing your real name

Are you quite sure you're not being ironic or trolling us a bit?[/quote]
>> Not at all I love knowing real people who don't hide behind made up names. You know everything about me
right?

Quote

PS. If you really are too busy to come up to me I can try and take a few hours out and come down to Surrey to meet you if that
would be easier?

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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That would be fine. Come to Surrey any time.

Great! lets set it up, I can make time next Tuesday, can you respond to me on skype or email my PA zoe at
banxcapital.com and give her to meeting place and time and I will see you then. I don't know the Addiscombe /
Croydon area so lets meet at a hotel or somewhere? Where ever is easier for you. I'll even buy the drinks to
show no hard feelings.

Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 05:08:37 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#123

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM

I officially changed my name to protect my kids, and family.
You know Elton Johns name isn't actually Elton John right?

Elton John doesn't ask for millions of dollars with the assurance that he's going by his real name:
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 02:42:03 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Hey Yuzu,
and you have every right to your opinion, but let me assure you this is far from a con. As you have said I am very very open
online about me and my past. Nothing has been left out. Banx Capital uses real names, real places and real contact
information, Which can't be said for many such offers.

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 04:40:24 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:30:20 PM

I like to know who I am really dealing with, I feel much better knowing your real name etc now, I don't like
dealing with anonymous people

Are you quite sure you're not being ironic or trolling us a bit?

>> Not at all I love knowing real people who don't hide behind made up names. You know everything about me right?

I know you continue to talk about real names and madeup names, while you're using a madeup name.

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 05:14:23 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

#124

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM

I officially changed my name to protect my kids, and family.
You know Elton Johns name isn't actually Elton John right?

Quote

Elton John doesn't ask for millions of dollars with the assurance that he's going by his real name:

>> Excuse me I have never asked anyone for millions of dollars. If people want to get involved as a private
investor they can.
Quote

I know you continue to talk about real names and madeup names, while you're using a madeup name.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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>>It's no made up name did you check out the document above ? I have quite cleared stated online previously
that I changed my name to protect my family.
So. Zoe tells me she hasn't had an email yet and you haven't responded to me on skype. Can we get this
meeting scheduled for Tuesday, I've already provisioned it in my diary?

Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 05:20:15 PM

Online

Quote

Activity: 406

Then why does this Youtube video show you calling yourself Mark Lyford, in 2007?

Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_O7gUh2XRM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

#125

It says you already had MarkLyford.com, and a blog, in 2007.

>> Blimey that was 11 days before I went to prison. Don't I look fat ?
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 05:28:59 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#126

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 05:14:23 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM

I officially changed my name to protect my kids, and family.
You know Elton Johns name isn't actually Elton John right?

Quote

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Elton John doesn't ask for millions of dollars with the assurance that he's going by his real name:

>> Excuse me I have never asked anyone for millions of dollars.

Did you issue millions of shares in your company and offer them for sale? That could be described as "asking for
millions of dollars".
Did you tell people that the reason they should give you millions of dollars is because of your honesty,
experience, and the fact that you're using your real name?
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 24, 2015, 05:31:39 PM

#127

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 05:20:15 PM

Activity: 700

Quote

Then why does this Youtube video show you calling yourself Mark Lyford, in 2007?
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v_O7gUh2XRM
It says you already had MarkLyford.com, and a blog, in 2007.

>> Blimey that was 11 days before I went to prison. Don't I look fat ?

Pmsl
Fair play to you mark. Not easy dealing with people like this especially on a public forum. Im not aware of any
current crypto project that has a lead dev/owner that is offering to do what you have offered to stuart. (And
stereo type but he didnt go ahead)

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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@Paint take mark up on his offer i would love to see your report afterwards. All this hard work you have done
seems wasted if the offer to meet mark is rejected.
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 06:06:51 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#128

Quote from: timmyd on September 24, 2015, 05:31:39 PM

@Paint take mark up on his offer i would love to see your report afterwards. All this hard work you have done seems wasted if the
offer to meet mark is rejected.

I have to meet him to get the information which should already be available about this publiclytraded asset? If
he wants to bring the information to me, that's fine. But I don't think he's ready to be honest, so I won't be
going out of my way to hear what he comes up with.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Does it make any sense to you that he started using a fake name before he went to prison, set up
MarkLyford.com, and now he still uses that same name and website but says it's his real name now? And on this
page has just claimed that he changed his name 5 years ago, but I showed that he was using it as an alias 8
years ago? And he still insists that he likes to use real names? Having a laugh?
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 06:07:35 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

#129

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 05:28:59 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 05:14:23 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM

I officially changed my name to protect my kids, and family.
You know Elton Johns name isn't actually Elton John right?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Quote

Elton John doesn't ask for millions of dollars with the assurance that he's going by his real name:

>> Excuse me I have never asked anyone for millions of dollars.

Did you issue millions of shares in your company and offer them for sale? That could be described as "asking for millions of
dollars".
Did you tell people that the reason they should give you millions of dollars is because of your honesty, experience, and the fact
that you're using your real name?

I am selling crypto tokens representing a profit share of my companies to private investors. Simples. The reason
people shoudl invest in me is because of me, either hate me of love me, most people are either or. As stated
above name REAL name is Mark Lyford and its very well known publicly the reasons I changed it when I did
So... Meeting time and date? Surrey Tuesday right ?
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 06:09:38 PM

Online

#130

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 06:06:51 PM
Quote from: timmyd on September 24, 2015, 05:31:39 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

@Paint take mark up on his offer i would love to see your report afterwards. All this hard work you have done seems wasted if
the offer to meet mark is rejected.

I have to meet him to get the information which should already be available about this publiclytraded asset? If he wants to bring
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the information to me, that's fine. But I don't think he's ready to be honest, so I won't be going out of my way to hear what he
comes up with.
Does it make any sense to you that he started using a fake name before he went to prison, set up MarkLyford.com, and now he
still uses that same name and website but says it's his real name now? And on this page has just claimed that he changed his
name 5 years ago, but I showed that he was using it as an alias 8 years ago? And he still insists that he likes to use real names?
Having a laugh?

Alias? I have been know by as Mark Lyford online since 1997. No alias. Again its in my book if you cared to read
it
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 06:11:08 PM

Online

#131

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 06:06:51 PM
Quote from: timmyd on September 24, 2015, 05:31:39 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

@Paint take mark up on his offer i would love to see your report afterwards. All this hard work you have done seems wasted if
the offer to meet mark is rejected.

I have to meet him to get the information which should already be available about this publiclytraded asset? If he wants to bring
the information to me, that's fine. But I don't think he's ready to be honest, so I won't be going out of my way to hear what he
comes up with.

Anyone intersted in investing into me and what we are doing can privatley contact me with pleasure to get all the
details they need. Ready to be honest?
You just said earlier ' Come down to Surrey anyway' ... Im offering to , next Tuesday, when and where?
Whos not ready?
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 06:13:08 PM

Online

#132

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 06:06:51 PM
Quote from: timmyd on September 24, 2015, 05:31:39 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

@Paint take mark up on his offer i would love to see your report afterwards. All this hard work you have done seems wasted if
the offer to meet mark is rejected.

I have to meet him to get the information which should already be available about this publiclytraded asset? If he wants to bring
the information to me, that's fine. But I don't think he's ready to be honest, so I won't be going out of my way to hear what he
comes up with.
Does it make any sense to you that he started using a fake name before he went to prison, set up MarkLyford.com, and now he
still uses that same name and website but says it's his real name now? And on this page has just claimed that he changed his
name 5 years ago, but I showed that he was using it as an alias 8 years ago? And he still insists that he likes to use real names?
Having a laugh?

And lets be honest you and your friends have deliberately set out to discredit me. So I take that personal. And
therefore I want to show you what a nice genuine guy I am by meeting you face to face Stuart. Thats not too
much to ask after all the effort you have put into me over the last week is it? Surely you would be glad to meet
me?
So... again ... I'll ask, next week, Tuesday is good for me ,in Surrey, what time and what place?
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 06:20:06 PM

#133

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:30:20 PM
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Online
I changed my name in 2010
Activity: 308

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 06:09:38 PM

I have been know by as Mark Lyford online since 1997. No alias.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM

>> Yeah you know what you I'm wrong it was only 4 years ago >>
http://mjpersonal.s3.amazonaws.com/Mark_Lyford_Deed_Poll_Certificate.pdf

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM

I officially changed my name to protect my kids, and family.

In order to protect your family...you changed your name to the fake porn name you'd already been using for 14
years?

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 06:32:41 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#134

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 06:13:08 PM

And lets be honest you and your friends have deliberately set out to discredit me. So I take that personal. And therefore I want to
show you what a nice genuine guy I am by meeting you face to face Stuart. Thats not too much to ask after all the effort you have
put into me over the last week is it? Surely you would be glad to meet me?

Like I said, you can come meet me if you want. Since you're such a keen detective, and you've gone digging for
my name and location, there's no need for me to post my address here. I'll be at work all day Tuesday, as
always.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 07:21:21 PM

Online

#135

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 06:20:06 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:30:20 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

I changed my name in 2010

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 06:09:38 PM

I have been know by as Mark Lyford online since 1997. No alias.
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Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM

>> Yeah you know what you I'm wrong it was only 4 years ago >>
http://mjpersonal.s3.amazonaws.com/Mark_Lyford_Deed_Poll_Certificate.pdf

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 04:52:21 PM

I officially changed my name to protect my kids, and family.

In order to protect your family...you changed your name to the fake porn name you'd already been using for 14 years?

Legally changed my name. Come stop being like this, you can read you are a smart guy.
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 07:24:50 PM

Online

#136

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 06:32:41 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 06:13:08 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

And lets be honest you and your friends have deliberately set out to discredit me. So I take that personal. And therefore I
want to show you what a nice genuine guy I am by meeting you face to face Stuart. Thats not too much to ask after all the
effort you have put into me over the last week is it? Surely you would be glad to meet me?

Like I said, you can come meet me if you want. Since you're such a keen detective, and you've gone digging for my name and
location, there's no need for me to post my address here. I'll be at work all day Tuesday, as always.

Wouldn't you go digging if someone was attacking you anonymously?
I will PM you to confirm the correct address and see you on Tuesday at 1PM.

Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 07:28:10 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

#137

@runpaint
I have just PM'd you re confirmation of meeting.
Regards
Mark
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 07:52:08 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#138

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 07:24:50 PM

Wouldn't you go digging if someone was attacking you anonymously?

You're attacking people's money, anonymously or under a fake name, or a "real name" that used to be a fake
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name, but then you changed it, after you had already been using it as a fake name, but now you're using the
same fake name as a real name.

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 07:28:10 PM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

@runpaint
I have just PM'd you re confirmation of meeting.
Regards
Mark

I hope you're not planning to meet Stuart in Surrey. Just because you Googled "runpaint" and found a website
with a similar name? Is that the kind of "internet marketing genius" that is going to make Banx investors rich?
My name isn't Stuart, and I'm not in Surrey. I'm in the U.S., where "Mark Lyford" isn't allowed to travel because
of his criminal record.
I talked to Stuart in Surrey, from runpaintrun.com, and he says he hasn't been contacted by you yet. So maybe
you actually found a different Stuart in Surrey, who is also not me. Either way, I'm not there.
I know I'm in the U.S. and not Surrey, because here in the U.S. it's a different world from over there. For
example, drug dealers here aren't just computer nerds playing around in their little warehouse gardens. Here
they have guns. That's just one way things are different here.
But obviously you've gotten the wrong idea about who I am. I'm a Bitcoin enthusiast and miner, like you. Just a
computer nerd, doing things on the computer, in ways that are probably similar to the way you do it in England.
There may be some differences with me, but I'm sure we aren't completely different.
To prove my identity as a crypto miner, here's some pictures of my equipment that I would show you if you did
come to visit:

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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As you can see, I have some GPUs and I'm also CPUmining! I'm hardcore into crypto, just a typical Bitcointalk
nerd LOL!
I don't know if you can make out the 2 command prompts  yes, there are 2  but they say "yay!!!" all down the
sides.
So, no need for us to meet in person. That's all I would have to offer you, and all you have to offer me is more
lies and excuses for why you're running a "business" that looks exactly like GAW Paycoin.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 24, 2015, 08:02:33 PM

#139

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 07:52:08 PM

Activity: 938

.......you're running a "business" that looks exactly like GAW Paycoin.

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore
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Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 08:03:33 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

#140

@runpaint
So you don't want to meet up and you don't want a skype call to interview me and me put the incorrect
information you have put in this thread right?
All I need is a yes or a no. If its a yes add me on skype ID mjlyford and lets get the video call done. You can ask
me anything you want, record it and put it out where ever you like.
If it's a no then that is the end of the matter. I have been more than fair to you offering to speak to you direct
but at the end of the day you are not making my offer easy.
So, what is it? Meeting / skype meeting Yes or No?

Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 08:05:22 PM

Online

#141

Quote from: stereotype on September 24, 2015, 08:02:33 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 07:52:08 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

.......you're running a "business" that looks exactly like GAW Paycoin.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Stereotype,
You have no place in this thread. I have already offered to pay for your train and hotel to come up here to the
office and you declined. Although the offer still stands, come up or Ill come down to you.
Seeing as you declined the offer what more than I do?
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 08:07:13 PM

Online

#142

Quote
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Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

That would be fine. Come to Surrey any time.

Stuart  who's playing game and lying now?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 08:14:26 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#143

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:07:13 PM
Quote

That would be fine. Come to Surrey any time.

Stuart  who's playing game and lying now?

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Since you asked, you are. It's still fine with me if you come to Surrey; I never said I was there or that my name
is Stuart.

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:03:33 PM

So you don't want to meet up and you don't want a skype call to interview me and me put the incorrect information you have put
in this thread right?

If you can't correct the information, then neither can I. It's your company, so it's your responsibility to explain.
You're fully capable of posting in this thread, but you haven't answered how many shares have been sold, how
the money has been spent, or how you plan to continue the dividend payments without a Ponzitype business
model. You haven't answered what kind of deal you've made with Dan and Stan Larimer; how many of your
shares are going into their pockets, and viceversa?
You've had ample opportunity to "correct" all the information here, but instead you only want to talk about me.
Go back to your ANN thread, where your investors are clamoring to sell their shares, and tell them all about me.
Maybe that will satisfy their concerns about what you're doing with their money.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 24, 2015, 08:29:20 PM

#144

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:05:22 PM

Activity: 938

Stereotype,
You have no place in this thread.

Forgot where you was then didnt you? Bet you tried to delete my many posts, like on your thread, eh? And there
you are spending your time, attempting to out an individuals name and location. Not really in the spirit of this
space Mark. Really not cool at all.
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

You have no place in Bitcoin.
Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 08:32:23 PM

Online

#145

Quote from: stereotype on September 24, 2015, 08:29:20 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:05:22 PM

Activity: 308
Stereotype,
You have no place in this thread.
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Forgot where you was then didnt you? Bet you tried to delete my many posts, like on your thread, eh? And there you are
spending your time, attempting to out an individuals name and location. Not really in the spirit of this space Mark. Really not cool
at all.
You have no place in Bitcoin.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Didn't "Mark Lyford" ask you for a private conversation, and then he went back to the Banx thread and told
everyone how many shares you had bought?
I wonder why I don't care to have a private conversation with him...

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 09:25:44 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

#146

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 08:14:26 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:07:13 PM
Quote

That would be fine. Come to Surrey any time.

Stuart  who's playing game and lying now?
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Since you asked, you are. It's still fine with me if you come to Surrey; I never said I was there or that my name is Stuart.

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:03:33 PM

So you don't want to meet up and you don't want a skype call to interview me and me put the incorrect information you have
put in this thread right?

If you can't correct the information, then neither can I. It's your company, so it's your responsibility to explain.
You're fully capable of posting in this thread, but you haven't answered how many shares have been sold, how the money has
been spent, or how you plan to continue the dividend payments without a Ponzitype business model. You haven't answered what
kind of deal you've made with Dan and Stan Larimer; how many of your shares are going into their pockets, and viceversa?
You've had ample opportunity to "correct" all the information here, but instead you only want to talk about me.
Go back to your ANN thread, where your investors are clamoring to sell their shares, and tell them all about me. Maybe that will
satisfy their concerns about what you're doing with their money.

OK .End of games. you have wasted my time, refused to meet me, skype and talk face to face. I will answer any
questions anyone has of me and my companies but not on here to people who have no interested in getting
involved and are only out to cause trouble on this forum.
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I will say one thing though. In the interest of public information. NO BANX SHARES ARE BEING PAID TO DAN
OR STAN LARIMER OR VICEVERSA. We are simply using the new BTS 2.0 system as anyone can to run our
business.
So this concludes our business. I think you have proven you are only playing games over the last few hours.
Wasting my time.
So I wish you all the luck in the world with your endeavours.
Mark
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member
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Online

#147

Quote from: stereotype on September 24, 2015, 08:29:20 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:05:22 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Stereotype,
You have no place in this thread.

Forgot where you was then didnt you? Bet you tried to delete my many posts, like on your thread, eh? And there you are
spending your time, attempting to out an individuals name and location. Not really in the spirit of this space Mark. Really not cool
at all.
You have no place in Bitcoin.

Didn't forget at all. Out individuals? Individuals anonymously accusing me and my team of false things? Whats
not really in the spirit of this space? I haven't outed anyone. I used the guys first name (which i still think is the
case). And what is in the spirit of this space anyway? A bunch of people who mainly spend hours upon hours not
working on any business of their own and want to come after others as they see fit with nothing to back it up?
You have created much hassle, refused to meet me after I offered to pay for you to come and meet us. What else
would you like me to do for you?
So , again I will say if you don't want to meet me and discuss any questions you have then I have nothing more
to say to you.

Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com
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#148

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 08:32:23 PM
Quote from: stereotype on September 24, 2015, 08:29:20 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:05:22 PM

Stereotype,
You have no place in this thread.

Forgot where you was then didnt you? Bet you tried to delete my many posts, like on your thread, eh? And there you are
spending your time, attempting to out an individuals name and location. Not really in the spirit of this space Mark. Really not
cool at all.
You have no place in Bitcoin.

Didn't "Mark Lyford" ask you for a private conversation, and then he went back to the Banx thread and told everyone how many
shares you had bought?
I wonder why I don't care to have a private conversation with him...

Again, totally wrong information....
Goodnight
Report to moderator
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Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com
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Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 09:57:52 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#149

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 09:31:32 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 08:32:23 PM
Quote from: stereotype on September 24, 2015, 08:29:20 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:05:22 PM

Stereotype,
You have no place in this thread.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Forgot where you was then didnt you? Bet you tried to delete my many posts, like on your thread, eh? And there you are
spending your time, attempting to out an individuals name and location. Not really in the spirit of this space Mark. Really
not cool at all.
You have no place in Bitcoin.

Didn't "Mark Lyford" ask you for a private conversation, and then he went back to the Banx thread and told everyone how
many shares you had bought?
I wonder why I don't care to have a private conversation with him...

Again, totally wrong information....
Goodnight

Quote from: MarkLyford on November 03, 2014, 03:16:13 PM
Quote from: stereotype on November 03, 2014, 03:12:20 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on November 03, 2014, 03:03:00 PM

the guy has 904 shares only.
Who the fuck are you to reveal who owns what? Wow. How fucking dare you.

have I disclosed your details? No?
You make it sound like your a big investor, when the reality is you have hardly any investment.

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 24, 2015, 10:02:44 PM

#150

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 09:30:17 PM

Activity: 938

Quote from: stereotype on September 24, 2015, 08:29:20 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 08:05:22 PM

Stereotype,
You have no place in this thread.

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

Forgot where you was then didnt you? Bet you tried to delete my many posts, like on your thread, eh? And there you are
spending your time, attempting to out an individuals name and location. Not really in the spirit of this space Mark. Really not
cool at all.
You have no place in Bitcoin.

Didn't forget at all. Out individuals? Individuals anonymously accusing me and my team of false things? Whats not really in the
spirit of this space? I haven't outed anyone. I used the guys first name (which i still think is the case). And what is in the spirit of
this space anyway? A bunch of people who mainly spend hours upon hours not working on any business of their own and want to
come after others as they see fit with nothing to back it up?
You have created much hassle, refused to meet me after I offered to pay for you to come and meet us. What else would you like
me to do for you?
So , again I will say if you don't want to meet me and discuss any questions you have then I have nothing more to say to you.
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Oh boy. You really should have just let people think you made a silly mistake, there. How is it even possible for
you to even think its ok to tell me where my place is in a thread you didnt create? What??
The fact you even want to argue about peoples right to privacy is questionable, at best. And considering your
stupid stunt just backfired in your fat face.....your judgement/s on what is actually going on here, are shocking.
All you had to do is answer some questions about your business.
Also, you did tell everyone how many shares i bought. Thats exactly what happened. Mark, not correcting
yourself there makes you look like a liar, as runpaint has just pointed out.

Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 24, 2015, 11:13:34 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

#151

Everyone has the right to privacy until they start anonymously posting about me and taking many things out of
context. And lets not kid ourselves all you wanted was more information. Look at the title of this thread....
Really?
@runpaint has put a massive amount of time into getting many facts wrong about me and my business. I offered
him the chance for a virtual or face to face meeting, he refused and played games. Instead he just shows me
some miners to 'prove' who he is. laughable.
@stereotype has been offered the same opportunity to speak with me face to face and refused.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

People ask why I don't like this place? The last few hours have demonstrated why. People playing games with
nothing else better todo. I prefer to build a business and change things moving forward. I have always said,
interested in what I am doing, ask me anything you can have all the info you need. Don't like what I am doing?
Move on and find something you do that you can put your time and effort into.
Again, for the last time. I am open to speaking to anyone face to face or on skype about anything we are doing.
The offer still stands.
Anonymous people posting stuff aimed at discrediting me and my business who have proven to play games and
have no intention of listening to my intentions don't deserve and won't get my time.
Anyone reading these last few pages can make up their own minds about agendas going on here. The same as
they can make decisions on intentions of posters here by looking at the other thread they are very active on
attacking BTS: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1185432.0;all
So there we have it, I have tried to communicate, offered the face to face meetings to be recorded and
distributed if need be, but I simply wont waste my time on people who play games and for sure have agendas of
their own. I have no intention of wasting any more of my time with timewasters.
With that I bid you all good night and a happy and prosperous life and business.
If anyone would like to take me up on my offer of actually speaking to me direct you can do so through the
following ways:
Email: mark at banxcapital dot com
Twitter: twitter.com/marklyford
Facebook: facebook.com/markylyford
Skype: mjlyford
Phone: (+44) 01530 215015
Best Regards everyone,
Mark Lyford
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com
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Online
Activity: 308

#152

This has been a public debate, Mark. I think I've made my points well. How do you feel about your
performance?
You've had your chance to answer, here in front of everyone, and you didn't even try. I've easily won, but it
wasn't much of a debate on your part.
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Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
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timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 06:37:30 AM

#153

Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 12:02:00 AM

Activity: 700

This has been a public debate, Mark. I think I've made my points well. How do you feel about your performance?
You've had your chance to answer, here in front of everyone, and you didn't even try. I've easily wonbut it wasn't much of a
debate on your part.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

I dont think you did. After reading all this again you sound like a complete spoilt bratt that has been ousted as a
complete troll. There are 100s of potential scams on this forum by people providing alot less information than
mark is.
Also Theres a really nice article out atm from coin telegraph about you know one of these business thats under
banx capital. Your thread worked really well as advertising.
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 08:02:34 AM

#154

I changed my name does that mean I'm a scammer too?
Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 08:17:19 AM
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Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 11:13:34 PM

Activity: 938

Everyone has the right to privacy until they start anonymously posting about me and taking many things out of context.
@stereotype has been offered the same opportunity to speak with me face to face and refused.

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

Hope im not taking you out of context Mark, but are you absolutely sure about that statement? Its your choice to
prance your happygolucky, trust me i know all there is to know about Bitcoin persona, all over the intertubes.
What is it about someones identity you find valuable? What is it you get out of spending time tracking someones
real life, and attempt to post said identity? To achieve what aim, exactly? The way you wrote your very mistaken
outing, read like you got some sort of pleasure. It was like a kind of juvenile intimidation you were trying to
project, IMO. It would be my strong advice not to try that stupid shit again.
Lets have a little word about this offer of hotels, train, and this now famous, cosy, fireside, onetoone chat.
Where is said conversation?
If we did meet, i would be asking the very same question ive been asking for months now......why was there a
buybot on the order book, producing fake volume for months?
Mark. Its been pointed out to you here, that you made a mistake about something you did say (outing my share
holding), where it appears you say you didnt. Maybe you should take the opportunity here to correct that, and
show that you weren't intentionally misleading the people reading this........OR, just continue making yourself
look very GAW like.

Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651
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Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 12:02:00 AM

Activity: 442
Don't look at my
signature!

....I've easily won......

Seriously...how old are you? 8? Grow up man.
Any sane, rational person that comes across this thread will see it is a biased attempt to misquote out of context
and to discredit Mark/Banx.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

You did a sterling job of letting the veil drop, and anyone seeing your post below will be able to put that in
context,
and therefore dismiss the rest of your posts as those of someone with an agenda/issues
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Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 07:52:08 PM

drug dealers here ..... have guns.
As you can see..... That's all I would have to offer you,

Report to moderator
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timmyd
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Hero Member
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I caught " i win" aswell bizzyb then it was gone. Must have changed his mind on the victory
Activity: 700
Report to moderator
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Ignore
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Sr. Member
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Quote from: stereotype on September 25, 2015, 08:17:19 AM

Activity: 442
Don't look at my
signature!

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 24, 2015, 11:13:34 PM

Everyone has the right to privacy until they start anonymously posting about me and taking many things out of context.
@stereotype has been offered the same opportunity to speak with me face to face and refused.

Hope im not taking you out of context Mark, but are you absolutely sure about that statement? Its your choice to prance your
happygolucky, trust me i know all there is to know about Bitcoin persona, all over the intertubes. What is it about someones
identity you find valuable? What is it you get out of spending time tracking someones real life, and attempt to post said identity?
To achieve what aim, exactly? The way you wrote your very mistaken outing, read like you got some sort of pleasure. It was like a
kind of juvenile intimidation you were trying to project, IMO. It would be my strong advice not to try that stupid shit again.
Lets have a little word about this offer of hotels, train, and this now famous, cosy, fireside, onetoone chat. Where is said
conversation?
If we did meet, i would be asking the very same question ive been asking for months now......why was there a buybot on the
order book, producing fake volume for months?
Mark. Its been pointed out to you here, that you made a mistake about something you did say (outing my share holding), where it
appears you say you didnt. Maybe you should take the opportunity here to correct that, and show that you weren't intentionally
misleading the people reading this........OR, just continue making yourself look very GAW like.

and as someone...sane..reading this thread it is very clear to me, also having read the Banx thread (and with
knowledge of this project from day 2 when I started the POW phase with other miners)
1) Yes, Mark did say how many shares you had on the Banx thread. Deal with it, you were being an arse and I
would have done the same
2) He did not say he hadn't done that..what he was refuting was that he hadn't had a private conversation with
you to obtain the information of how many shares you had, prior to releasing that information in that thread.
Seriously guys, grow up, and move on.
fwiw to those reading this thread, just if something isn't documented on Bitcoin talk doesn't mean it didn't
happen, and there were many other communication channels that were utilised to distribute information to those
interested in the project.
Was there a mining phase? Yes, I was in on day 2 with about 50 TH and it was VERY profitable. Adam @
Multipool.us set the port up and the mining was awesome. Missed it? Deal with it.
Why did Mark stop it? Well, it was well documented that he acknowledged it was a mistake. If people can mine
it cheap & dump, why would they buy the ICO.
Were the shares increased? Yes, this is well documented in many communication channels, but no ones shares
were diluted as everyone who had their shares on Banx.io by the cut off date (and there was weeks of notice)
received double shares.
Life changes.
Targets are sometimes not met, goals sometimes change.
What a revelation that is!
Want to know about Banx Capital & Mark Lyford?
Here, there is a thing called Google
http://lmgtfy.com/?q=banx+capital
Report to moderator
MonetaryUnit project manager  CPU/GPU crypto,faucet,scratch cards,payment processors,web/Android wallets,casino,bank
Donate Bitcoin for charity  Help Worldaid save lives and make a difference
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Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 08:58:14 AM
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
1) Yes, Mark did say how many shares you had on the Banx thread. Deal with it, you were being an arse and I would have done
the same
2) He did not say he hadn't done that..what he was refuting was that he hadn't had a private conversation with you to obtain the
information of how many shares you had, prior to releasing that information in that thread.

Why are you a liar?

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Quote from: MarkLyford on November 03, 2014, 02:06:02 PM
Quote from: stereotype on November 03, 2014, 02:03:08 PM

They are now back on the ask, for what i paid for them.

PM me your details , I will check what you brought at and try to sort it asap for you, if you have lost confidence in what we are
doing can I do more than that ?

Quote from: MarkLyford on November 03, 2014, 03:03:00 PM

the guy has 904 shares only.

Report to moderator
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timmyd
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Hero Member
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#160

Yawn :0
Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Oh heres a link to a coin telegraph article about one of banx's real world crpto projects. You know them that dont
exist because banx is susposedly a scam
http://cointelegraph.com/news/115335/lottosharesworldsfirstphysicallotteryontheblockchain
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Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#161

I'm curious what the hashrate to power consumption is on those bad boys and what algo? It's awesome that
they are completely wireless too. I have a few desks and chairs not in use, I could put those on them to mine
with. The matte black looks slick too along with the trigger style on off button. Do you have any roi info?
That 1 cpu looks cool too bet that makes a fortune on all of those cpu only alt coins. Is that where u got the
money to buy those other really neat looking miners? I want one so bad.

Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 08:21:46 AM
Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 12:02:00 AM

....I've easily won......
Seriously...how old are you? 8? Grow up man.
Any sane, rational person that comes across this thread will see it is a biased attempt to misquote out of context and to discredit
Mark/Banx.
You did a sterling job of letting the veil drop, and anyone seeing your post below will be able to put that in context,
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and therefore dismiss the rest of your posts as those of someone with an agenda/issues
Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 07:52:08 PM

drug dealers here ..... have guns.
As you can see..... That's all I would have to offer you,

Report to moderator
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Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 11:21:03 AM

Activity: 442

Yawn :0

Don't look at my
signature!

Oh heres a link to a coin telegraph article about one of banx's real world crpto projects. You know them that dont exist because
banx is susposedly a scam

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

http://cointelegraph.com/news/115335/lottosharesworldsfirstphysicallotteryontheblockchain

Yes, and this is worth talking about.
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Anyone interested in Banx Capital, then this is the sort of news to make you take action.
www.LottoShares.com is the worlds first physical lottery utilising blockchain technology and BanxCapital are one
of the owners i.e Banx Shares holders may benefit should it successfully become a profitable going concern.

I've invested in BitcoinCapital, which is OK and all, but it is things like www.LottoShares.com that really excites
me in this space.
So forget about the old guy in his basement polishing his big guns and crypto miners, and check out
www.BanxCapital.com and www.LottoShares.com for something REALLY interesting
Report to moderator
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Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 12:24:02 PM

Activity: 530

Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 11:21:03 AM

Yawn :0

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Oh heres a link to a coin telegraph article about one of banx's real world crpto projects. You know them that dont exist
because banx is susposedly a scam

http://cointelegraph.com/news/115335/lottosharesworldsfirstphysicallotteryontheblockchain

Yes, and this is worth talking about.
Anyone interested in Banx Capital, then this is the sort of news to make you take action.
www.LottoShares.com is the worlds first physical lottery utilising blockchain technology and BanxCapital are one of the owners i.e
Banx Shares holders may benefit should it successfully become a profitable going concern.
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I've invested in BitcoinCapital, which is OK and all, but it is things like www.LottoShares.com that really excites me in this space.
So forget about the old guy in his basement polishing his big guns and crypto miners, and check out www.BanxCapital.com and
www.LottoShares.com for something REALLY interesting

It has gone unnoticed but CapFeed.com is now up and offers data feeds in various formats. Not a big project but
it has it's place. Need to tweak it a bit still.

Report to moderator
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#164

Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 08:58:14 AM

Was there a mining phase? Yes, I was in on day 2 with about 50 TH

Day 2, out of 6 days? Then when was the supposed "second phase" of mining?
And you had 50TH per minute? What difficulty and algonaut were you using? Can you prove which blockchain
you found and the nonces for your valid submitted shares?
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Quote
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and it was VERY profitable.

At Banx.io? Shares can only be bought at Banx.io, never sold. So how was it profitable?

Quote

Adam @ Multipool.us set the port up and the mining was awesome.

Then why does Mark Lyford say that all 6 million shares (now 12 million) were premined by Banx?
Are you an employee of Banx?
Here's the Multipool.us discussion topic:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=167635.5540
ONE PERSON mentioned Banx  he noticed it was added at Multipool.us, but he couldn't find a website or wallet:
Quote from: Unacceptable on September 27, 2014, 10:02:04 AM

Uh,I can't find any info on BANX coins,can someone shed some light
Looking for a website,wallet,etc...... Thanks!!

Nobody ever answered him or mentioned Banx again.
And a week later, mining was cancelled.

Quote

If people can mine it cheap & dump, why would they buy the ICO.

Like Mark, you don't seem to know how mining works. Or maybe the coin was built with incompetence and the
difficulty was easily exploited.
But then, Mark said miners only got 45,000 Banx. Later he said all coins were premined, so I guess you can take
your pick of which time to believe Mark and which time he wasn't telling the truth.

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 12:56:56 PM

#165

Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 12:50:29 PM

Activity: 530

Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 08:58:14 AM

Was there a mining phase? Yes, I was in on day 2 with about 50 TH
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
Day 2, out of 6 days? Then when was the supposed "second phase" of mining?
And you had 50TH per minute? What difficulty and algonaut were you using? Can you prove which blockchain you found and the
nonces for your valid submitted shares?

Quote

and it was VERY profitable.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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At Banx.io? Shares can only be bought at Banx.io, never sold. So how was it profitable?

Quote

Adam @ Multipool.us set the port up and the mining was awesome.

Then why does Mark Lyford say that all 6 million shares (now 12 million) were premined by Banx?
Are you an employee of Banx?

Here's the Multipool.us discussion topic:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=167635.5540

ONE PERSON mentioned Banx  he noticed it was added at Multipool.us, but he couldn't find a website or wallet:

Quote from: Unacceptable on September 27, 2014, 10:02:04 AM

Uh,I can't find any info on BANX coins,can someone shed some light
Looking for a website,wallet,etc...... Thanks!!

Nobody ever answered him or mentioned Banx again.

And a week later, mining was cancelled.

Quote

If people can mine it cheap & dump, why would they buy the ICO.

Like Mark, you don't seem to know how mining works. Or maybe the coin was built with incompetence and the difficulty was
easily exploited.
But then, Mark said miners only got 45,000 Banx. Later he said all coins were premined, so I guess you can take your pick of
which time to believe Mark and which time he wasn't telling the truth.

You are clearly confusing 2 totally different things together. The initial wallet and the current wallet which are 2
totally different things. The initial wallet was a big fat FAIL and no one has ever said otherwise. The second wallet
(the one we are on now) is a stopgap and was 100% premined and only pays a very tiny amount for pos. Go
back to shining your stick or maybe get a job since you have way too much time on your hands.
Report to moderator

bizzyb

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 01:16:42 PM

#166

Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 12:50:29 PM

Activity: 442

Disjointed ramblings of a paranoid mind

Don't look at my
signature!

I know enough about mining to know I can go to miningrigrentals, get some hash, point it at a pool, and get
rewarded for it

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Was the initial launch good? No, not at all, it was a bit of a fail, but there was plenty of buy walls on ccex that
readily bought my sells.
Then there was some kind of blockchain hack or something...remember, this is ages ago, so time lines can get
disjointed, all coins were brought back to Banx and held there, wallets were changed etc etc alcurex and ccex
delisted...and so we are where we are now.
No, I am not an employee of Banx.
Banx is one of my several (only a handful) crypto investments that I really believe in, so please stop pissing on
my investment just because you don't have all the information readily at your disposal to "understand".
If you want to "understand", pick up the phone and talk, you know, like adults do.
Report to moderator
MonetaryUnit project manager  CPU/GPU crypto,faucet,scratch cards,payment processors,web/Android wallets,casino,bank
Donate Bitcoin for charity  Help Worldaid save lives and make a difference
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Tips to support the MonetaryUnit project  1NRr3DQmofTHq8GkPMqrsi4JHHmWAvTGYs

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 01:21:42 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#167

Quote from: ByronP on September 25, 2015, 12:56:56 PM

You are clearly confusing 2 totally different things together. The initial wallet and the current wallet which are 2 totally different
things. The initial wallet was a big fat FAIL and no one has ever said otherwise. The second wallet (the one we are on now) is a
stopgap and was 100% premined

So when bizzyb mined a lot of coins and was very profitable selling them at Banx.io, those coins ended up not
worth anything?
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

I guess some people regretted buying Banx at Banx.io. And other people regretted buying Banx at CCex.
But at least the people who bought Banx at Alcurex got a full refund from Alcurex.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 01:23:41 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#168

Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 01:16:42 PM

I know enough about mining to know I can go to miningrigrentals, get some hash, point it at a pool, and get rewarded for it
Was the initial launch good? No, not at all, it was a bit of a fail, but there was plenty of buy walls on ccex that readily bought my
sells.

You didn't mine Banx and then have it "readily" bought at CCex, you liar.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Mining ended before October 6, and Banx wasn't listed at CCex until October 13.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 06:13:28 PM

Hi there, no sorry no POW mining happening any more. I shot a quick video explaining more about it here:
http://banxcapital.com/informationaboutbanxsharesmining/

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 13, 2014, 04:50:09 PM

BANX Shares – Now live on ccex.com too!  http://banxcapital.com/banxsharesnowliveccexcom/

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

bizzyb

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 01:41:55 PM

Activity: 442
Don't look at my
signature!

#169

Incorrect, again.
I did indeed mine banx and sell on ccex.
While I might have implied immediately selling, clearly that wasn't possible, assuming your time lines are correct.
As I said, this is ages ago, timelines can be blurred especially when you've mined as many different coins as I
have over the last few years.
You have a mind set to "find fault and scam evidence" and so that is all you will let yourself find.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

That's evident from your first few sentences at the start of this thread.
I think it's time to let it go, or otherwise pick up the phone and talk, you know, like adults do.
Report to moderator
MonetaryUnit project manager  CPU/GPU crypto,faucet,scratch cards,payment processors,web/Android wallets,casino,bank
Donate Bitcoin for charity  Help Worldaid save lives and make a difference
Tips to support the MonetaryUnit project  1NRr3DQmofTHq8GkPMqrsi4JHHmWAvTGYs

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 02:43:12 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#170

Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 01:41:55 PM

I did indeed mine banx and sell on ccex.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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So you are one of the attackers who hacked the network, according to Mark Lyford.
Why did you engage in 51% doublespend attacks? Do you understand that your hacking and attacking activities
may be illegal?
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Why did you hit Banx too heavy with your hash power and exploit the network?

Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 01:41:55 PM

assuming your time lines are correct.

Are you unaware that every quote I've provided comes with a link that can be clicked to show the original post by
the original author?
That's why this thread is full of actual evidence  we have proof of what Mark Lyford said and the exact date and
time he said it.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

crypto jerk

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 25, 2015, 02:50:23 PM

#171

So to sum up some things.
Activity: 78

The first wallet created by banx was a big fat fail
The second wallet created by banx is a stopgap

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Shares bought on banx site cant be sold
And mark can't visit the us because of past criminal behavior
Sounds like a cross of karpeles and madoff
Run from this one, dont walk
Report to moderator

bizzyb

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 02:53:41 PM

#172

Quote from: ByronP on September 25, 2015, 12:45:03 PM

Activity: 442
Don't look at my
signature!

It has gone unnoticed but CapFeed.com is now up and offers data feeds in various formats. Not a big project but it has it's place.
Need to tweak it a bit still.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
This is very cool.
I amongst many others, love the approach of BanxCapital.
You guys are looking at the big picture, how you can bring all the various services and infrastructure under one
umbrella company so they are mutually beneficial.
This is why I have invested in Banx and will continue to do so.
Great work guys
If anyone else is interested in investing in Banx visit www.BanxCapital.com
Report to moderator
MonetaryUnit project manager  CPU/GPU crypto,faucet,scratch cards,payment processors,web/Android wallets,casino,bank
Donate Bitcoin for charity  Help Worldaid save lives and make a difference
Tips to support the MonetaryUnit project  1NRr3DQmofTHq8GkPMqrsi4JHHmWAvTGYs

bigmanintown

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 25, 2015, 03:04:17 PM

#173

Quote from: crypto jerk on September 25, 2015, 02:50:23 PM

Activity: 98

So to sum up some things.
The first wallet created by banx was a big fat fail

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

The second wallet created by banx is a stopgap
Shares bought on banx site cant be sold
And mark can't visit the us because of past criminal behavior
Sounds like a cross of karpeles and madoff

Run from this one, dont walk

Shares can and are being sold by investors on banx.io and when we move to the bitshares network there will be
many more trading pairs with Banx available.
Report to moderator

proctologic

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 25, 2015, 03:54:19 PM

#174

Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 02:43:12 PM

Activity: 111

Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 01:41:55 PM

I did indeed mine banx and sell on ccex.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

So you are one of the attackers who hacked the network, according to Mark Lyford.
Why did you engage in 51% doublespend attacks? Do you understand that your hacking and attacking activities may be illegal?
Why did you hit Banx too heavy with your hash power and exploit the network?

Quote from: bizzyb on September 25, 2015, 01:41:55 PM

assuming your time lines are correct.

Are you unaware that every quote I've provided comes with a link that can be clicked to show the original post by the original
author?
That's why this thread is full of actual evidence  we have proof of what Mark Lyford said and the exact date and time he said it.

I was one of many mining over 90% over banx hashrate and i assure u that we didnt try any doublespend
attacks. This is the first time i hear about it.
Report to moderator

crypto jerk

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 25, 2015, 04:37:32 PM
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
'Shares can and are being sold' but not below ipo price, those get deleted right? What is the justification for this?
Quote from: bigmanintown on September 25, 2015, 03:04:17 PM
Quote from: crypto jerk on September 25, 2015, 02:50:23 PM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

So to sum up some things.
The first wallet created by banx was a big fat fail
The second wallet created by banx is a stopgap
Shares bought on banx site cant be sold
And mark can't visit the us because of past criminal behavior
Sounds like a cross of karpeles and madoff

Run from this one, dont walk

Shares can and are being sold by investors on banx.io and when we move to the bitshares network there will be many more
trading pairs with Banx available.

Report to moderator

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 04:52:35 PM

Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#176

The justification is that crypro kiddies like your self cannot pump and dump this project. Maybe thats why your so
pissed? Its also another reason why this project has come this far. Your not buying this weeks pump and dump
coin your buying something to hold while the project gets on its feet. Thats why most projects fail here on bct
because the markets are far too imature and cant handle it when crypto greed kicks in. Nearly every project on
this forum is a fail. I see igotspots creating new ideas and testing and all he gets is shit aswell.
Why dont you guys focus your time on catching the anon crypto devs that rip everyone off every day? Instead
you would rather pick holes in this project that is actually going places. Suck it up buy some shares and put your
spare time into helping banx grow. Its going to to with or without your support.
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 04:55:32 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#177

Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 04:52:35 PM

Its also another reason why this project has come this far.

Well the ICO phase has gone farther than any other coin in history, if that's what you mean. Next week marks a
full year.

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 04:58:39 PM

#178

Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 04:55:32 PM

Activity: 700

Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 04:52:35 PM

Its also another reason why this project has come this far.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
Well the ICO phase has gone farther than any other coin in history, if that's what you mean. Next week marks a full year.

And your point is? If i remeber rightly ethereum took quite a fair bit of money and kept that for many many
months without producing anything until a couple of months ago. So again your point on the long ico is?
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 05:02:03 PM
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Activity: 700

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
@runpaint wow looking over your post history your quite famous at making a dick out of yourself arnt you. Pmsl
good luck to you and anybody who takes you seriously
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 05:08:37 PM

Online

#180

Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 04:58:39 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 04:55:32 PM

Activity: 308
Well the ICO phase has gone farther than any other coin in history, if that's what you mean. Next week marks a full year.

And your point is?

My point is "ICO" stands for INITIAL Coin Offering.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

They've changed the price and supply several times over the course of a year. That's not an initial offering, it's
multiple offerings.

Quote

If i remeber rightly ethereum took quite a fair bit of money and kept that for many many months

But you don't remember rightly, because you don't know what you're talking about.
Ethereum had an INITIAL coin offering. They sold them all at one time, for one price. Then they stopped selling
them, they didn't double the number of shares, and they didn't raise the price.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 05:10:06 PM

#181

Sorry you missed the part out where ethereum didnt produce anything for months
Activity: 700
Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 05:16:09 PM

Online

#182

Quote

MaidSafeCoin (MAID)
Activity: 308

Value of ICO US$7 million
Originally expected to last for 30 days, the crowdsale of the initial coin offering of MaidSafeCoin sold out within 5 hours

http://cointelegraph.com/news/114160/abriefhistoryofcoincrowdsaleswinnerslosersandthefutureoftheinternet

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

That's an ICO. MAID raised $7,000,000 in 5 hours.
BANX hasn't done half that in 12 months. Nobody wants BANX, it's a joke, nobody should take it seriously, and
its marketcap ranking is a lie.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 05:20:06 PM

#183

Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 05:16:09 PM

Activity: 700

Quote

MaidSafeCoin (MAID)
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Value of ICO US$7 million

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Originally expected to last for 30 days, the crowdsale of the initial coin offering of MaidSafeCoin sold out within 5
hours

http://cointelegraph.com/news/114160/abriefhistoryofcoincrowdsaleswinnerslosersandthefutureoftheinternet

That's an ICO. MAID raised $7,000,000 in 5 hours.
BANX hasn't done half that in 12 months. Nobody wants BANX, it's a joke, nobody should take it seriously, and its marketcap
ranking is a lie.

So now your saying market cap is lying? So all the other market caps on there are false aswell then? Maidsafe is
a "coin project" "banx capital" is a company creating real world uses for bitcoins. There is always alot more hype
around new coins and there wallets etc. Banx has always stated that it would commence building the portfolio
even if the ico failed. Which is exactly what mark has done. All the shares are not currentlt sold but theres a
portfolio of business under the banx umbrella. Sales of the remaining shares will only speed up the process.
Report to moderator
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timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 05:23:56 PM

Activity: 700

#184

I find your petty arguments a "joke" and advise anybody not to take you seriously. I mean again looking over
your post history tells alot about you. Your a joke runpaint. Wont be long before a thread pops up outting you as
a uber bct troll..........
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 05:24:44 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#185

Quote from: proctologic on September 25, 2015, 03:54:19 PM

I was one of many mining over 90% over banx hashrate and i assure u that we didnt try any doublespend attacks. This is the
first time i hear about it.

Well I don't know what it means to "mine over 90% over banx hashrate", but hacks and attacks have been
mentioned multiple times. Since mining only happened for 1 week, it narrows down the suspects.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Besides, Mark said he spoke to the bigger miners themselves about the mining problems, and he explained that
he was cancelling the mining.
Quote from: Hullabaloo on September 21, 2015, 11:39:30 PM

You can see exactly how the mining happened, and why it was easy for miners to 51% the small network subtly and keep creating
new shares for a while.

Quote from: MarkLyford on June 17, 2015, 12:42:12 PM

Our shares were previously available on ccex but users on their system were involved in a hack to our blockchain, which meant
that they had to be moved over to our own exchange for security purposes.

Mark Lyford
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 05:27:04 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#186

Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 05:20:06 PM

So now your saying market cap is lying?

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Activity: 308

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Mark has admitted that CoinMarketCap delisted them before when the market data was false.
And maybe you missed the rest of the thorough discussion about it, but there was actually a completely separate
topic about Banx marketcap, from 3 months ago, that I didn't even know about:
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1091855.0

So don't play stupid. Or are you even playing?
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 25, 2015, 05:32:24 PM

#187

Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 05:27:04 PM

Activity: 700

Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 05:20:06 PM

So now your saying market cap is lying?
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
Mark has admitted that CoinMarketCap delisted them before when the market data was false.
And maybe you missed the rest of the thorough discussion about it, but there was actually a completely separate topic about Banx
marketcap, from 3 months ago, that I didn't even know about:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1091855.0

So don't play stupid. Or are you even playing?

Sorry had to edit this in but you will understand as your the edit master. Did you read the heading of that topic?
" issue resolved" whos stupid now?
Oh so you have just read that then. If so will notice it was concluded as an error. And cmc still list banx to this
day. So your point is?
You can always check www.capfeed.com if you like thats another banx product that exists.
Report to moderator
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runpaint
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Sr. Member
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Online
Activity: 308

#188

Yes, Mark Lyford admitted that his exchange was reporting false market data to CoinMarketCap. He says it was a
mistake.
And then he asked the topic starter to change the title of the topic:
Quote from: MarkLyford on June 25, 2015, 10:23:35 AM

So you know we ByronP and I addressed the issue directly with Gliss last week. Like I have said before we are here for the longer
term plan. Your comment re the free market are correct. i am all about a free market, but I am also about getting the remainder
of our shares sold to private investors so that we can scale and make the different phases of our plans a reality.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Can I assume that you are now happy and we can draw a line under this? Maybe even you could correct the subject of this
thread and acknowledge there is no scam? Or maybe even reveal who you actually are too ?

Do you think Mark Lyford started PMing that person and talked about "coming to visit him" like he did with me?
Maybe he Googled the guy's name and address, except he didn't completely make a fool of himself that time like
he did with me?
Report to moderator
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MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 06:15:08 PM

Online
Activity: 406

#189

Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 04:52:35 PM

The justification is that crypro kiddies like your self cannot pump and dump this project. Maybe thats why your so pissed? Its also
another reason why this project has come this far. Your not buying this weeks pump and dump coin your buying something to
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Score..

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
hold while the project gets on its feet. Thats why most projects fail here on bct because the markets are far too imature and cant
handle it when crypto greed kicks in. Nearly every project on this forum is a fail. I see igotspots creating new ideas and testing
and all he gets is shit aswell.

^^ What he said.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 25, 2015, 06:17:00 PM

Online

#190

Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 04:55:32 PM
Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 04:52:35 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Its also another reason why this project has come this far.

Well the ICO phase has gone farther than any other coin in history, if that's what you mean. Next week marks a full year.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Already explained many times on here and on many videos and interview the reason why. We only sell Banx
to private investors.
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Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 05:08:37 PM
Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 04:58:39 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 04:55:32 PM

Well the ICO phase has gone farther than any other coin in history, if that's what you mean. Next week marks a full year.

And your point is?
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
My point is "ICO" stands for INITIAL Coin Offering.
They've changed the price and supply several times over the course of a year. That's not an initial offering, it's multiple offerings.

Quote

If i remeber rightly ethereum took quite a fair bit of money and kept that for many many months

But you don't remember rightly, because you don't know what you're talking about.
Ethereum had an INITIAL coin offering. They sold them all at one time, for one price. Then they stopped selling them, they didn't
double the number of shares, and they didn't raise the price.

Correction. We have had one offering. Doubled the supply and doubled everyones balance.
I have never stated EVER that we will stop selling at a certain date. This business word comes into it. We sell all
our BANX we develop our business. As long as it takes to do that is how long it takes.
Is that such a hard concept to get your head around? Just because we have done things different to how you are
used to seeing things with your 'typical ICO phases' ?
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Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 05:16:09 PM
Quote

MaidSafeCoin (MAID)

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Value of ICO US$7 million
Originally expected to last for 30 days, the crowdsale of the initial coin offering of MaidSafeCoin sold out within 5
hours

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
http://cointelegraph.com/news/114160/abriefhistoryofcoincrowdsaleswinnerslosersandthefutureoftheinternet

That's an ICO. MAID raised $7,000,000 in 5 hours.

As i have said in your other thread you no longer want me in. We have never marketed to the existing crypto
sector. Why? Because we want long term people who don't want to pump and dump.
Our private investors are in it for the long term. Building an ACTUAL business...
It's simple, DONT GET INVOLVED IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT EHH .
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Do you think Mark Lyford started PMing that person and talked about "coming to visit him" like he did with me? Maybe he
Googled the guy's name and address, except he didn't completely make a fool of himself that time like he did with me?

Diary permitting I will meet anyone face to face. I'm a people person. I like speaking to and meeting actual
people
You have me all wrong. I was going to meet you, change your mind about who I really am and sell you
some Banx
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Quote from: MarkLyford on September 25, 2015, 06:22:25 PM

It's simple, DONT GET INVOLVED IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT EHH .

Why did you get involved with this discussion? You must like the things I'm saying. That makes sense, because
people like the truth.

Report to moderator
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Quote from: MarkLyford on September 25, 2015, 06:17:00 PM
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Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 04:55:32 PM
Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 04:52:35 PM

Its also another reason why this project has come this far.

Well the ICO phase has gone farther than any other coin in history, if that's what you mean. Next week marks a full year.

Already explained many times on here and on many videos and interview the reason why. We only sell Banx to private
investors.

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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10/15/2015

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
If it's only sold to private investors then get it the hell off coinmarket cap.
You are running it like a public offering, especialy with you shilling it on a public forum.
Oops, chalk that up to another mistake you've made with your project.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 07:27:12 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 25, 2015, 06:22:25 PM
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0

It's simple, DONT GET INVOLVED IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT EHH .

Why did you get involved with this discussion? You must like the things I'm saying. That makes sense, because people like the
truth.

^^ seriously? Do you actually re read what you type before you post it?
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Quote from: crypto jerk on September 25, 2015, 07:28:21 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 25, 2015, 06:17:00 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 04:55:32 PM
Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 04:52:35 PM

Its also another reason why this project has come this far.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Well the ICO phase has gone farther than any other coin in history, if that's what you mean. Next week marks a full year.

Already explained many times on here and on many videos and interview the reason why. We only sell Banx to private
investors.

If it's only sold to private investors then get it the hell off coinmarket cap.
You are running it like a public offering, especialy with you shilling it on a public forum.
Oops, chalk that up to another mistake you've made with your project.

We as a company only sell to private investors. Because of the laws of doing so. People who hold Banx are free to
trade as they wish, therefore it is public available thing.
When we move BANX to BTS 2.0 people will be able to trade their Banx with many pairs in a decentralised
environment. Exciting times isn't it?
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Quote from: MarkLyford on September 25, 2015, 07:38:21 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 25, 2015, 07:27:12 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 25, 2015, 06:22:25 PM

It's simple, DONT GET INVOLVED IF YOU DON'T LIKE IT EHH .

Why did you get involved with this discussion? You must like the things I'm saying. That makes sense, because people like
the truth.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

^^ seriously? Do you actually re read what you type before you post it?
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

I'll explain it to you:





You say not to get involved with something if you don't like it.
You are involved in 2 of my topics here at bitcointalk
If you follow your own advice, then you must like the things you're involved with
Therefore, you like my topics and the things I say

Anything else?
Report to moderator
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@runpaint Seriously dude are you ok?
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Quote from: timmyd on September 25, 2015, 08:14:35 PM

@runpaint Seriously dude are you ok?

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 25, 2015, 04:38:07 PM

@runpaint,

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Quote from: MarkLyford on September 25, 2015, 04:48:11 PM

@runpaint

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 25, 2015, 07:34:45 PM

@runpaint 

Interesting that nobody else has been using "@" except you and Mark. Are you so devoted to your leader that
you talk just like him?
And your post history shows almost no posts except in Banx threads and iGotSpots threads.
By the way, which dev made the Banx coin for you guys?
Report to moderator
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Quote from: Cactipsi on September 25, 2015, 10:22:02 PM

i would suggest you fuck back off to your troll cave before its worth someones time to make you

Another death threat? You're saying that if I don't shut up, I will be murdered?
Is Mark going to pepperspray me to death? That might work, if I was asthmatic. (I'm not)
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Quote

Do you know anything for sure
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Yes, thank you for asking.
 I know for sure that Mark has had plenty of opportunity to defend himself, but he hasn't disproven the things
I've said.
 I know for sure that Mark has repeatedly contradicted himself and said things that are not true.
 I know for sure that Mark's previous business ventures, including internet porn sites, have lost a lot of money.
 I know that Mark claims to have gone to prison for drug trafficking and illegal weapon possession in a previous
business venture, but I'm not sure if his story is true.
 I know for sure that the plans detailed in the Banx Business Prospectus were not followed; in some cases no
attempt was made to follow the stated plan regarding how investors' money would be spent.
 I know for sure that the BANX market data at CoinMarketCap has been shown to be false on more than one
occasion, and Mark has admitted to it.
 I know for sure that the coin is supposed to be an ICO but the price has repeatedly gone up.
 I know for sure that people who bought BANX at Banx.io are not allowed to sell BANX at Banx.io.
 I know for sure that Banx has had complete control to fix the price of BANX because it is only sold on an
exchange owned by Banx.
 I know for sure that Mark gave himself millions of extra shares after publicly promising that no more shares
would be created.
 I know for sure that Mark tried to dox me, and told everyone what he thought was my name and location, and
then you said someone will kill me if I don't stop talking about Banx.
 I know for sure that Mark uses controlling tactics, similar to a cult leader or totalitarian dictator, including:
  public shaming and punishment of his investors
  blatant manipulation of facts and revision of past events
  attempting to isolate his investors from outside information, removing conversations from public view and
"taking it private" so that they depend on his version of reality
And I know for sure that Banx appears very similar in many ways to GAW Paycoin. Do you know what happened
with that? It wasn't good.

I know for sure that you've changed your mind about wanting to hear detailed criticisms of BanxShares:
Quote from: Cactipsi on October 08, 2014, 02:10:42 AM

You dont feel like expanding do you, i am heavily invested in these shares so if anyone has something legitimate to say and can
back it up for me i would be very interested, nobody likes losing out, but negative short and sweet comments arent going to help
anyone get an idea of whats happening.

And I know for sure that you have represented yourself as one of the few employees in the Banx organisation:
Quote from: Cactipsi on November 04, 2014, 08:33:31 PM

There is also a new forum opening dedicated to all things Banx, so for your dose of information and anything Banx related head
over to http://www.banxforum.com and register, its quick and straight forward, look forward to seeing you all there and we will be
packing it full of info as quick as we can , any questions will help us along in our mission
Quote from: Cactipsi on December 09, 2014, 08:44:31 PM

Ccex are coming in here in an attempt to discredit us
...
tell your users to get in touch with us
Quote from: Cactipsi on December 10, 2014, 04:03:48 AM

...and we at Banx, would never stoop so low, if you are a real investor please get in touch with us, we wont let you go without

When you say someone will murder me, are you speaking as an official representative of BanxCapital and its
associates?
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There you go twisting things! He never used the word "murder". However his points are valid, you really are a
tool. I'm in New Jersey you are welcome to come here if you would like, I can show you why people go missing in
the Pinelands all the time, Hoffa is still Mia. I would also be willing to pay you a visit just call, text, email, or
message me the address. Cheers :)

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

@

runpoint i use the

@

sign so that i can aim a reply directly to you without requoting

your med trip

The

@

sign is quite a common way these days to direct a question or reply to somebody
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#204

Yeah man, keep twisting everything however you want, your a piece of shit, simple as that. I have an investment
in Banx, and as such i always assist with whatever i can as crypto can be complicated, i am good at hardware
and software for mining equipment, as i had some experience in small circuit construction and was always apt
with computers it was easy to fall into, but I do not exclude my assistance to these areas, i have never been paid
by Banx for any of that however, i do it cause i honestly reckon its a legit idea with a bright future, regardless of
what you say or how well you can quote things out of context that will not change, now if you are not investing
fuck off and let Banx spend there time on those who are, with my assistance wherever i may offer it, you trolling
peice of shit, give it a week and youll be peddling some shit coin saying its from jesus who lives in your basement
and he is really a cat, well a fish but still a cat, you nutter
Report to moderator
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Activity: 67

And im sure if you run around like this where ever you live, it wont be long before someone does kick your head
in, not my fault if you piss everyone off you come across, im just playing odds, your the one making it easy, dont
have to be psychic to see your an asshole who is going to end up eating his own shit

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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I don't understand exactly what you're getting at.
Are you saying Banx is a scam full of thieves and liars?
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Are you saying Banx is a scam full of thieves and liars?

Just like Bitshares.

White Male Libertarian
Bro
Report to moderator
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Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
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 I know for sure that people who bought BANX at Banx.io are not allowed to sell BANX at Banx.io.
 I know for sure that Banx has had complete control to fix the price of BANX because it is only sold on an exchange owned by
Banx.
 I know for sure that Mark gave himself millions of extra shares after publicly promising that no more shares would be created.
 I know for sure that Mark uses controlling tactics, similar to a cult leader or totalitarian dictator, including:
  public shaming and punishment of his investors
  blatant manipulation of facts and revision of past events
  attempting to isolate his investors from outside information, removing conversations from public view and "taking it private"
so that they depend on his version of reality

THIS SOUNDS LIKE COMMUNISM!!!!
No wonder he's decided to use Bitshares!
Report to moderator
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Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
September 26, 2015, 02:57:28 AM

#209

Did you see how he freaked out when I asked how many shares were going to Dan and Stan? Something about
that touched a nerve.
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Did you see how he freaked out when I asked how many shares were going to Dan and Stan? Something about that touched a
nerve.

You know that they're getting a bucket load of shares. They might have abstracted the shares to a dummy
entity, but I'm sure their profiting from this scenario. What does that tell you about the character and moral
integrity of Stan and his son, Dan, if they're willing to do business and associate themselves with this subhuman
just to make a buck?
White Male Libertarian
Bro
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Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
September 26, 2015, 07:01:58 AM

#211

Seeing as you are so well at quoting its funny you missed it, where i said it is a 'legit idea with a bright future,
and i will assist etc', how on earth does that translate to and i quote 'scam full of thieves and liars', a clear
example of you attempting to distort the situation to fit your own hidden agenda, what do you support exactly? Is
there anything that you are okay with. What is it you are trying to get from this, surely your must have the
interest of other people in mind thats why your such a cunt about absolutely everything. It is time to get real,
quote whatever you like dude, YOU ARE WRONG, and the fucked up idea of what you think is happening requires
medicating, please seek help you paranoid sack of shit, the last thign we need is another crazy over bearing
psycho with easy access to weaponry, fuck off
Report to moderator
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But what are you really saying? Just be straightforward for once and say what you mean.
Do you disagree with me, or not?
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Did you see how he freaked out when I asked how many shares were going to Dan and Stan? Something about that touched
a nerve.
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You know that they're getting a bucket load of shares. They might have abstracted the shares to a dummy entity, but I'm sure
their profiting from this scenario. What does that tell you about the character and moral integrity of Stan and his son, Dan, if
they're willing to do business and associate themselves with this subhuman just to make a buck?

And you guys really need to stop smokin crack while your blowing each other, it is defo what is assisting in the
creation of such ideas. You can keep saying things as many times as you like, just cause you say things doesnt
make them true, get a fucking diary and track your stupid reject ideas there, they are literally cluttering the
internet to the point where even it wants to blow its fuckin head off.
Report to moderator
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But what are you really saying? Just be straightforward for once and say what you mean.
Do you disagree with me, or not?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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Ok, your a dick head, everything you have said is a pure twisted fabrication. Like law and order, any relation to
real people or events rady rah. As humans we are drawn towards a good story and we want it to be real, but
these fantasies you are coming up with are just beyond justification, you have nothing, and nothing you have
said means anything, and to be honest its at the point where im wondering why im wasting my time, other than
to defend banx, but even then, any one can see your fuckin crazy, so why am i wasting the thought?
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Which of these proven facts are you denying?
 The plans detailed in the Banx Business Prospectus have not been followed.
 The BANX market data at CoinMarketCap has been shown to be false on more than one occasion, and Mark has
admitted to it.
 The coin is supposed to be in the ICO phase with a fixed price, but the price has repeatedly gone up.
 Banx has had complete control to fix the price of BANX because it is only sold on an exchange owned by Banx.
 The people who bought BANX at Banx.io are not allowed to sell BANX at Banx.io.
 Mark gave himself millions of extra shares after publicly promising that no more shares would be created.
Do you have anything useful to add?
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Mate im about to start denying the fact that you exist tbh, everything you have stated there is once again a
twisted manipulated view that suits your perspective and yours alone, without pertaining to reality one shred, its
barely a question when you actually have a clue about whats going on with banx, but im not a fucking
psychiatrist, its not my job to convince you of reality, really get help, paranoid delusions of grandure much.
'Gotta save the crypto world, people will forgive me for being an asswipe my whole life then, ill just run around
accusing everything until i do find something and then use that as justification for my narcissistic existance',
cause your the bitcoin jesus apparently.
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Are you saying the price hasn't gone up, then?
In that case, you're saying CoinMarketCap is wrong. And that means Banx is supplying false market data, since
everything CoinMarketCap has comes straight from Banx.
So you have to agree with at least one of the things I've pointed out. Of course if you were honest you would
agree with all of it, since it's all there for everyone to see. But if you want everyone to see that you're too
irrational to admit the most basic facts, then please continue.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 02:43:30 AM

Activity: 42

I don't understand exactly what you're getting at.
Are you saying Banx is a scam full of thieves and liars?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

The start of this thread looked pretty credible, however all the spin put on these posts has somehow actually
made me more likely to want to invest in Banx (however still wouldn't touch this with a barge pole until the
product has been listed on multiple exchanges and a price has stabilised after the closure of the IPO, and some of
my own unbiased research (so still pretty unlikely to invest) ).
Report to moderator
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Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 08:00:43 AM

The start of this thread looked pretty credible, however all the spin put on these posts has somehow actually made me more likely
to want to invest in Banx

That might make sense if even one person had disagreed with my facts, other than people who are personally
involved with Banx.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

But yeah, after the devs tried to find my address and then implied that they wanted to murder me, I can see how
I responded to them with some "spin" that totally discredits what I've been saying. You should follow your
instincts and buy from those people, who have conducted themselves much better than I have.

Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 08:00:43 AM

however still wouldn't touch this with a barge pole until the product has been listed on multiple exchanges and a price has
stabilised after the closure of the IPO

The coin was launched 12 months ago, so maybe the IPO will end soon.
If it ever gets listed on an exchange that's not owned by Banx, then the holders will finally be able to sell. And I
wouldn't be surprised if there were more people selling than buying for the remaining existence of this asset.
But maybe I'm wrong. Maybe it's worth more than Storj, more than Namecoin, more than Monero, more than
NXT.
Maybe it's worth more than MAID  but then how did MAID sell more in the first 5 hours of IPO than BANX has
sold in 12 months? Are all those investors waiting for something? Waiting for 12 months, with their money in
hand, ready to buy?
Report to moderator
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A lot of angry trolls in this thread...
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Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 02:57:28 AM

Did you see how he freaked out when I asked how many shares were going to Dan and Stan? Something about that touched a
nerve.

Again. Because you can't read. No Banx shares have gone to Dan and Stan. None. We have simply said we are
using the new BTS 2.0 system. Not hard to get your head around, nothing more nothing less.
Report to moderator
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Sure, I believe you this time.
They probably don't have any LottoShares either.

Report to moderator
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Which of these proven facts are you denying?
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..
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The plans detailed in the Banx Business Prospectus have not been followed.
The BANX market data at CoinMarketCap has been shown to be false on more than one occasion, and Mark has admitted to it.
The coin is supposed to be in the ICO phase with a fixed price, but the price has repeatedly gone up.
Banx has had complete control to fix the price of BANX because it is only sold on an exchange owned by Banx.
The people who bought BANX at Banx.io are not allowed to sell BANX at Banx.io.
Mark gave himself millions of extra shares after publicly promising that no more shares would be created.

Do you have anything useful to add?

Every investor knows the some of the prospectus plans have been delayed or changed. Thats what happens in a
fast moving business. (yeah that business word again)
CMC are completely happy with our data. As proven by the issue resolved thread.
I never stated it was a fixed price.
Anyone is welcome to get our wallet and list Banx on their exchange as previously demonstrated. Although we
will be moving to BTS 2.0 so I guess thats why no one is acting upon that yet.
People ARE able to sell Banx on banx.io as many people do.
I doubled the Banx shares for everyone. the percentages are the same. No one lost out only gained.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: bizzyb on September 26, 2015, 07:19:01 AM

Don't feed the trolls.
Science Confirms: Internet Trolls Really Are Narcissistic, Psychopathic, and Sadistic (1)

^^ I'll be sure to check it out.
Report to moderator
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Ignore

Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 08:00:43 AM

The start of this thread looked pretty credible, however all the spin put on these posts has somehow actually made me more
likely to want to invest in Banx

That might make sense if even one person had disagreed with my facts, other than people who are personally involved with Banx.
But yeah, after the devs tried to find my address and then implied that they wanted to murder me, I can see how I responded to
them with some "spin" that totally discredits what I've been saying. You should follow your instincts and buy from those people,
who have conducted themselves much better than I have.

Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 08:00:43 AM

however still wouldn't touch this with a barge pole until the product has been listed on multiple exchanges and a price has
stabilised after the closure of the IPO

The coin was launched 12 months ago, so maybe the IPO will end soon.
If it ever gets listed on an exchange that's not owned by Banx, then the holders will finally be able to sell. And I wouldn't be
surprised if there were more people selling than buying for the remaining existence of this asset.
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But maybe I'm wrong. Maybe it's worth more than Storj, more than Namecoin, more than Monero, more than NXT.
Maybe it's worth more than MAID  but then how did MAID sell more in the first 5 hours of IPO than BANX has sold in 12 months?
Are all those investors waiting for something? Waiting for 12 months, with their money in hand, ready to buy?

To me the posting in this thread started off looking quite professional / credible then descended into a bit of a
flame war. Which to an outside reader make both sides of the argument look a more biased which in turn makes
it difficult to judge the context of all posts. In my personal opinion, some of your responses feel a little
exaggerated which means I must reread the other posts with that in mind. But I must say that the amount of
research you have conducted on the topic is fascinating.
The market will ultimately decide on the what the value is when/if the IPO closes and if there are lots of
ambiguities and accusations about the credibility of the Banx platform at that time my expectation would be that
that the price would negatively correct itself based on the level transparency (information to investors) that has
been delivered by Banx (alongside the profitably of the company and a number of other factors). I can see the
higher the level of ambiguity, the greater the impact of the correction.
If Banx can address most of your questions in a way that can satisfy investors you may well have done them an
enormous favour. If not, then I'm sure it will be reflected in the price with the IPO closes.
Report to moderator
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The start of this thread looked pretty credible, however all the spin put on these posts has somehow actually made me more
likely to want to invest in Banx

That might make sense if even one person had disagreed with my facts, other than people who are personally involved with Banx.
But yeah, after the devs tried to find my address and then implied that they wanted to murder me, I can see how I responded to
them with some "spin" that totally discredits what I've been saying. You should follow your instincts and buy from those people,
who have conducted themselves much better than I have.

Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 08:00:43 AM

however still wouldn't touch this with a barge pole until the product has been listed on multiple exchanges and a price has
stabilised after the closure of the IPO

The coin was launched 12 months ago, so maybe the IPO will end soon.
If it ever gets listed on an exchange that's not owned by Banx, then the holders will finally be able to sell. And I wouldn't be
surprised if there were more people selling than buying for the remaining existence of this asset.
But maybe I'm wrong. Maybe it's worth more than Storj, more than Namecoin, more than Monero, more than NXT.
Maybe it's worth more than MAID  but then how did MAID sell more in the first 5 hours of IPO than BANX has sold in 12 months?
Are all those investors waiting for something? Waiting for 12 months, with their money in hand, ready to buy?

Did you read your own post about agreeing to meet me for a meeting to discuss your concerns? You really are a
weird person. You are the one that posted a picture of 'your' gun remember?

Report to moderator
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Who's slandering who?
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Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 09:34:53 AM
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Sure, I believe you this time.

Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

They probably don't have any LottoShares either.

That's right, they don't have any lotto shares. They are welcome to buy some as anyone is.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0

If you read the http://LottoShares.com website you will see that Michael Taggart's company owns 25% of the
Lotto Shares, The person running the lottery with the license owns 25%, Banx owns 25% and 25% is available
for others to buy.
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Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 09:41:26 AM
Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 08:24:40 AM
Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 08:00:43 AM

The start of this thread looked pretty credible, however all the spin put on these posts has somehow actually made me
more likely to want to invest in Banx

That might make sense if even one person had disagreed with my facts, other than people who are personally involved with
Banx.
But yeah, after the devs tried to find my address and then implied that they wanted to murder me, I can see how I responded
to them with some "spin" that totally discredits what I've been saying. You should follow your instincts and buy from those
people, who have conducted themselves much better than I have.

Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 08:00:43 AM

however still wouldn't touch this with a barge pole until the product has been listed on multiple exchanges and a price has
stabilised after the closure of the IPO

The coin was launched 12 months ago, so maybe the IPO will end soon.
If it ever gets listed on an exchange that's not owned by Banx, then the holders will finally be able to sell. And I wouldn't be
surprised if there were more people selling than buying for the remaining existence of this asset.
But maybe I'm wrong. Maybe it's worth more than Storj, more than Namecoin, more than Monero, more than NXT.
Maybe it's worth more than MAID  but then how did MAID sell more in the first 5 hours of IPO than BANX has sold in 12
months? Are all those investors waiting for something? Waiting for 12 months, with their money in hand, ready to buy?

To me the posting in this thread started off looking quite professional / credible then descended into a bit of a flame war. Which to
an outside reader make both sides of the argument look a more biased which in turn makes it difficult to judge the context of all
posts. In my personal opinion, some of your responses feel a little exaggerated which means I must reread the other posts with
that in mind. But I must say that the amount of research you have conducted on the topic is fascinating.
The market will ultimately decide on the what the value is when/if the IPO closes and if there are lots of ambiguities and
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accusations about the credibility of the Banx platform at that time my expectation would be that that the price would negatively
correct itself based on the level transparency (information to investors) that has been delivered by Banx (alongside the profitably
of the company and a number of other factors). I can see the higher the level of ambiguity, the greater the impact of the
correction.
If Banx can address most of your questions in a way that can satisfy investors you may well have done them an enormous favour.
If not, then I'm sure it will be reflected in the price with the IPO closes.

Thank you for your constructive posts.
Despite advice from my team to ignore the trolls I am glad I decided to get involved. If anything it has shown
@runpaint in a different light.
I agree his actions may well have helped us in this instance.
I feel I have addressed every major point of his initial questions now, if you would like any of the issues
addressing the you feel are unanswered please let me know. I have no issue in responding to people who are not
trolls and you are very constructive in your posts so I would be only too pleased to answer anything you want to
know.
Thanks
Mark
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Quote

http://bitsharesblog.com/lottosharestransparentlotteryonthebitsharesblockchain/
LottoShares was launched by Michael Taggart, the founder of Della Terra LTD, and Mark Lyford general director of Banx Capital.
"There are only 2 million shares in existence so they can never be inflated."

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 18, 2014, 08:19:24 AM

there will never be more than 6 million BANX shares issued.

But there are 12 million BANX shares now. How many extra LottoShares will be issued?
You're launching a new coin, but your promises are meaningless. Do you understand that? Your word means
nothing when you say there will be no more than 2 million LottoShares, because you said the same thing about
BanxShares and your word meant nothing then either.
Instead of blaming me for pointing out your problems, maybe you would do better to work on those problems.
You are the main source of your own problems, not me.
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 09:53:09 AM

Quote

http://bitsharesblog.com/lottosharestransparentlotteryonthebitsharesblockchain/
LottoShares was launched by Michael Taggart, the founder of Della Terra LTD, and Mark Lyford general director of Banx
Capital.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

"There are only 2 million shares in existence so they can never be inflated."

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 18, 2014, 08:19:24 AM

there will never be more than 6 million BANX shares issued.

But there are 12 million BANX shares now. How many extra LottoShares will be issued?
You're launching a new coin, but your promises are meaningless. Do you understand that? Your word means nothing when you
say there will be no more than 2 million LottoShares, because you said the same thing about BanxShares and your word meant
nothing then either.
Instead of blaming me for pointing out your problems, maybe you would do better to work on those problems. You are the main
source of your own problems, not me.

You really are like a broken record. We have addressed the banx doubling before and like I have said many times
before everyones Banx got doubled, So what issue would you have with that?
There are 2 million Lotto Shares, would you like to buy some?
I can promise you this. Your replies are killing your initial posts.
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@runpaint,
I have some work to do now (yes I WORK on a Saturday) so if its ok with you I won't be monitoring your rubbish
for a few hours. Hope thats ok .

Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..
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Quote from: MarkLyford on September 26, 2015, 09:50:58 AM

I feel I have addressed every major point of his initial questions now

Havin a laugh? Bubbles?

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
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Quote from: MarkLyford on September 26, 2015, 09:37:52 AM
Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 07:18:30 AM

Which of these proven facts are you denying?

 The plans detailed in the Banx Business Prospectus have not been followed.
 The BANX market data at CoinMarketCap has been shown to be false on more than one occasion, and Mark has admitted to
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it.
 The coin is supposed to be in the ICO phase with a fixed price, but the price has repeatedly gone up.
 Banx has had complete control to fix the price of BANX because it is only sold on an exchange owned by Banx.
 The people who bought BANX at Banx.io are not allowed to sell BANX at Banx.io.
 Mark gave himself millions of extra shares after publicly promising that no more shares would be created.

Do you have anything useful to add?

Every investor knows the some of the prospectus plans have been delayed or changed. Thats what happens in a fast moving
business. (yeah that business word again)

You changed the outlined plans from the prospectus, before the IPO even launched. That's not
business moving fast, that's you moving fast before business ever begins.

Quote

CMC are completely happy with our data. As proven by the issue resolved thread.

But they've repeatedly had to ask you to correct the obviously false data you sent them. If it's
happened twice, it could still be happening.
It makes no sense that the marketcap could quadruple, during the ICO phase, with a static supply and
a set ICO price.
The numbers don't add up, and all the numbers come from you. Why do you expect everyone to take
your word for it?

Quote

I never stated it was a fixed price.

Yes you did, and I've quoted it here, and I will quote it again if necessary. You said the price was set
in dollars, not bitcoin, and therefore the BTC price might go up but the dollar price would remain the
same.
Furthermore, you 100% fix the price at your exchange since you're in complete control of all the sell
orders.

Quote

Anyone is welcome to get our wallet and list Banx on their exchange as previously demonstrated. Although we will be moving to
BTS 2.0 so I guess thats why no one is acting upon that yet.

It was previously demonstrated that you publicly attacked and/or accused the only 2 exchanges
which listed BANX, and you invalidated all BANX coins held at those exchanges. So I guess THAT'S
why no other exchanges will list your coin.

Quote

People ARE able to sell Banx on banx.io as many people do.

But not anyone who BOUGHT Banx at banx.io, correct? All the supposedly authentic sell orders are
from some secret investors who bought privately from you, off the exchange, and then for some
reason brought the coins to the exchange, to sell them below the ICO price?
Meanwhile all real persons posting at Bitcointalk, who are not affiliated with Banx, have reported that
they have never been allowed to sell their Banx at banx.io and that their sell orders were cancelled
when you raised the price.

Quote

I doubled the Banx shares for everyone. the percentages are the same. No one lost out only gained.

You doubled your own shares that you "personally" own, as well as the shares you control which are
"owned by Banx Capital". Those are the shares being sold during the ICO  so you've screwed the
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investors by doubling the amount of your own shares which must be sold before anyone else is
allowed to sell theirs.
By doubling your shares, you potentially doubled the length of the ICO period  and you also assured
that you would be the only one getting the high prices before any possible crash.
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Runpaint just because your now using bold doesnt make your trollishness any more

credible, It just highlights your public stupidity even more
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Which of these proven facts are you denying?








The plans detailed in the Banx Business Prospectus have not been followed.
The BANX market data at CoinMarketCap has been shown to be false on more than one occasion, and Mark has admitted to it.
The coin is supposed to be in the ICO phase with a fixed price, but the price has repeatedly gone up.
Banx has had complete control to fix the price of BANX because it is only sold on an exchange owned by Banx.
The people who bought BANX at Banx.io are not allowed to sell BANX at Banx.io.
Mark gave himself millions of extra shares after publicly promising that no more shares would be created.

Do you have anything useful to add?

1. A business is a living organism and everyone know that business plans are
actually designed to be changed. Companies that fail are often a victim of not
being flexible to the changing market conditions. Which if you don't understand
you should not invest in anything because it's business management 101.
2. This was an error with more than just the BANX market, it had nothing to do
with Banx as a company, it was a long running error that I created and fixed as
soon as it was brought to my attention.
3. The price is pegged to USD and just as the value of USD fluctuates and the value
of BTC fluctuates so does the actual sale price of BANX. Take a FOREX 101 class
please.
4. Yes, it's called an ICO/PIO. Again I urge you to go to college.
5. Not true with the exception of investors that have agreed to certain terms.
6. Yes Mark received more shares, everyone's shares doubled to be exact. This
was also not a decision made without majority approval.
Do you have anything real other than being a troll?
See I can format text to be annoying too
Report to moderator
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Sr. Member

September 26, 2015, 12:24:40 PM

Online
Activity: 246

#238

Lets leave the poor trolls alone... and please keep any mirrors away from them, realization of their true nature
will make them feel really really bad!

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Report to moderator

starmman

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

September 26, 2015, 01:28:27 PM

#239

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 11:51:29 AM

Activity: 42

3. The price is pegged to USD and just as the value of USD fluctuates and the value of BTC fluctuates so does the actual sale price
of BANX. Take a FOREX 101 class please.

Hi Byron,
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

This could very easily be me being confused here, I would expect that if the BANX price was pegged to the USD
then the BANX/BTC price graph in coinmarketcap would follow a similar pattern to an inverse of the BTC/USD, I
would have expected a price drop of BANX in July, and another drop over the last week for example. I can
vaguely see some longterm trend of an inverse of BTC/USD, however generally BANX/BTC is following an
upward trend with just two slight dips in the last year maybe its just infrequency of updates or something about
the market cap price that I don't understand.
It would be nice if you could briefly explain how it works, if you have the time.
And, sorry for not posting images of the graphs I'm looking at  I didn't work out how to do that yet =)
Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 26, 2015, 01:37:32 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#240

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 11:51:29 AM

1. A business is a living organism and everyone know that business plans are actually designed to be changed. Companies that
fail are often a victim of not being flexible to the changing market conditions. Which if you don't understand you should not invest
in anything because it's business management 101.

So when someone says there will never be any additional shares, everyone knows that it means there
will be more shares?
Then you agree that Mark is lying about LottoShares, correct? He will issue more shares, and give
some to Dan and Stan, because he doesn't have to do what he says? Because that's Business 101?
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Can your customers also change the rules, or is it just you? What if your customers also took
Business Management 101, and they try to screw you the way you're screwing them?
What if they agreed to the terms and conditions of the Banx.io exchange, and then they break the
rules  you wouldn't ban anyone, would you? Just because they agreed to certain rules, that doesn't
mean anything in business. Your Terms and Conditions were designed to be changed unilaterally by
one party without the other party's foreknowledge or consent. Correct?
If you don't let customers cheat and steal on your exchange, then you should not run an exchange
because that's just standard stuff that they teach in business schools.

Quote

2. This was an error with more than just the BANX market, it had nothing to do with Banx as a company, it was a long running
error that I created and fixed as soon as it was brought to my attention.
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The first time, or the second?
Before you were running the exchange, or after, or both?
Before you were there, Banx went from $3000 daily volume to $79,000 for just one day, which
somehow coincided with a price increase, and then it went back to $3000.
Most people do not believe the Banx numbers on CoinMarketCap.

Quote

3. The price is pegged to USD and just as the value of USD fluctuates and the value of BTC fluctuates so does the actual sale price
of BANX. Take a FOREX 101 class please.

Where are the fluctuations? It mostly looks like deliberate price manipulation  almost always a flat
line, with steep increases. Very little fluctuation. Not like USD or BT
C
at all.
This is not what real market data looks like:

Quote

4. Yes, it's called an ICO/PIO. Again I urge you to go to college.

Initial Coin Offering/Person of Indian Origin? I doubt there's a college course about premined altcoin
sales. In the real stock market it's called an IPO. But your little playmarket is good too, I'm sure
you're very proud.

Quote

5. Not true with the exception of investors that have agreed to certain terms.

But you said agreements and terms don't mean anything. Business Management 101?
You may not know this, but investors are living organisms.

Quote

6. Yes Mark received more shares

Received them...from whom? From himself?

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q
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ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 26, 2015, 02:02:39 PM

#241

Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 01:28:27 PM

Activity: 530

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 11:51:29 AM

3. The price is pegged to USD and just as the value of USD fluctuates and the value of BTC fluctuates so does the actual sale
price of BANX. Take a FOREX 101 class please.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Hi Byron,
This could very easily be me being confused here, I would expect that if the BANX price was pegged to the USD then the
BANX/BTC price graph in coinmarketcap would follow a similar pattern to an inverse of the BTC/USD, I would have expected a
price drop of BANX in July, and another drop over the last week for example. I can vaguely see some longterm trend of an
inverse of BTC/USD, however generally BANX/BTC is following an upward trend with just two slight dips in the last year maybe its
just infrequency of updates or something about the market cap price that I don't understand.
It would be nice if you could briefly explain how it works, if you have the time.
And, sorry for not posting images of the graphs I'm looking at  I didn't work out how to do that yet =)

Yes unfortunately it doesn't update automatically and the calculation is not just the relative price of BTC to USD.
The value of USD is in constant fluctuation. Luckily the value of USD has gone up but the value of BTC to USD
has remained relatively stable so the minor fluctuations are of little concern. If there is an important change we
try to catch it but don't always. This is an area we need to work on and I will see if I can find a way to have it
automatically update based on thresholds (otherwise it would never be stable). Basically what it means is that if
you bought in when USD was down not to long ago despite the price of BTC to USD being down your overall
worth is up.
Report to moderator

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 26, 2015, 02:04:19 PM

#242

@runpaint get with it man!!!
Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

wikenpp

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Full Member

September 26, 2015, 02:06:28 PM

Activity: 160

#243

Im member of Ccex, im active trade at last year  some month ago
i see banxshares ICO, but im very confused, banxshares get delisted list whereas ICO is still running
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 26, 2015, 02:09:34 PM

but hey what do i know I'm just some nobody who doesn't know anything

#244

LOL

Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

starmman

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

September 26, 2015, 02:36:38 PM

#245

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 02:02:39 PM

Activity: 42

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 01:28:27 PM
Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 11:51:29 AM

3. The price is pegged to USD and just as the value of USD fluctuates and the value of BTC fluctuates so does the actual
sale price of BANX. Take a FOREX 101 class please.
Hi Byron,
This could very easily be me being confused here, I would expect that if the BANX price was pegged to the USD then the
BANX/BTC price graph in coinmarketcap would follow a similar pattern to an inverse of the BTC/USD, I would have expected a
price drop of BANX in July, and another drop over the last week for example. I can vaguely see some longterm trend of an
inverse of BTC/USD, however generally BANX/BTC is following an upward trend with just two slight dips in the last year maybe
its just infrequency of updates or something about the market cap price that I don't understand.
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It would be nice if you could briefly explain how it works, if you have the time.
And, sorry for not posting images of the graphs I'm looking at  I didn't work out how to do that yet =)

Yes unfortunately it doesn't update automatically and the calculation is not just the relative price of BTC to USD. The value of USD
is in constant fluctuation. Luckily the value of USD has gone up but the value of BTC to USD has remained relatively stable so the
minor fluctuations are of little concern. If there is an important change we try to catch it but don't always. This is an area we need
to work on and I will see if I can find a way to have it automatically update based on thresholds (otherwise it would never be
stable). Basically what it means is that if you bought in when USD was down not to long ago despite the price of BTC to USD being
down your overall worth is up.

Thanks for the clarification, in my opinion it would make good sense to update the price at least more often,
maybe whilst in IPO you could take the average BTC/USD over x days and update daily which would avoid big
fluctuations but keep you with more relative price. A flat BANX/BTC price correlation could easily translate to
potential investors (who should know that the BANX rate is pegged to USD) as a warning sign and a fixed upward
trend with a fixed sale price even more so. It also means that if people are wanting to buy or sell (assuming they
are trading BTC not fiat) they will have to carefully tie it in with the current bitcoin price trend which will be
opposite for savvy buyers and sellers  I suspect that could be causing a reduced trading volume.
Report to moderator

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 26, 2015, 02:56:44 PM

#246

Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 02:36:38 PM

Activity: 530

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 02:02:39 PM
Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 01:28:27 PM
Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 11:51:29 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

3. The price is pegged to USD and just as the value of USD fluctuates and the value of BTC fluctuates so does the
actual sale price of BANX. Take a FOREX 101 class please.
Hi Byron,
This could very easily be me being confused here, I would expect that if the BANX price was pegged to the USD then the
BANX/BTC price graph in coinmarketcap would follow a similar pattern to an inverse of the BTC/USD, I would have
expected a price drop of BANX in July, and another drop over the last week for example. I can vaguely see some longterm
trend of an inverse of BTC/USD, however generally BANX/BTC is following an upward trend with just two slight dips in the
last year maybe its just infrequency of updates or something about the market cap price that I don't understand.
It would be nice if you could briefly explain how it works, if you have the time.
And, sorry for not posting images of the graphs I'm looking at  I didn't work out how to do that yet =)

Yes unfortunately it doesn't update automatically and the calculation is not just the relative price of BTC to USD. The value of
USD is in constant fluctuation. Luckily the value of USD has gone up but the value of BTC to USD has remained relatively
stable so the minor fluctuations are of little concern. If there is an important change we try to catch it but don't always. This is
an area we need to work on and I will see if I can find a way to have it automatically update based on thresholds (otherwise it
would never be stable). Basically what it means is that if you bought in when USD was down not to long ago despite the price
of BTC to USD being down your overall worth is up.

Thanks for the clarification, in my opinion it would make good sense to update the price at least more often, maybe whilst in IPO
you could take the average BTC/USD over x days and update daily which would avoid big fluctuations but keep you with more
relative price. A flat BANX/BTC price correlation could easily translate to potential investors (who should know that the BANX rate
is pegged to USD) as a warning sign and a fixed upward trend with a fixed sale price even more so. It also means that if people
are wanting to buy or sell (assuming they are trading BTC not fiat) they will have to carefully tie it in with the current bitcoin price
trend which will be opposite for savvy buyers and sellers  I suspect that could be causing a reduced trading volume.

I agree and will bring this up with Mark. Thank You
Report to moderator

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 26, 2015, 03:25:29 PM

Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#247

ohh and BTW Mr. runatthemouth an PIO is a Private Investment Opportunity. Very different thing than an IPO
which your genius ass knows is an Initial Public Offering. As a side note you will notice that the I in IPO stands for
initial whereas a company splits shares making more or buys back shares and creates less thus even a publicly
traded company has an ever fluctuating market cap.
Also yes there are many classes you can take that relate to ICO's. First I would suggest you take a basic business
course before getting into how financial markets work because you seem to be a tad bit lacking in many basic
areas, especially for someone who seems to be a know it all.
Report to moderator

starmman

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

September 26, 2015, 04:32:32 PM

#248

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 02:56:44 PM

Activity: 42

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

I agree and will bring this up with Mark. Thank You

Glad to be a help.
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Ignore

Just a thought, but I suspect you may come into a problem with my suggestion since I believe you are dropping
sell orders if the ICO price increases above them. You might want to add an option for your traders to
automatically increase and decrease their price as the BTC level changes and give them mix/max threshold limits
to choose  similar logic to a trailing stop.
Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 26, 2015, 04:40:08 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#249

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 03:25:29 PM

ohh and BTW Mr. runatthemouth an PIO is a Private Investment Opportunity. Very different thing than an IPO

But you just said:
Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 11:51:29 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

4. Yes, it's called an ICO/PIO.

Are you saying there's a significant difference between an IPO and an ICO?
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

abstractednerve

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Full Member

September 26, 2015, 04:57:20 PM

#250

Quote from: runpaint on September 16, 2015, 09:53:56 AM

Activity: 154
I love vegemite m8.

Quote from: Slyyy on July 16, 2015, 07:28:19 PM

http://www.warriorforum.com/maininternetmarketingdiscussionforum/32852brandingyourselfcomplete
honesty.html#post295711

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Again, this is intended to make Mark Lyford look bad by quoting his own comments.
Just because BanxShares is being marketed as a ragstoriches, backtorags, then backtoriches success story of Mark Lyford,
and just because he publicly talked about using that as a fake marketing story, several years ago, that doesn't prove anything.

wow that's pretty damning
Report to moderator
Ethereum Supporter The Collective  non nobis solum, sed omnibus.

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 26, 2015, 05:07:23 PM

#251

Quote from: abstractednerve on September 26, 2015, 04:57:20 PM

Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote from: runpaint on September 16, 2015, 09:53:56 AM
Quote from: Slyyy on July 16, 2015, 07:28:19 PM

http://www.warriorforum.com/maininternetmarketingdiscussionforum/32852brandingyourselfcomplete
honesty.html#post295711
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Again, this is intended to make Mark Lyford look bad by quoting his own comments.
Just because BanxShares is being marketed as a ragstoriches, backtorags, then backtoriches success story of Mark
Lyford, and just because he publicly talked about using that as a fake marketing story, several years ago, that doesn't prove
anything.

wow that's pretty damning

How is that damning? He is asking if it's better to to keep quiet or be very open, or at least thats how I read it.
Report to moderator

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 26, 2015, 05:08:53 PM

#252

Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 04:40:08 PM

Activity: 530

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 03:25:29 PM

ohh and BTW Mr. runatthemouth an PIO is a Private Investment Opportunity. Very different thing than an IPO
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
But you just said:

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 11:51:29 AM

4. Yes, it's called an ICO/PIO.

Are you saying there's a significant difference between an IPO and an ICO?

Yes they are very different. With an IPO you actually own a piece of the company. Read a basic investing book
man.
Report to moderator

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 26, 2015, 05:10:08 PM

#253

Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 04:32:32 PM

Activity: 530

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 02:56:44 PM

I agree and will bring this up with Mark. Thank You
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Glad to be a help.
Just a thought, but I suspect you may come into a problem with my suggestion since I believe you are dropping sell orders if the
ICO price increases above them. You might want to add an option for your traders to automatically increase and decrease their
price as the BTC level changes and give them mix/max threshold limits to choose  similar logic to a trailing stop.

Ya I thought about that not sure how to handle it. Good suggestion on limits though. It's something I want to
bring to the exchange anyway so it might be the solution.
Report to moderator

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 26, 2015, 05:18:20 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...

#254

@runpaint. as I have said in your other thread I'm done with you. I have offered you everything I can including
face to face meeting and all you have done it play games. You ability to ignore things I post and keep quoting
other things that you take out of context or twist is tiring.
I have too much going on in my life to be putting any more time into you. You do and say what you want. As you
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
can see I have my supporters, you have yours, but there have had people who are not Banx holders saying you
have demonstrated what you are really like during our interactions (DE too) so I feel I have put the right amount
of energy trying to work with you. I've gone above and beyond compared to any other crypto company owner I
know.
If people hold Banx thats because they want to. Anyone can do their own research, speak to me direct and make
up their own mind. As I have said before people either like me and what we are doing or they don't. It's a pretty
simple thing to grasp for most.
So, have a great weekend, keep on trolling as much as you want. I'm done with you and your pathetic agendas.
All the best
Mark
MY CONTACT INFO (for anyone who wants it):
Mark Lyford
Office: First Floor, 81 Market Street, Ashby De La Zouch, Leics, UK, LE65 1AH.
Email: mark at banxcapital.com
Twitter: twitter.com/marklyford
FB: facebook.com/markylyford
Skype: mjlyford
Tel: (+44) 01530 215015
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 26, 2015, 05:19:18 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

#255

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 05:10:08 PM
Quote from: starmman on September 26, 2015, 04:32:32 PM
Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 02:56:44 PM

I agree and will bring this up with Mark. Thank You

Glad to be a help.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Just a thought, but I suspect you may come into a problem with my suggestion since I believe you are dropping sell orders if
the ICO price increases above them. You might want to add an option for your traders to automatically increase and decrease
their price as the BTC level changes and give them mix/max threshold limits to choose  similar logic to a trailing stop.

Ya I thought about that not sure how to handle it. Good suggestion on limits though. It's something I want to bring to the
exchange anyway so it might be the solution.

I like this idea. I would like to implement it if we can Byron
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 26, 2015, 06:56:48 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#256

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 05:08:53 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 04:40:08 PM
Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 03:25:29 PM

ohh and BTW Mr. runatthemouth an PIO is a Private Investment Opportunity. Very different thing than an IPO

But you just said:

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Quote from: ByronP on September 26, 2015, 11:51:29 AM

4. Yes, it's called an ICO/PIO.

Are you saying there's a significant difference between an IPO and an ICO?

Yes they are very different. With an IPO you actually own a piece of the company. Read a basic investing book man.
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Read what your own company is doing.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 12, 2014, 12:09:11 PM
Quote from: ElitistCA on October 11, 2014, 09:33:07 AM

Do I understand right that banx coins are actually banx shares of company?

yes banx shares are a share in the Banx capital company

So, according to your definition of IPO combined with Mark's definition of BanxShares, it's an IPO. But you also
said it's an ICO/PIO, and that it's completely different from an IPO. But it pays dividends; it's an unregistered
security.
You're selling SHARES. Have you read the name of the thing you're selling? BanxSHARES.
And ICO is either an Initial Coin Offering  which is the same as an IPO  or it's an Initial Crowdfunding Offering.
Either way, it can't be a Private Investment, since a Crowd is not Private.
So you either don't know what you're talking about, or you're a liar. Which is it?
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 26, 2015, 07:07:33 PM

Online

#257

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 26, 2015, 05:18:20 PM

@runpaint. as I have said in your other thread I'm done with you.
Activity: 308

As I have said in the other thread, sod off. Nobody asked you here in the first place, so there's no need to
announce that you're leaving. You can just leave. Nobody cares.

Quote

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

I have offered you everything I can

Except for straight answers. But like you said, you offered what you can. That doesn't include straight answers,
because your business model doesn't allow you to be honest.

Quote

You ability to ignore things I post and keep quoting other things

Have you ever heard of "projection"? I posted an entire playbyplay analysis of the history of your company,
and you just showed up and said "Whatever, who cares."
Then you came back, over and over, just to say that you're not going to say anything.
You continually change the subject and try to confuse the issues to provide a distraction from the facts.

Quote

I have too much going on in my life to be putting any more time into you.

If that was true, you would just go do those things instead of talking about it. I never asked for any of your time
 you've gone out of your way to take up as much time here as you could.

Quote

I've gone above and beyond compared to any other crypto company owner I know.

Real crypto doesn't have company owners.
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Quote

If people hold Banx thats because they want to. Anyone can do their own research

I did my own research. If people think Banx is one step away from outright theft, that's because they want to
think that.

Quote

speak to me direct and make up their own mind.

No one needs to speak to you to make up their own mind.

Quote

As I have said before people either like me and what we are doing or they don't. It's a pretty simple thing to grasp for most.

And yet you can't grasp the same concept. Either you like what I'm doing here or you don't.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

puppies

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

September 26, 2015, 07:43:18 PM

#258

Activity: 56

I an not a banx investor. I am a bitshares guy, and was interested in lottoshares, and was actually a little
concerned about banx involvement since I had seen the beginning of this thread. After reading through
yesterday's fun, I feel much more comfortable with banx. I'm still not sure if I'll buy into lottoshares, but if I
don't it will not because of a fear of Banx.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Runpaint you have shown yourself to be a juvenile internet warrior. After this I doubt I will ever take anything
you say seriously. Which is sad, because you could probably provide some value somewhere.
When I saw you whining on polo about buying pts, I actually felt kinda bad for you. It would suck if someone
hadn't done any basic homework and had lost money because they had based their decisions on outdated
information. After seeing how you have used the permanent nature of the internet and the vagaries of the
human language to completely distort what has happened in this thread I no longer believe anything you have
said.
Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 26, 2015, 08:01:19 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#259

Quote from: puppies on September 26, 2015, 07:43:18 PM

When I saw you whining on polo about buying pts, I actually felt kinda bad for you. It would suck if someone hadn't done any
basic homework and had lost money because they had based their decisions on outdated information.

Quote from: puppies on July 25, 2014, 08:21:49 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

So, if I acquire more PTS, it will still count towards the future DAC's(minus BTSX)?

Quote from: puppies on August 02, 2014, 07:52:20 AM

This is damned exciting. This dac is one of the first things that attracted me to bitshares.

You bought BitShares PTS because you thought BitShares DNS was going to be big, and now you're trying to shit
on me for being fooled by BitShares.
How many weeks did BitShares DNS exist?
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Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

puppies

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

September 26, 2015, 09:59:07 PM

#260

Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 08:01:19 PM

Activity: 56

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote from: puppies on September 26, 2015, 07:43:18 PM

When I saw you whining on polo about buying pts, I actually felt kinda bad for you. It would suck if someone hadn't done any
basic homework and had lost money because they had based their decisions on outdated information.

Quote from: puppies on July 25, 2014, 08:21:49 AM

So, if I acquire more PTS, it will still count towards the future DAC's(minus BTSX)?

Quote from: puppies on August 02, 2014, 07:52:20 AM

This is damned exciting. This dac is one of the first things that attracted me to bitshares.

You bought BitShares PTS because you thought BitShares DNS was going to be big, and now you're trying to shit on me for being
fooled by BitShares.
How many weeks did BitShares DNS exist?

Okay. Lets start with your quote from July of last year. You didn't actually quote me correctly. You quoted the
person that I responded to. The full quote is below.
Quote from: puppies on July 25, 2014, 08:21:49 AM
Quote from: SpeedDemon13 on July 25, 2014, 08:08:18 AM
Quote from: puppies on July 25, 2014, 08:05:01 AM
Quote from: SpeedDemon13 on July 25, 2014, 07:45:31 AM

What's the difference between BTS X vs BTS XT? Or are they the same product? Where are the other DAC's?
If any newly mined PTS, will that get more BTS X or was that only for the Feb 28th snapshot only?

X is the official chain. XT is the test network. There was some talk of naming a stripped down chain designed to do
nothing other than get the 228 snapshot liquid, XT. Newly mined PTS will not get you any BTSX, but there are more
DACS coming.

So, if I acquire more PTS, it will still count towards the future DAC's(minus BTSX)?

Correct.

As you can see I was responding to someone with questions and answering that question in the moment. Their
question was "So, if I acquire more PTS, it will still count towards the future DAC's(minus BTSX)? You will notice
that they did not say
"if I acquire more PTS, right now or in the near future, and assuming that nothing untoward happens such as
nuclear war, civil war, meteorite strikes, supervolcanos, marshal law, and or any other world shattering disaster,
or act of god then it will still count towards the future dacs.(minus BTSX)? and can you promise that this is the
case and will never change."
Of course they wouldn't say that. All of those things are implied in the question. My response "Correct" Also
did not contain any of the myriad of possible things that could prevent PTS from being used as a snapshot. My
words were true when they were said, even though they did not contain a disclaimer about all possible
outcomes. I was attempting to communicate with speeddemon, and I believe successfully did so. Whats more
PTS purchased at that time was in fact used as a snapshot. My words were true and if speeddemon had listened
to me and purchased pts he would now own bts, notes, and soon to be identabits (I have probably forgotten a
sharedrop target) If someone reads this response 14 months later and doesn't check to ensure this is still true
then it is their fault for not doing their own due dilligence.
In regards to DNS, It is one of the main things that initially attracted me to bitshares. I still think using
centralized systems that are not censorship resistant is a huge threat to our security and safety. I am still hoping
that someone will solve this issue in a more satisfactory way than namecoin has. That is a far cry from
Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 08:01:19 PM
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You bought BitShares PTS because you thought BitShares DNS was going to be big, and now you're trying to shit on me for being
fooled by BitShares.

This quote is demonstrably false runpaint. Why did you lie runpaint?
I hope this exercise will demonstrate why your method of pulling up ancient quotes out of context is a dirty trick
that should not be directly responded to. It takes far more time to respond to these attacks than to carry them
out. Even when the attack is ill formed, and weak. If you would like your system of attacking to be more
effective in the future I would suggest you only quote old things, and never respond directly runpaint. It was
your responses and gross misrepresentation of what happened in this thread that led me to stop taking you
seriously. The problem with negative attack ads is that the viewer can end up taking a negative view of the
attacker instead.
Report to moderator

chryspano

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 26, 2015, 10:13:51 PM

Online
Activity: 246

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#261

Quote from: runpaint on September 26, 2015, 08:01:19 PM

How many weeks did BitShares DNS exist?

I don't know, maybe you should open a new trollish thread about that too! No?
Btw does this question of yours has anything to do with the title of this troll thread? or you are just addicted to
trolling and you can't stop?
Is answers like this all that you have to say?
This thread is a joke.

Report to moderator

Cactipsi

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 26, 2015, 11:05:28 PM

#262

"Puppies" , drops mic leaves building.
Activity: 67

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

Cactipsi

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 26, 2015, 11:10:06 PM

Activity: 67

But look seriously runpaint, if this is all over money, just invest bro, i made plenty off my lot so far, you will too,
this is crypto man, dont let one bad experience get you down or taint everything you do, just dont. Stick some
cash into banx and you will be a happy camper, and makin bitcoin to boot dude. You will never never know if you
never never go.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 27, 2015, 08:52:34 AM

Activity: 700

#263

#264

Runpaint has issues there is no reasoning with him. 100% pure troll. We have all lost money on bct projects but
we dont all go round attacking genuine projects.
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 09:05:00 AM

Online

#265

Does a single American person you know use the phrase 'Sod Off Snotty'? No me neither... Sod Off is a very
BRITISH phrase.....

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com
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timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 27, 2015, 11:33:56 AM

Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#266

I think runpaint needs an opportunity to see a genuine project in action. He may have been burnt in the past. We
all have at some point.
Runpaint i would like to invite you to create an account at banx.io and if you pm me your username i will send
you 20 banx shares for free. This way you can be apart of what banx is doing and hopefully you will enjoy being
apart of it. Remember im not employed by banx at all i am invester who is offering you an opportunity to be
apart of this for free. I know 20 shares isnt alot but i dont always hand out free money to ppl on the internet.
Take it or leave it.
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

bizzyb

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 01:36:17 PM

#267

Quote from: timmyd on September 27, 2015, 11:33:56 AM

Activity: 442
Don't look at my
signature!

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

I think runpaint needs an opportunity to see a genuine project in action. He may have been burnt in the past. We all have at some
point.
Runpaint i would like to invite you to create an account at banx.io and if you pm me your username i will send you 20 banx shares
for free. This way you can be apart of what banx is doing and hopefully you will enjoy being apart of it. Remember im not
employed by banx at all i am invester who is offering you an opportunity to be apart of this for free. I know 20 shares isnt alot but
i dont always hand out free money to ppl on the internet. Take it or leave it.

I'll match that.
Report to moderator
MonetaryUnit project manager  CPU/GPU crypto,faucet,scratch cards,payment processors,web/Android wallets,casino,bank
Donate Bitcoin for charity  Help Worldaid save lives and make a difference
Tips to support the MonetaryUnit project  1NRr3DQmofTHq8GkPMqrsi4JHHmWAvTGYs

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 27, 2015, 03:16:20 PM

Activity: 530

#268

I lost more in MCXNow than I care to think about but if it wasn't for that I wouldn't have made Atomic Trade
(now banx.io) so sometimes something good comes from something bad.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

d5000

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 27, 2015, 04:08:39 PM

Activity: 910

#269

I was really curious about this "newcomer" in Coinmarketcaps's Top 10. But it seems it's not really worth losing
too much thoughts into this
If it's not a real cryptocurrency nor a cryptocurrency based asset  as I understand the OP  then coinmarketcap
should delete it from their list.

Slimcoin Evangelist

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

runpaint
Sr. Member
Online
Activity: 308

▲

Report to moderator

. ▼ sec◔nds trade. .No.1 Bitcoin Binary Options and
Double Dice.. ▼.
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
September 27, 2015, 04:33:43 PM

▲

#270

Quote from: puppies on September 26, 2015, 09:59:07 PM

This quote is demonstrably false runpaint.

Then why couldn't you answer how many weeks BitShares DNS existed?
I provided links with the quotes, everyone can click them and see they're real.
Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 04:35:48 PM

Online

#271

Quote from: Cactipsi on September 26, 2015, 11:10:06 PM

just invest bro, i made plenty off my lot so far, you will too...
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Activity: 308

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
...
Stick some cash into banx and you will be a happy camper...

You haven't made any money on Banx so far, unless you've been allowed to sell while other people are not
allowed to sell.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 04:37:49 PM

Online

#272

Quote from: timmyd on September 27, 2015, 08:52:34 AM

Runpaint has issues there is no reasoning with him. 100% pure troll.
Activity: 308

You're the one who stalked me to other unrelated topics and tried to spread this argument all over bitcointalk.
Nobody responded to you, of course, because they recognized your weak trolling for what it was.
If I was a troll like you, there wouldn't be 14 pages of replies to me.
Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 04:38:58 PM

Online

#273

Quote from: MarkLyford on September 27, 2015, 09:05:00 AM

Does a single American person you know use the phrase 'Sod Off Snotty'? No me neither... Sod Off is a very BRITISH phrase.....
Activity: 308

Why does your business prospectus say that BanxShares will be exchanged only for Bitcoin, making BanxShares
a pure cryptobased asset?

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

If you're selling BanxShares for fiat, are you also paying dividends to those buyers in fiat?
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 27, 2015, 04:47:49 PM

Activity: 700

#274

Hmmm ok im the troll because im the one that starts trollish threads on bct. I take it you decline my offer of
some free shares then.
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 05:01:57 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#275

Quote from: ByronP on September 27, 2015, 03:16:20 PM

I lost more in MCXNow than I care to think about but if it wasn't for that I wouldn't have made Atomic Trade (now banx.io) so
sometimes something good comes from something bad.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
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Report to moderator
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runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 05:03:15 PM

#276

Online
Activity: 308

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
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http://www.warriorforum.com/warriorspecialoffers/925791newcryptorevolutionheregetstartedbitcoin
todaywsoday190414a.html
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 07:07:36 PM

#277

Quote from: runpaint on September 27, 2015, 05:03:15 PM

Activity: 308

White Male Libertarian
Bro

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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http://www.warriorforum.com/warriorspecialoffers/925791newcryptorevolutionheregetstartedbitcointodaywsoday19
0414a.html

Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism

Cactipsi

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 27, 2015, 09:23:44 PM

Activity: 67

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#278

As stated you can keep pulling things up from however long ago you like and twisting them to mean whatever
you what, i could go through the 50 or so pages of garble you have attached to your profile, most of which is
complaining about almost everything in crypto and how you cant make any money off it, and make you look like
a retard simply by snippiting bits of what you say. Fortunately im not a cunt, and i wouldnt be so manipulative as
to twist your past against you, and ill ask the same of you, you have been nothing but underhanded and
deceptive from the get go, and i dont see why we should have to put up with it, you have people here offering
you shares for nothing, and you are to big a man to even except them, i have made a stack in payouts from my
shares you wanker, i wouldnt be looking to sell regardless of what fantasised situation you belive is occouring at
banx.io. I have made a good chunk of bitcoin from Banx, and it is with reasonable little effort on my part, which
is more than you can say about anything in crypto, just give it a rest dude, your like a broken record that is
starting to make peoples ears bleed, there is only so long i can but my head against a wall trying to convince you
that you are wrong and that there is money to be made with banx, its not my job to make sure your payin your
mum rent on time, she was nice enough to let you live in her basement and you cant even pull a finger out, pay
her your half, whatever dude. You dont like money thats your problem, seek help, you need medication, paranoia
is your problem not ours, we sholdnt have to deal with it
Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 09:54:35 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#279

Quote from: Cactipsi on September 27, 2015, 09:23:44 PM

i have made a stack in payouts from my shares you wanker

But you haven't even gotten payouts equal to what the shares cost. So you haven't made any money yet.
You've spent more than you've received.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Quote from: Cactipsi on September 27, 2015, 09:23:44 PM

its not my job to make sure your payin your mum rent on time, she was nice enough to let you live in her basement and you cant
even pull a finger out, pay her your half, whatever dude.
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You want to talk about paying rent to Mum? Mark borrowed £150,000 against his mum's house  at the alltime
height of his career  and he wasn't able to pay it back. Even during his heyday of internet "success", he never
actually made any money. "When he was an internet millionaire" he was taking out loans that he didn't even
have his own collateral for. And that's the successful time of his life that supposedly qualifies him as as a genius
internet businessman.
Even for years after that, with multiple new business ventures, he wasn't able to pay back that loan (He admits
this in his book). Basically, none of his business ventures have ever been profitable, and he has no idea how to
make money or run a successful company.
That wouldn't necessarily be relevant, except that Mark has made it clear that an investment in Banx is an
investment in himself and his business experience.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 21, 2014, 10:29:41 AM

With out sound like I'm up my own ass, your buying into me if you buy banx shares, I have a great team of people around me,
but I'm the one steering the ship and creating the vision.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 21, 2014, 10:23:45 AM

The company edge is me. Plain and simple.
...
People should believe in this company because of me.

Therefore, an investment in Banx is an investment in repeated failure with never a profit. Like you, Mark has
spent more money than he's made. That's his experience: How to lose money.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

Cactipsi

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

September 27, 2015, 10:06:55 PM

Activity: 67

Yep, keep twisting it mate, till even you dont recognise what it is you are talking about anymore, you are
honestly like a child, running an argument all over the country side so you can keep it going, never making any
real points with all the twisting of others words, i think, or at least i hope everyone can see you for the bullshit
artist you are, i dont know what it is you have against everything, but good luck with it mate, your never going to
get far.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 10:11:38 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#280

#281

Quote from: Cactipsi on September 27, 2015, 10:06:55 PM

Yep, keep twisting it mate, till even you dont recognise what it is you are talking about anymore, you are honestly like a child,
running an argument all over the country side so you can keep it going, never making any real points with all the twisting of
others words, i think, or at least i hope everyone can see you for the bullshit artist you are, i dont know what it is you have
against everything, but good luck with it mate, your never going to get far.

It's quite simple:
#1, You said that I can't pay my mom the rent I owe her.
#2, I pointed out that your lame internet insult is an actual fact that applies to Mark Lyford rather than me.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Let me know if you need any further explanation.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 27, 2015, 11:29:48 PM

#282

Lots of shouting and not much facts round here, so lets try to figure out wtf is actually going on.......
Activity: 686

First off, is this the correct Banx Capital company listing?
Quote

Banx Capital Ltd is a Private Limited Company. Company number assigned by Companies House is 08797622. The company was
incorporated on Monday 2nd December 2013, so the company age is 1 year 9 months 21 days. The company registration status is
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Active.

http://ukcompanydb.com/company/08797622/banxcapitalltd.html

Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Nulli Dei, nulli Reges, solum NXT
Love your money: www.nxt.org www.nxtinside.org
www.nxter.org www.nxtfoundation.org

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 27, 2015, 11:49:08 PM

Online

#283

Quote from: EvilDave on September 27, 2015, 11:29:48 PM

Lots of shouting and not much facts round here, so lets try to figure out wtf is actually going on.......
Activity: 308

First off, is this the correct Banx Capital company listing?
Quote

Banx Capital Ltd is a Private Limited Company. Company number assigned by Companies House is 08797622. The company
was incorporated on Monday 2nd December 2013, so the company age is 1 year 9 months 21 days. The company registration
status is Active.
http://ukcompanydb.com/company/08797622/banxcapitalltd.html
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

It says the company has changed its name twice, and changed to BitBanx Ltd on 4 April 2014
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 28, 2015, 12:17:50 AM

Activity: 686

#284

Yeah, but a deeper look shows that it changed from BitBanx on 4/4/2014.
Look at the UK companies registry:
http://wck2.companieshouse.gov.uk//wcframe?name=accessCompanyInfo
Anyhow, none of that means a thing until someone confirms that this is the Banx Capital in question.

Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Nulli Dei, nulli Reges, solum NXT
Love your money: www.nxt.org www.nxtinside.org
www.nxter.org www.nxtfoundation.org

stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 28, 2015, 07:32:45 AM

#285

Quote from: EvilDave on September 28, 2015, 12:17:50 AM

Activity: 938

Yeah, but a deeper look shows that it changed from BitBanx on 4/4/2014.
Look at the UK companies registry:
http://wck2.companieshouse.gov.uk//wcframe?name=accessCompanyInfo
Anyhow, none of that means a thing until someone confirms that this is the Banx Capital in question.

This shows a Mark James Lyford as director of Banx Capital Ltd.....
https://companycheck.co.uk/company/08797622/BANXCAPITALLTD/directorssecretaries
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 28, 2015, 09:07:56 AM

Activity: 686

#286

And drilling down finds MJL as current director of 5 companies:
https://companycheck.co.uk/director/918339116/MARKJAMESLYFORD/companies
Banx Capital Ltd, Banx Media Ltd, Accrusoft International Limited, Mark Lyford Limited, Music Is Life Foundation
Plus 4 older appointments I can't be arsed looking at.
So let's assume that we have the right MJL and Banx Capital Ltd. here.
Heres the Companies House listing for Banx Capital:

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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What I'm looking for here is the company accounts filings for Banx. Any serious business will file accounts, as it's
not only a legal requirement, but it is standard biz practice to allow potential investors/curious members of the
public a chance to check out a businesses activities.
Here are the available documents for Banx Capital Ltd:
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The only accounts available are in this document 'ACCOUNTS OF DORMANT COMPANY MADE UP TO 31/12/14'.
And I'm too tight to pay out good cash for a possibly useless document, as dormant companies do not need to
publish full accounts.
Looking into the legal status of a dormant company is interesting for Banx Capital though:
http://www.informdirect.co.uk/businessfinance/dormantcompanydefinitionandrequirements/
https://www.gov.uk/restartanontradingordormantcompany
I have two questions for Mark and the Banx team as a result of this little dig around :
Do you have some company account filings for Banx I can take a look at without having to throw a hardearned
quid at HMGOV?
How is it possible that Banx Capital is listed as 'dormant' (ie nonactive, not trading, no need to publish
accunts....) while at the same time being an active business that is actually trading ?
Look at:
http://banxcapital.com/
Seems active to me.......

Report to moderator
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 28, 2015, 10:00:44 AM

#287

And next accounts not legally due for a whole year from now.
Activity: 938

Report to moderator
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

bizzyb

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member
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#288

They're legally incorporated in Hong Kong afaik  which explains why the UK company is dormant.
Activity: 442
Don't look at my
signature!

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

All seems right and proper.
HONG KONG HEAD OFFICE
The Banx Group Ltd
14F China Hong Kong Tower
8 Hennessy Road,
Wanchai
Hong Kong
Tel: (+852) 8197 8775
Email: hongkongoffice@banxcapital.com
Report to moderator
MonetaryUnit project manager  CPU/GPU crypto,faucet,scratch cards,payment processors,web/Android wallets,casino,bank
Donate Bitcoin for charity  Help Worldaid save lives and make a difference
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 28, 2015, 10:31:31 AM
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Good point, BizzyB....offices, important stuff.
Activity: 686

First off, looking at the Companies House listing shows: 'no overseas details associated with this company'.
This means that the Banx Capital Ltd I'm looking at is not a subsidiary of an overseas (ie Hong Kong or Panama)
company.
Wonder how I can access HK companies listings ?
Here's a cap of the office addresses from http://banxcapital.com/:

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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I'll take a gander at the office addresses in a bit.....
EDIT:
figured out some HK company listings...
http://www.cr.gov.hk/en/home/index.htm
Found one listing for The Banx Group, here it is on page 279 of a stupidly long .pdf:
http://www.cr.gov.hk/docs/wrpt/wk_new&changednamecoys_20150615.pdf

The Banx Group Limited was set up in Hong Kong a few months ago, on 17 June 2015,
but Banx Capital in the UK has been dormant for much longer than that,
so the theory from BizzyB that Banx Capital is dormant because its a subsidiary of a HK company doesn't hold
up.

Report to moderator
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Activity: 442
Don't look at my
signature!

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#290

I tried here
https://www.mobilecr.gov.hk/mob/cns_search.jsp
and searched for "banx" and it showed the active company Banx group.
There may be better facilities available, but this seemed like an official site.
This is all as I expected as I am aware they incorporated there after receiving some comms from the Banx team
saying that it had been completed.
As for the UK listing I'm guessing Mark made sure he had protected that name here in the UK, but the active
business is listed in HK for operational reasons.
Seems like a sensible thing to do.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: EvilDave on September 28, 2015, 10:31:31 AM

Activity: 442

so the theory from BizzyB that Banx Capital is dormant because its a subsidiary of a HK company doesn't hold up.

Don't look at my
signature!

That's not what I said
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote

As for the UK listing I'm guessing Mark made sure he had protected that name here in the UK, but the active business is listed in
HK for operational reasons.
Seems like a sensible thing to do.
Report to moderator
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Activity: 686
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@bizzyb
Could I more accurately paraphrase your argument as : that Banx Capital in the UK is dormant, and simply used
as a placeholder, now that all trading has been transferred to the HK company ?

Report to moderator
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No
Activity: 442
Don't look at my
signature!

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

I'm not speaking for Banx, just submitting my opinion based on the evidence.
All I'm saying is that HK is the country of incorporation for the active business, and it looks like a UK entry was
registered too (for whatever reason).
I'm not an expert on the technicalities and complexities with registering crypto related businesses, but I am sure
they are significant as it is such a new sector with almost daily changes in policy/legislation depending on your
jurisdiction.
Report to moderator
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To clarify, as already stated publicly many times.
The main operational and holding company for everything Banx is doing is now the Banx Group in HK.
Banx Capital Ltd is a separate stand alone business that will be dealing with the marketing and funnel for Banx in
the UK.
HK is far more easy to deal with for crypto businesses hence the reason the company is now located there. Banx
Capital Ltd in the UK will continue to run for marketing of Banx services and products.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Obviously governments and jurisdictions stance on Bitcoin and crypto are changing all the time and our
organisation has to change to reflect this.
hope this help
Mark
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com
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Hero Member
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Quote from: MarkLyford on September 28, 2015, 12:54:28 PM

Activity: 686

To clarify, as already stated publicly many times.
The main operational and holding company for everything Banx is doing is now the Banx Group in HK.
Banx Capital Ltd is a separate stand alone business that will be dealing with the marketing and funnel for Banx in the UK.
HK is far more easy to deal with for crypto businesses hence the reason the company is now located there. Banx Capital Ltd in
the UK will continue to run for marketing of Banx services and products.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Obviously governments and jurisdictions stance on Bitcoin and crypto are changing all the time and our organisation has to
change to reflect this.
hope this help
Mark
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Hang on a second, Mark.
Banx Capital isn't running at all.....it's a dormant company. It has had no transactions in this year, maybe for
longer.
It can't engage in any form of trading without losing that dormant status and putting you in the position where
you will have to start filing accounts.
Speaking of which, have you got any form of balance sheet/accounts/revenue stream information that you can
post here ?
For any of the Banx businesses, I'm not fussy.
What's the situation with Banx Media ?

Also dormant, so no trading done or accounts available ?
Report to moderator
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@EvilDave
Last Accounts Made Up To: 31/12/2014 (DORMANT)  those are 2014 accounts. the next accounts
Next Accounts Due: 30/09/2016  that is when next non dormant accounts will be filed.
Re Banx Media, nothing is being done with this company at the moment so therefore is dormant.
Hope this helps

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Mark
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
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Activity: 686
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Mmmmm....still no accounts, eh ?
What I'm trying to do here is to find some information that backs up the idea that
BanxShares/Capital/Media/Technology/Mint is a genuine business.
Most businesses will have accounts available for just this sort of occasion.
Anyway, I said I'd take a look at the Banx offices, see what they look like, maybe find a building with a
BanxShares logo visible on StreetView.
Here's the Hong Kong head office for Banx Group:

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

The Banx Group Ltd
14F China Hong Kong Tower
8 Hennessy Road,
Wanchai
Hong Kong
Then we run into a wall, the address is from a serviced offices/virtual office provider:
http://www.centreo.hk/
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Nothing much to see here.
Moving on to the UK office for Banx Capital:
First Floor,
81 Market Street
Ashby De La Zouch
Leicestershire, LE65 1AH
United Kingdom
I did find a dentist and a Bangladeshi restaurant at that address, so thats pretty handy.
http://www.marketstreetdentalpractice.com/home/
http://www.tripadvisor.nl/Restaurant_Reviewg503956d2668946ReviewsDe_la_Zouch
Ashby_de_la_Zouch_Leicestershire_England.html#REVIEWS
Teeth whitening and fairly good curry.....here's the StreetView:
If you check the door, I think that I can see a Banx logo on the left. Yay.......first sign of life for Banx. No sign of
the curry house, tho'.
Found these on the way as well:
http://bitbanx.com/
and
http://banxnow.com/notifications/
Off to Panama:
Ricardo Arias St.,
Advanced Tower
11th Floor, Office B,
Panama City
Panama
Found a lot of businesses with the exact same address, making me think that this is another serviced office set
up:
http://www.degreeinfo.com/accreditationdiscussionsradetcstateapprovalunaccreditedschools/22753
greenwichuniversityreborn.html
http://www.offshorealert.com/ForumNewTopic.aspx?g=posts&t=38604
https://www.aihitdata.com/company/005BC87A/LIBERTYENTERPRISES/contacts
https://www.gmdu.net/corp196456.html
and a load more......
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In conclusion, so far I've found very little realworld evidence to support the idea that Banx Capital/whatever is
a real biz: no accounts, and no real office locations, apart from the UK office, which really doesn't jibe with the
corporate image that Banx is trying hard to project.
On the other hand: the Banx Capital/Group/whatever corporate presence may be pretty sketchy, but that's not
actually a crime.
Plenty of businesses use serviced offices to 'big up' their corporate presence, that's why those services exist.
The issue of using dormant companies to trade/transact with could come back to bite Banx on the ass.
However, that's not my problem, and will only be proveable by taking a look at the accounts/bank statements for
all of the Banx group businesses.
Here's a summary of the legal requirements for dormancy:
http://www.wardwilliams.co.uk/documents/Dormant_companies__the_lowdown.pdf

Report to moderator
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Quote from: EvilDave on September 28, 2015, 07:18:13 PM

Activity: 938

I did find a dentist and a Bangladeshi restaurant at that address, so thats pretty handy.

Apparently, theres a place you can buy smoke n mirrors from, at that address also.

Report to moderator
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
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***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651
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Don't look at my
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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#299

Come on guys give it a break.
Here's a video made by Marks eldest including footage of their offices
http://marklyford.com/marklyfordlatest/adayatthebanxgroupoffices/
They're working their asses off to try to build something exciting & interesting
(and as an investor I want them to continue doing that rather than defend themselves against internet randoms)
It's so easy to find fault and pick holes, which is why so many people (especially anonymous users on internet
forums
) are like that.
It takes courage and energy to be constructive, supportive, positive and optimistic, but it also brings great
rewards, usually rewards far more important than financial gain.
Instead of only looking for the fails and the negatives, try looking for the successes and the positives
on..try it...even if just for a day

go
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@bizzyb
Being honest, I'm not a big fan of Banx since my last encounter with them:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1091855.0
But I'm doing my level best to be fair to Mark L here, and I simply want to figure out whether Banx is legit or
not. It's important, for everyone here.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Point about the video:
http://marklyford.com/marklyfordlatest/adayatthebanxgroupoffices/
That's not Hong Kong.
The Banx Group Limited office is in Hong Kong, we've just established that, Mark confirmed it.
Maybe whoever posted the video got confused between the nowdormant Banx Capital offices in Ashbydela
Zouch and the new head office in HK.
Anyhow, more good news:
I've found a trading data analysis specialist who's willing to take a look at the Banx.io trading figures for
BanxShares,
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he should be able to discriminate between internal bot activity and genuine human trading on the platform.
I seem to remember that someone requested the Banx.io trading data a few pages back (
), so I'd like to ask
for them again:
@ByronP: Could I have as much BanxShares trading data from Banx.io as possible, preferably in .csv (or similar)
format ?
Should be easy enough to pull off the exchange, and as you guys are migrating to OpenLedger soon, all of the
data from then on will be publicly accessible anyway.
Making the historical data available will for analysis will only add to the transparency of the BanxShares project,
and could clear up the accusations about internal bot trading.
Report to moderator
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I have already stated that the HK and Panama offices are not staffed by banx people. All the staff are UK based
and virtual staff around the world. Our main operation of Banx is from the UK offices. Like someone has already
posted I did a video of our UK offices. What more would you like?
I have invited people to visit the staff and I at the UK offices many times. What else would you like me to do ?
Report to moderator
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Quote from: EvilDave on June 25, 2015, 01:42:40 PM

Activity: 67

Quote from: MarkLyford on June 25, 2015, 10:24:57 AM

@EvilDave  glad you are happy with our resolution and response
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Yup, I'm happy that it's resolved, any idea what the cause of the problem was ?

Report to moderator
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Activity: 67

I do not know what is wrong with you people
. There is no winning with you, banx could be jesus himself and
you bastards would crucify him all over again. Over it. Its honestly like you people live to try and destroy other
peoples hard work. You are animals of the worst kind.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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#304

Are you going to pay me back my investment once your done trying to tear it down here? No. Ok, So what are
you guys really losing, nothing, what are you really gaining, well god knows what, maybe you just like rubbing
against a prickle bush, but what on earth is the motivation behind this bullshit? I just dont get it, what, angry you
didnt jump in when the going was good? Not our fault, dont understand what is going on, not our fault, crypto is
complicated, keep up or get left behind, dont be the winy little brats in the back saying you wanted your bit or
you wanted something different, go and get your own, and leave ours be for christs sake, if you have nothing
nice to say say nothing at all.
Report to moderator
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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OK folks,
I have been asked to address questions, I have been told the answers I have given are not enough by @runpaint
and the like. So here you go .
This video is 50 minutes long. Watch / listen to it if you want. This is me going through everything brought up by
this thread and others.
This is my last word on this. There is an argument agendas of certain people cannot be addressed but this is me
addressing it.
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Video here >> https://vimeo.com/140684057
50 minutes of me going through everything on this thread. I hope this is enough. I havent done this for runpaint
or DE I have done it for anyone else who has seen this thread. We have already had people changing their minds
based on how this thread has gone I hope we will have more who see what I'm about if they listen to this video.
As I've said I will speak to anyone direct about anything they have to ask, but no more on this forum.
It's simple like me / my team and what I am doing or don't. Simple.
Building any business is hard enough, building a crypto business is even harder, building one with people who
have the mind set people on here seem to have makes it the most difficult thing. But like I said in this video I
simply won't stop until I get my businesses and I to where I want to be and I am no where near started the long
term journey yet.
It's funny, trolls energise me even more to get on my vision, but some trolls simply won't be happy.... ever...
So that it, this video is me giving people my personal response in the best way I know how. I know the trolls on
here will not be happy, but like I say I'm not doing it for them I've done it for everyone else.
Regards
Mark Lyford
Email: mark at banxcapital.com
Skype: mjlyford
Twitter: twitter.com/marklyford
FB: facebook.com/markylyford
Tel: (+44) 01530 215015
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Quote from: Cactipsi on September 28, 2015, 09:53:15 PM
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I do not know what is wrong with you people
. There is no winning with you, banx could be jesus himself and you bastards
would crucify him all over again. Over it. Its honestly like you people live to try and destroy other peoples hard work. You are
animals of the worst kind.

Quote from: Cactipsi on September 28, 2015, 10:00:46 PM

Are you going to pay me back my investment once your done trying to tearing it down here? No. Ok, So what are you guys really
losing, nothing, what are you really gaining, well god knows what, maybe you just like rubbing against a prickle bush, but what on
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earth is the motivation behind this bullshit? I just dont get it, what, angry you didnt jump in when the going was good? Not our
fault, dont understand what is going on, not our fault, crypto is complicated, keep up or get left behind, dont be the winy little
brats in the back saying you wanted your bit or you wanted something different, go and get your own, and leave ours be for
christs sake, if you have nothing nice to say say nothing at all.

What is the problem ? I've just spent a couple of hours of my time checking out Banx Capital/Media/etc
Companies House listings, and took a little look at the offices.
Most Banx investors would have done the same thing before investing, so nothing I found could be really
surprising to you.
I spent another 10 minutes on sorting out a data analysis dude who could, if everything checks out, clear Banx.io
of the accusations of dodgy trading practices.
Not to mention all the time I donated to Banx 3 months ago to point out to them the error in their CMC
figures.....that took a lot of arguing before Banx finally admitted that there actually was a problem.
This isn't a witchhunt, guys, it's just normal due diligence. Companies have publicly available accounts, that's
how it works.
Anyway, if someone feels like providing the trading figures, or some accounts, that would be nice.
Report to moderator
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The video response still doesn't add up.
#1: He says BanxShares aren't a share in BanxCapital. But he already sold them to people and told them they
were buying shares of the company.

#2: He says he cancelled mining because people mined over 6 million coins and dumped them on CCex. But
mining was cancelled before the first day BANX was announced at bitcointalk, and all Banx representatives have
previously argued vehemently that BANX was not available at CCex at launch. The dates don't match between
his story and the documented facts.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Plus he already stated that miners got about 45,000 coins. Not 6 million in 1 week, and not weeks later when
the coin was traded at CCex. Mining was cancelled after 1 week, which was the week before BANX was
announced.
As for there being more than 6 million coins in existence, someone had examined the blockchain and asked the
devs about that  it's quoted in this thread. The devs said no no no, there are only 6 million shares. So if anyone
ninjamined extra shares and dumped them on CCex, it was the BANX devs themselves. Coincidentally, they
used that to invalidate the shares held at CCex and had an excuse to move all coins exclusively to their own
exchange. So if there was hacking and exploitation of the coin, who benefited more than Banx?

#3: He says 6 million shares weren't enough, so he increased it to 12 million. But the ICO has been going for
12 months and they're still not sold. How was it "not enough"?
Then he says it's okay because he doubled everyone's shares that they already held. But now he has twice as
many shares to sell before the ICO ends.
Plus it means that everyone who already bought got their shares for halfprice, while the shares did not decrease
in price after the supply was doubled. In fact the price has been raised several times.

#4: He says Banx only sells to private investors. Is that what they do at CCex? What about at Banx.io? They
don't even require their users' names. How is it private?

#5: He says, "I don't know where you get this from runpaint, you must be dreaming...'And if they don't
intend to comply with U.S. regulations,' he says, 'Why does the BanxPlatinum account require a U.S. Social
Security Number'  it doesn't, I don't know where you've dreamed that up"
Well Mark, maybe in your own Banx ANN topic, from a person named Mark Lyford. Heard of him?
Quote from: coinmaster222 on July 31, 2015, 08:12:10 PM

Maybe I did not explain myself very well.When filling in the new wallet and getting verfied you come to the part that says "ssn"
number and thats for US citizens only and if you dont have one you go no further as you cannot click next without a social security
number.

Quote from: MarkLyford on August 01, 2015, 09:52:52 AM

I did misunderstand you, apologies, i will speak to Byron re the SSN number issue
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Report to moderator
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 29, 2015, 12:56:51 AM

Online
Activity: 308

#308

#6: He says the coin is only sold privately, because of SEC regulations, and that's why he can't advertise and
market it all over the internet.
Then what is this?

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

#7: He says, "I've never targeted Banx to be sold to existing crypto people."
Then why your constant efforts to stay listed on CoinMarketCap.com, a website that is only for crypto people?
Why this solicitation to the bitcointalk community?
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 06, 2014, 03:33:02 PM

My vision is to make the Banx brand a worldwide brand. The multiple websites we will be operating offer a full range of Bitcoin
related services from our own exchange to mining farms and much more. I also view this company as helping to support the
Bitcoin eco system massively.
The time is now. Bitcoin is set to change the world of finance and business online as we know it.
When I do something I shoot for the moon and beyond. This is your chance to join me on my journey and share my vision.
I look forward to you becoming involved and working together to create our own piece of history.

Altcoin exchange? Mining farms? Less than 1% of people in the world even know what either of those things
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are. It's directed ONLY at crypto people.

Does anyone think I need to watch the rest of this desperate 50minute video, when it's full of the same blatant
lies he's already been selling us here?
If you see any conflict between the apparent facts and what Mark says, just remember: Some people lie for
money. It's that simple.
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q
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Sr. Member
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Online
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Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Report to moderator
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DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

September 29, 2015, 05:11:54 AM

#310

Quote from: runpaint on September 29, 2015, 01:03:23 AM

Activity: 308

White Male Libertarian
Bro

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 29, 2015, 08:33:12 AM

Activity: 686

#311

It's now been 24 hours since I requested that Mark L. provide me with a copy of ANY publicly filed accounts for
ANY of the various Banx related companies,
and we have seen precisely Jack Shit, unless you count the video (see RP's last post for a breakdown on that, I
can't be arsed watching it).
I'm looking for solid, verifiable information about Banx, and I'm not going to find it in a video.
This leads me to think that there are, in fact, no accounts.
Any legitimate business would be able to pull a .pdf copy of their last years public accounts and send it to me.
That would shut me up for a while, eh ?
But Banx doesn't seem to have anything available, for any of the Banx related companies.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Given Banx upcoming commitment to transparency, when they migrate to the BitShares / Cryptonomex
OpenLedger, I'd have expected a little bit more from Mark L.
Have any of the Banx investors (timmyd, Cactpisi...?) ever seen accounts or a prospectus from Banx ?
Could Mark maybe provide a verification token from a BTC address containing the Banx funds, as filing accounts
seems to be too much trouble ?
Oh, yeah, and I'd still like the Banx.io trading data for analysis, please.
Report to moderator
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DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

#312

September 29, 2015, 08:51:33 AM
Quote from: runpaint on September 29, 2015, 01:03:23 AM

Activity: 308

White Male Libertarian
Bro

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Sooo... for $3564 a year... where exactly is this BanxPlatinumz "seat" I get? And what happens if I don't

ACT

NOW!?
Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

stereotype
Hero Member

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
September 29, 2015, 08:53:01 AM

#313

Quote from: EvilDave on September 29, 2015, 08:33:12 AM

Activity: 938

....... provide me with a copy of ANY publicly filed accounts for ANY of the various Banx related companies,

HAHA. What like REVENUE? Like a real company, with real people? HAHA You got me there for a moment, you
naughty man!
Now, where the bloody hell did i put those lucky hens teeth??
Report to moderator
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

th3joker

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

September 29, 2015, 09:00:54 AM

Activity: 297

#314

Why would they spend money getting their accountant to prematurely provide a breakdown when he will have to
the do a full set of accounts when they're actually due.
Doesn't seem like the best use of investors money does it.....

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Oh, but wait it will keep the trolls happy, said nobody ever....
Report to moderator

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 29, 2015, 09:05:25 AM

#315

@dave i have not seen any accounts but i have not asked for any either. I joined a business that was starting out
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and essentially making nothing at the begining so i had no need to request such details. There jas always been a
prospectus for banx im suprised you havnt already read it. Not sure where you lot really stand on demanding
accounts dats and such. I pretty sure i cannot go into a business and demmand the accounts data. Especially
when the people requesting such data have no interest in the business other than to rip it to bits. You can sit
here claiming mark hasnt responded to you lot with accounts and what not. But at the end of the day your all
adults playing childish games on troll forum. The real men are hard at work creating crypto businesses. Marks
already said in the above post that it was his last reply to you lot. So i think your wasting your breath personally.
Eveyone can see and read this thread and make their own mind up about banx. Difference is between me and
you lot is im not sat on the fence pulling at straws while banx makes headway
Report to moderator
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timmyd
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Hero Member

September 29, 2015, 09:12:35 AM

Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

@

#316

Runpaint not banx related but i knew id find you here. Dude theres another project that needs

your attention. Whod have funkd it eth have run out of money. You know all them millions didnt last em. They
didnt think the price of btc would fall. You need to get on this dude. This mission is for you only. Maybe take DE
with you hes a good cheer leader for you. He can swing pom poms round his waste. This is seriously good for bts
you love that dont you runpaint

http://www.coindesk.com/ethereumbitcoindecline9millionfundingshortfall/

Report to moderator
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EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 29, 2015, 09:40:15 AM
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Quote from: th3joker on September 29, 2015, 09:00:54 AM

Activity: 686

Why would they spend money getting their accountant to prematurely provide a breakdown when he will have to the do a full set
of accounts when they're actually due.
Doesn't seem like the best use of investors money does it.....
Oh, but wait it will keep the trolls happy, said nobody ever....

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Here's the issue, as you probably haven't read the thread:
Banx consists of a web of Private Limited Companies registered in the UK. It is a legal requirement to file
accounts for every year of operation, and most of the Banx companies have existed for longer than that.
So, all I am asking for are copies of the publicly filed accounts that Banx have already got sitting on the shelf.
Nothing more than that.
Luckily, though not so luckily for my creditcard, I can order copies of their filed accounts from the UK registrar at
Companies House,
but I suspect that they will all be blank filings for dormant companies, so I'll have wasted a whole five quid on
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Banx.
Still, if nothing turns up from Mark or Banx in the next day, I'll pay for the Companies House request.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: th3joker on September 29, 2015, 09:00:54 AM

Activity: 938

Why would they spend money getting their accountant to prematurely provide a breakdown when he will have to the do a full set
of accounts when they're actually due.
Doesn't seem like the best use of investors money does it.....
Oh, but wait it will keep the trolls happy, said nobody ever....

So that 'investors' can put a realistic value, on said company?? I mean, its been 12 months in the making and
where is the revenue, after all that time? Creating crypto/lotto coins really doesn't count as revenue.
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

This strategy of offering cosy onetoones to "private investors"..... do "you lot" honestly think its working out?
You honestly think Marks online persona, is what "private investors" want to see before they part with their
money? C'mon. You all know full well, any interested party who is looking for a home for their money, will be
asking the same question/s here........where are the REVENUE streams for the last 12 months, and what are the
projections going forward.
No bloody wonder this farce of an IPO/ICO just drags on and on. Those "private investors" are walking away (if
they even bother to enquire in the first place) cos Mark cannot supply the very basics of a viable business....how
it spends its money, and how it makes its money. Simple.
Anyway, when is this scheduled to port over to Bitshares? Will it be shortable?
Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member
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Activity: 700

#319

Looks like you will have to put your hand in your pocket dave. It does clearly state the next records are due 2016
which would include the last years trading which is when banx has got started.
Stereo again banx has started with nothing and built what it has today over the last 12 months. Again i refer you
to ethereum took millions in ipo sat on it for 18 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out of
money. Is that a scam aswell?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator
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#320

Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 10:05:56 AM

Again i refer you to ethereum took millions in ipo sat on it for 18 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out of
money.

Banx took millions in ipo sat on it for 12 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out of money.

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
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timmyd
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Hero Member
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Quote from: runpaint on September 29, 2015, 11:26:27 AM

Activity: 700

Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 10:05:56 AM

Again i refer you to ethereum took millions in ipo sat on it for 18 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out of
money.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
Banx took millions in ipo sat on it for 12 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out of money.
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Difference is you just made that up in your head.
So mr crypto detective are you going to do justice on eth then or is this scam accusation thread creating effort of
yours just aimed at banx?
Report to moderator
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Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 12:02:50 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 29, 2015, 11:26:27 AM
Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 10:05:56 AM

Again i refer you to ethereum took millions in ipo sat on it for 18 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out
of money.

Banx took millions in ipo sat on it for 12 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out of money.

Difference is you just made that up in your head.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Well Banx claims it took millions in IPO. Are you saying the market data is false? If so, I'm not the one who
made it up.
And Banx admitted that they produced a shabby wallet, and ended up requiring all holders to transfer their funds
to Banx.io, at which time there wasn't a wallet at all.
And Banx has only set up 1 ATM through their entire BanxATM company, which was supposed to be constantly
funded with 35% of ongoing proceeds from share sales. So they must be out of money.
So your criticisms of Ethereum apply equally to Banx. Your words, not mine.

Quote

So mr crypto detective are you going to do justice on eth then or is this scam accusation thread creating effort of yours just aimed
at banx?

There are already dozens of unmoderated topics here about Ethereum. There were 0 unmoderated topics about
Banx, which is why I started this one.
Are you going to do justice and go tell all those people talking about Ethereum that they're trolls, and try to shout
them down so nobody can discuss the facts about Ethereum?
Do you understand that what you've just done, by criticizing Ethereum, is the exact thing I'm doing by talking
about Banx?
Report to moderator
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crypto jerk has started a separate topic to discuss the Banx marketcap problems:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1191240.0

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
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Quote from: runpaint on September 29, 2015, 12:13:55 PM
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Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 12:02:50 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 29, 2015, 11:26:27 AM
Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 10:05:56 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Again i refer you to ethereum took millions in ipo sat on it for 18 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run
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out of money.

Banx took millions in ipo sat on it for 12 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out of money.

Difference is you just made that up in your head.

Well Banx claims it took millions in IPO. Are you saying the market data is false? If so, I'm not the one who made it up.
And Banx admitted that they produced a shabby wallet, and ended up requiring all holders to transfer their funds to Banx.io, at
which time there wasn't a wallet at all.
And Banx has only set up 1 ATM through their entire BanxATM company, which was supposed to be constantly funded with 35%
of ongoing proceeds from share sales. So they must be out of money.
So your criticisms of Ethereum apply equally to Banx. Your words, not mine.

Quote

So mr crypto detective are you going to do justice on eth then or is this scam accusation thread creating effort of yours just
aimed at banx?

There are already dozens of unmoderated topics here about Ethereum. There were 0 unmoderated topics about Banx, which is
why I started this one.
Are you going to do justice and go tell all those people talking about Ethereum that they're trolls, and try to shout them down so
nobody can discuss the facts about Ethereum?
Do you understand that what you've just done, by criticizing Ethereum, is the exact thing I'm doing by talking about Banx?

where abouts does it say banx has taken millions again? I must have missed that thought bubble pop out your
head.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: runpaint on September 29, 2015, 12:13:55 PM
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Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 12:02:50 PM
Quote from: runpaint on September 29, 2015, 11:26:27 AM
Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 10:05:56 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Again i refer you to ethereum took millions in ipo sat on it for 18 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run
out of money.

Banx took millions in ipo sat on it for 12 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out of money.

Difference is you just made that up in your head.

Well Banx claims it took millions in IPO. Are you saying the market data is false? If so, I'm not the one who made it up.
And Banx admitted that they produced a shabby wallet, and ended up requiring all holders to transfer their funds to Banx.io, at
which time there wasn't a wallet at all.
And Banx has only set up 1 ATM through their entire BanxATM company, which was supposed to be constantly funded with 35%
of ongoing proceeds from share sales. So they must be out of money.
So your criticisms of Ethereum apply equally to Banx. Your words, not mine.

Quote

So mr crypto detective are you going to do justice on eth then or is this scam accusation thread creating effort of yours just
aimed at banx?

There are already dozens of unmoderated topics here about Ethereum. There were 0 unmoderated topics about Banx, which is
why I started this one.
Are you going to do justice and go tell all those people talking about Ethereum that they're trolls, and try to shout them down so
nobody can discuss the facts about Ethereum?
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Do you understand that what you've just done, by criticizing Ethereum, is the exact thing I'm doing by talking about Banx?

Ok ok you a speacial kind of special. Im clearly taking the piss out of you when comparing to eth. Eth isnt a scam
imo your correct. But the process of their ipo to actually releasing a product is very similar to the way you are
describing banx.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 10:05:56 AM
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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Looks like you will have to put your hand in your pocket dave. It does clearly state the next records are due 2016 which would
include the last years trading which is when banx has got started.
Stereo again banx has started with nothing and built what it has today over the last 12 months. Again i refer you to ethereum
took millions in ipo sat on it for 18 months produced a shabby wallet and now have run out of money. Is that a scam aswell?

Well, some of the Banx companies do have filing due dates earlier than 2016, but that's not important.
Remember that all of the Banx group activities (and presumably assets) are now in Hong Kong with The Banx
Group Limited, and all of the UK companies will remain dormant.
(according to Marks very own words here)
This means that Mark will never file accounts for the UK businesses.
And he now probably has at least 8 months time to avoid publishing year end accounts for the new HK company
as well.
For a group of legitimate businesses, the various Banx companies go to a lot of trouble to avoid filing or
publishing real accounts. I wonder why ?
And on the Ethereum thing: yeah, Eth looks shitty right now, but at least they publish some form of accounts so
we can see exactly how shitty it is.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: timmyd on September 29, 2015, 01:37:13 PM

where abouts does it say banx has taken millions again? I must have missed that thought bubble pop out your head.

You must have missed your maths lessons when you were 8 years old. I'll help you: $5000 to $10,000 per day
for 12 months = millions of dollars
Now Mark can show up and say "Durrr people from England say maths but Americans say math!"
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Then you can come back and respond to my facts with "Nuh uh".
Report to moderator
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We as Banx investors, have done our research and we arent worried, you crypto hereos need to give it a rest, no
one will be providing any answers to any of your questions, no one has that much time and patience, you can
fuck off. I wont be posting here after this again and i advise everyone else do the same, trolldom from here on
out. You will have to do the same as those who have chosen to invest, do your own fucking research you lazy
pricks. Your the dumbasses who blindly invested in whatever you could find in the past without correct research
and you are the dumb asses who have lost more money than most hope to make on crypto through your poor
choices. Look at your track records, now look at what you are saying, maybe even you need to admit you are
wrong and stop taking it out on us ffs. You suck at crypto, we get it, you never made enough for any of it to be
worth while, thats why youre here trying to make us feel bad cause we are, its the 30th here, ill have a fresh lot
of bitcoin from banx in a few hours to tip my months intake, what will you have, more crazy theories and no
fucking bitcoin. Just leave us alone, we want nothing to do with you, none of you ever intended to buy banx
shares, you all have seperate agendas that are pushing you to this, like being a bts hater, a nxt lover, or a crypto
invalid, but whatever they may be, they are not our problem, and you have taken up enough of our time, i
honestly do hope that you all figure out how to make a living soon, maybe diggin holes or something gents,
whatever it is, yo wont be hearing from banx in this thread again, your not worth it.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: Cactipsi on September 29, 2015, 09:12:11 PM
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you are the dumb asses who have lost more money than most hope to make
...
Look at your track records, now look at what you are saying

Why are you talking to Mark Lyford that way? I thought you still believed in Banx.
Are you saying that he shouldn't be trusted to take people's money and run a business, because of his past
record of repeated failures and complete losses in every business he's been in charge of?
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
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We as Banx investors, have done our research and we arent worried, you crypto hereos need to give it a rest, no one will be
providing any answers to any of your questions, no one has that much time and patience, you can fuck off. I wont be posting here
after this again and i advise everyone else do the same, trolldom from here on out. You will have to do the same as those who
have chosen to invest, do your own fucking research you lazy pricks. Your the dumbasses who blindly invested in whatever you
could find in the past without correct research and you are the dumb asses who have lost more money than most hope to make
on crypto through your poor choices. Look at your track records, now look at what you are saying, maybe even you need to admit
you are wrong and stop taking it out on us ffs. You suck at crypto, we get it, you never made enough for any of it to be worth
while, thats why youre here trying to make us feel bad cause we are, its the 30th here, ill have a fresh lot of bitcoin from banx in
a few hours to tip my months intake, what will you have, more crazy theories and no fucking bitcoin. Just leave us alone, we want
nothing to do with you, none of you ever intended to buy banx shares, you all have seperate agendas that are pushing you to this,
like being a bts hater, a nxt lover, or a crypto invalid, but whatever they may be, they are not our problem, and you have taken
up enough of our time, i honestly do hope that you all figure out how to make a living soon, maybe diggin holes or something
gents, whatever it is, yo wont be hearing from banx in this thread again, your not worth it.

Fine with me, Cactipsi. You're an adult. You can make your own choices.
Just don't complain if/when Banx blows up completely.
Last thing I'd like you to think about, though. Where does the BTC come from that you are getting paid out ?
There is no sign of a profitable business anywhere in the Banx group yet, except maybe Banx.io, and small
exchanges don't earn a hell of a lot.
Banx.io is turning over 45 BTC per day, according to CMC:
http://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/banxio/
Usual fees, say, 1%, gives you 0.45 BTC per day, or about $100.
Once you pay for hosting, salaries, offices, taxes.........it's gone.
So where do the dividends come from ?
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Quote from: EvilDave on September 29, 2015, 09:57:30 PM

Banx.io is turning over 45 BTC per day, according to CMC:
http://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/banxio/

But they're only doing .06BT
C
per day if you take away BanxShares.
Really if you're going to fake that much volume on your own coin, at least try to fake a little volume on the other
coins so it looks like you have actual users.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
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Quote from: runpaint on September 29, 2015, 11:56:55 PM
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Quote from: EvilDave on September 29, 2015, 09:57:30 PM

Banx.io is turning over 45 BTC per day, according to CMC:
http://coinmarketcap.com/exchanges/banxio/

White Male Libertarian
Bro

But they're only doing .06BT
C
per day if you take away BanxShares.
Really if you're going to fake that much volume on your own coin, at least try to fake a little volume on the other coins so it looks
like you have actual users.
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I have a feeling that "MangoCoinz" is going to be a big hit.
Report to moderator
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Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
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Your all taking this way too far Id like to what you lot have created for the crypto community? And then tear it to
bits. Im glad to see mark has not responded again as he said he wasnt coming back here at least he is spending
his time building a business. Things might not always look 100% but i know where banx started and where it is
today. Banx/mark have not said they wont file thier accounts they will just when they are due. Must be crazy
being runpaint de etc you must live your lifes in shear paranoia. Good luck to you all. This is just another thread
on bitcointroll forum well done every cares (not really)
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Quote from: timmyd on September 30, 2015, 11:23:40 AM

Id like to what you lot have created for the crypto community?
Activity: 308

Why are you talking to Mark Lyford that way? Are you angry that he says Banx isn't for crypto people, but for
private investors who spend fiat?
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Quote from: runpaint on September 30, 2015, 11:46:00 AM
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Quote from: timmyd on September 30, 2015, 11:23:40 AM

Id like to what you lot have created for the crypto community?
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Why are you talking to Mark Lyford that way? Are you angry that he says Banx isn't for crypto people, but for private investors
who spend fiat?

What the fook is wrong with you man. You can clearly see im talking to
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This you runpaint? The caption sure as hell sounds like you
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The caption sure as hell sounds like you
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Why are you talking to Mark Lyford that way? Is it because he made a 50minute video just to say "runpaint has
hidden motives for attacking Banx" ?
Is it because he has no answer to the logical explanation for all of the questions about Banx? (The logical
explanation, if you missed it, is that Banx doesn't operate like a legitimate company)
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This you runpaint? The caption sure as hell sounds like you
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As you can clearly see runpaint likes to quote things but leaves out certain parts of the quotes to twist it into his
own stroy.
@runpaint thanks for doing it again atleast people can see on many pages of this thread how you twist quotes.
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You're just repeating the same untrue things I've already disproven.
Anybody can click the quotes I provide and see the full original context. If I was misrepresenting the quotes,
everyone could easily see that for themselves.
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Yes they could runpaint but most wont because they dont have time you clearly have. Known fact people read
whats in front of them and base an opinion that. Facebook is a massive example of people reading "misleading
headlines articles etc" your doing exactly that. You are missleading people by not quoting the whole quotes.
Basically propaganda runpaint. Nice one
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Moving back to the world of real information:
Activity: 686

Luckily for my creditcard, Companies House just started to offer a beta service, making filed documents available
without cost. Yay ! Good timing, too.
Heres the link :
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/
Just type 'Banx' into the search box, and take it from there, here are the two main Banx Companies:
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https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/08797622/filinghistory
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/08966626/filinghistory
I've checked most of the docs for the two above, and so far it isn't all that interesting:
No accounts of any kind.
Both businesses were set up with other shareholders (apart from Mark) in the beginning,
but now all shares in both companies are in Marks hands.
This is Mark L's previous biz:
https://beta.companieshouse.gov.uk/company/06808131
Looks identical to his current Banx enterprises: same people as starting shareholders, then all shares go to Mark.
But it did file some accounts before going bankrupt.
Yep, I was slightly surprised, from February 2010.
Nice to know that Mark can file accounts.
So what does all of this mean ?
Not very much really......it's just shell companies controlled and created by Mark L., with no sign of any real
business activity or any shareholders other than Mark.
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Good work dave. Like you say actual facts and also Like you say not very interesting. So after all this thread we
get to the conclusion that mark is legit hes registered in all the correct places. Banx is a company in existance
and is due to file accounts for its trading terms in 2016. You can see mark has had business in the past. May
have had joint business that he then took control over in the past.
Soo.... the only thing left is to base opinions on wether mark can make banx a success. Given the track record its
not been easy for him. But many business start and fail this isnt a base for calling scam on his next adventure.
Thanks dave for taking the time to actually post facts.
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Quote from: timmyd on September 30, 2015, 02:15:47 PM

You are missleading people by not quoting the whole quotes.
Activity: 308

In my first post, I gave the link to the Banx ANN thread. If people wanted to read all full quotes in full original
context, they would have to read that entire thread. They can still do that, if they want.
Not only am I not misleading people, I'm also not taking their money based on false hopes and outright lies.
Report to moderator
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Nice try, Timmyd, but I've seen absolutely nothing to indicate that Banx is a legitimate business.
The company registrations are just shells, they mean nothing.
I could create exactly the same corporate structure (including offices) for a few hundred pounds. Another few
hundred on top for websites, and there you go.
You guys still haven't answered my last question, btw:
Where does the BTC to pay out Banx dividends come from ?
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I can't find any sign of a business that makes money for the Banx group. It's just not visible.
So the only other source for the dividend money is from the investment stream that is flowing into Banx.
Show me a real set of accounts, or some BTC deposits, or something........
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Where's the Money Lebowski?
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Nice try? I wasnt trying anything lol im just piecing together what you have found. I dont hace access to the
things you would like to see. All i know is everything is in place for the business and the business is growing. i
may also note that ive invested my money in alot less legit looking things than banx. This whole forum is awash
with scams that dont even put in 10% of the effort banx does. This whole thread hasnt gone the way
painbrushtrun i mean runpaint wanted it to go. This is about runpaint and his undenying hatred towards bts and
anything attached to it.
@runpaint your on ignore dude. I dont see any point in reading your twisted quotations.
Edit from time to time i may unignore you for shits and giggles. Reading your crap can be funny at times. I feel
blessed
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@cryptojerk you just need the runpaint pompoms and mini skirt and your good to go
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Does all this mean that Banxshares is a scam? Please guide me to this as I have concerns regarding the legality
of such service. If this turns out a scam, I would sell all my shares before I would lose any profit.

CryptoGames.net:
DICE, BLACKJACK and
SLOT
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Quote from: Abiky on September 30, 2015, 07:32:22 PM

Does all this mean that Banxshares is a scam? Please guide me to this as I have concerns regarding the legality of such service. If
Activity: 308

this turns out a scam, I would sell all my shares before I would lose any profit.

How would you sell them?
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Quote from: Abiky on September 30, 2015, 07:32:22 PM

Does all this mean that Banxshares is a scam? Please guide me to this as I have concerns regarding the legality of such
service. If this turns out a scam, I would sell all my shares before I would lose any profit.

How would you sell them?
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
I'm not really sure. I've heard rumors that you cannot sell your Banxshares but I haven't tried that out. I'll check
this out as soon as I get home.
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These are just trolls I'm afraid.
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I've been in from the beginning and had some nice returns from my investments so far.
Nothing they've said makes any actual sense and anything that the banx team has given in response has been
misquoted and misrepresented.
I invested quite a bit into Banx and am more than happy with the way things are going.
None of the points they have made are anything like the reality of the situation regarding the mining issues and
CCEX early on, whereby the exchange was actively adjusting code to mine the coin using an altered version of
the banx wallet to effectively steal coins. Banx addressed this and shut them out which I was very pleased about
as CCEX where behaving in a very scammy way. They changed the wallet to stop that happening again and
things have been great since then.
Mark has been in and tried to reason with the trolls but has given up and I don't blame him, even after directly
answering questions they continue to take things out of context and basically lie.
These guys have clearly been burned in the past, but so have we all I've lost and won on a number of alts but if
I'm not interested in a coin then I move on. I don't spend hours and hours drivelling about a coin that I'm not
even invested in. Investors or people genuinely interested simply don't behave that way, trolls trying to be
disruptive do however.....
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Quote from: th3joker on September 30, 2015, 08:19:45 PM

None of the points they have made are anything like the reality of the situation regarding the mining issues and CCEX early on,
whereby the exchange was actively adjusting code to mine the coin using an altered version of the banx wallet to effectively steal
coins.

Did this occur after the 6th of October, when Mark said miners were getting too many coins? After that date,
mining was canceled.
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Quote

Banx addressed this and shut them out which I was very pleased about as CCEX where behaving in a very scammy way.

How did Banx prevent CCex from depositing the counterfeit coins into Banx.io, without also preventing
legitimate investors from depositing their own coins?
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Quote from: th3joker on September 30, 2015, 08:19:45 PM

None of the points they have made are anything like the reality of the situation regarding the mining issues and CCEX early
on, whereby the exchange was actively adjusting code to mine the coin using an altered version of the banx wallet to
effectively steal coins.

Did this occur after the 6th of October, when Mark said miners were getting too many coins? After that date, mining was
canceled.
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Banx addressed this and shut them out which I was very pleased about as CCEX where behaving in a very scammy way.
How did Banx prevent CCex from depositing the counterfeit coins into Banx.io, without also preventing legitimate investors from
depositing their own coins?

Banx asked CCEX to announce to their customers that all coins would need to be transferred to the new
exchange and wallet by 'x' date after which they would become invalid. CCEX decided not to tell their customers,
there was a whole thread about it on here. The messages got worse and worse from CCEX and in the end Mark
personally sorted out customers when they realised what CCEX had done.
After that point the wallet algorithm was completely changed and new coins issued, nobody missed out, probably
including CCEX who had caused the problem would have been paid too. It was only a small amount of coins if I
remember right but it must have been annoying for Banx to be losing coins by nefarious means.
So that was why they switched the wallet, it was all in the thread, but clearly you couldn't be bothered to read
through it, tbh neither could I now but I did at the time because I was reading the thread then.
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Quote from: th3joker on September 30, 2015, 08:42:32 PM

Banx asked CCEX to announce to their customers that all coins would need to be transferred to the new exchange and wallet by 'x'
date after which they would become invalid.

So you're saying it was after mining rewards had ended. Then how did CCex mine coins? The network hashrate
was available for a time at multipool.us, and any block explorer would show new coins.
Again, your story doesn't match Mark's previous stories.
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It was only a small amount of coins if I remember right but it must have been annoying for Banx to be losing coins by nefarious
means.

Mark said "miners got about 45,000 coins". But later he said there were more coins at CCex than the total
number of coins which were supposed to exist. So was it a small amount, or millions?
Again, the stories don't match.

Quote

So that was why they switched the wallet, it was all in the thread, but clearly you couldn't be bothered to read through it, tbh
neither could I now but I did at the time because I was reading the thread then.

You're in luck! You don't have to read through the thread, because I've assembled a series of relevant quotes in
this thread. Start at Page 1 for a recap of the entire history of Banx.
Mark went through this thread and made a 50minute video about it, but I only watched the first 17 minutes of
his video because he wasn't answering the questions.
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Quote from: th3joker on September 30, 2015, 08:42:32 PM

Banx asked CCEX to announce to their customers that all coins would need to be transferred to the new exchange and wallet
by 'x' date after which they would become invalid.
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So you're saying it was after mining rewards had ended. Then how did CCex mine coins? The network hashrate was available for
a time at multipool.us, and any block explorer would show new coins.
Again, your story doesn't match Mark's previous stories.

Quote

It was only a small amount of coins if I remember right but it must have been annoying for Banx to be losing coins by
nefarious means.

Mark said "miners got about 45,000 coins". But later he said there were more coins at CCex than the total number of coins
which were supposed to exist. So was it a small amount, or millions?
Again, the stories don't match.

Quote

So that was why they switched the wallet, it was all in the thread, but clearly you couldn't be bothered to read through it, tbh
neither could I now but I did at the time because I was reading the thread then.

You're in luck! You don't have to read through the thread, because I've assembled a series of relevant quotes in this thread.
Start at Page 1 for a recap of the entire history of Banx.
Mark went through this thread and made a 50minute video about it, but I only watched the first 17 minutes of his video because
he wasn't answering the questions.

As far as I remember after the initial mining period had finished, which I personally mined some. It became
obvious that someone was still mining coins, they realised that they where being sent to CCEX for sale and it
became apparent that they where probably involved.
The max coins per block and max blocks per 'time' was fairly low if I remember right, I think the dev's shut it
down within 1 or 2 days so it would have been a very small amount.
You seem to cherry pick information and misrepresent it really effectively, it's pretty boring now.
You are completely wrong about the mining situation and the information is all there, as to the rest I can't really
say as I don't know but I was pretty avidly following this part as I was mining myself.
But for me since you are so wrong about that part and doing it in such a way as to try and make the Banx guys
look bad I feel the rest of what you're saying is 100% rubbish too. If you can't be bothered to listen to anyone
else why should any of us listen to you?
I'm just going to pop you on ignore now as you are clearly just being disruptive for no known reason other than
to be a troll....
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These are just trolls I'm afraid.
I've been in from the beginning and had some nice returns from my investments so far.
Nothing they've said makes any actual sense and anything that the banx team has given in response has been misquoted and
misrepresented.
I invested quite a bit into Banx and am more than happy with the way things are going.
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None of the points they have made are anything like the reality of the situation regarding the mining issues and CCEX early on,
whereby the exchange was actively adjusting code to mine the coin using an altered version of the banx wallet to effectively steal
coins. Banx addressed this and shut them out which I was very pleased about as CCEX where behaving in a very scammy way.
They changed the wallet to stop that happening again and things have been great since then.
Mark has been in and tried to reason with the trolls but has given up and I don't blame him, even after directly answering
questions they continue to take things out of context and basically lie.
These guys have clearly been burned in the past, but so have we all I've lost and won on a number of alts but if I'm not interested
in a coin then I move on. I don't spend hours and hours drivelling about a coin that I'm not even invested in. Investors or people
genuinely interested simply don't behave that way, trolls trying to be disruptive do however.....

Directly answering questions is something that Mark has been conspicuously bad at.
Just like the last time:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1091855.msg11653035#msg11653035
I'm only posting publicly available, clearly verifiable information.
Find a lie or inaccuracy in any of my posts.....go on, I dare you.
So here's a tricky question or three:
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Is BanxShares a cryptocurrency or an asset ?
Where does the revenue come from to pay the Banx dividends every month ?
Why can Mark not share any balance sheets or trading figures ?
Report to moderator
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Online
Activity: 308
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Quote from: th3joker on September 30, 2015, 09:05:02 PM

As far as I remember

Why do you think your "as far as I remember" is an equal witness compared to the documented facts, dates, and
links which are available for everyone to see here?

Quote

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

It became obvious that someone was still mining coins, they realised that they where being sent to CCEX for sale and it became
apparent that they where probably involved.

What evidence do you have that CCex was involved, and why has no one ever made this evidence public?

Quote

The max coins per block and max blocks per 'time' was fairly low if I remember right, I think the dev's shut it down within 1 or 2
days so it would have been a very small amount.

Who is lying  you, or Mark Lyford?
Mark just posted this video 2 days ago: https://vimeo.com/140684057
At 2:50 he says, "There were more shares being put into the CCex exchange than were actually in existence."
That's 6 million shares. You say it was only a few. Who is lying? It's either you, or Mark Lyford, or both of you.
This isn't a matter of opinion. It's about verifiable facts. Mathematics. 1 + 1 = 2, it's not open for debate.

Report to moderator
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Hero Member

September 30, 2015, 09:31:21 PM

#358

I'll ask CCEX directly, see if they feel like sharing their side of the story.
Activity: 686

Report to moderator
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

September 30, 2015, 10:03:25 PM

#359

The BankxShares story is very similar to the Ethereum speculators story.
Activity: 42
BURSTcoin INCOME
asset manager.

Too much promises and too little results. We shall see how it turns out. It would be bad if they were outright
scamming people, once I had plans to invest in Banx, but now I`m more careful with the investments.

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
BURST is an exciting HDDmineable cryptocurrency with a great and active community!

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

September 30, 2015, 10:47:01 PM
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Quote from: EvilDave on September 30, 2015, 09:31:21 PM

Activity: 686

I'll ask CCEX directly, see if they feel like sharing their side of the story.

And they did, here's the Skype log:
Code:

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

[3092015 23:32:20] Dave Pearce: Guys. I have a quick question, which has nothing to do with NXT....
[3092015 23:32:24] Dave Pearce: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.msg12566845#msg12566845
[3092015 23:33:08] Dave Pearce: This thread is all about BanxShares, and you keep getting mentioned in a not
[3092015 23:33:23] Dave Pearce: Would you like to share your side of the story ?
[3092015 23:34:11] Dave Pearce: And, yeah, the nxt.org rebuild is taking way too long. Sorry.
[0:27:40] CCEX.com: Hello!
[0:28:34] CCEX.com: Well, banx guy started his "project" with ICO on ccex. But he started to push us not to
[0:29:37] CCEX.com: after that he wanted to fake marketcaps and pushed me to fake real price of banx  I refu
[0:29:57] CCEX.com: I do not recommend to do any business with that guy
[0:34:50] Dave Pearce: Would you like to post that in the forum ?
[0:34:58] Dave Pearce: Hi, btw!
[0:35:12] CCEX.com: Hi :)
[0:35:13] CCEX.com: of course.
[0:35:17] CCEX.com: Where do you want me to post it?
[0:35:37] Dave Pearce: I already think Banx is a s***......so:
[0:36:05] Dave Pearce: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.msg12566845#msg12566845
[0:36:25] Dave Pearce: Heres the end of the thread, with some stuff about CCEX
[0:36:45] Dave Pearce: just check it out and see if you want to get involved
[0:37:42] CCEX.com: Ah, more  he changed wallet and blockchain and some people left with old coins on ccex

So that's CCEX side of the story.
Any comments.....
?
Report to moderator
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Quote from: EvilDave on September 30, 2015, 10:47:01 PM
Quote from: EvilDave on September 30, 2015, 09:31:21 PM

I'll ask CCEX directly, see if they feel like sharing their side of the story.

And they did, here's the Skype log:
Quote

[0:28:34] CCEX.com: Well, banx guy started his "project" with ICO on ccex. But he started to push us not to allow sells
below certain price. I responded that it is against free market idea and refused to do that

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

[0:29:37] CCEX.com: after that he wanted to fake marketcaps and pushed me to fake real price of banx  I refused. Then he
requested to remove banx from ccex. Which happened a bit later in the natural way we have it for our customres (we gave 2
weeks for withdrawals)

This story doesn't blatantly contradict the known evidence, while Banx's story does.
Report to moderator
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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Report to moderator

tss

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 01, 2015, 03:13:08 AM

Activity: 574

yes. they are just as good if not better taking your coin and turning it into less coin. good luck to all involved. ill
see you all at the bottom of the toilet.

Trust: 2: 0 / +2
Ignore

Report to moderator
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Hero Member
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Activity: 938

#363

#364

[0:28:34] CCEX.com: Well, banx guy started his "project" with ICO on ccex. But he started to push us not to
allow sells below certain price. I responded that it is against free market idea and refused to do that
[0:29:37] CCEX.com: after that he wanted to fake marketcaps and pushed me to fake real price of banx  I
refused. Then he requested to remove banx from ccex. Which happened a bit later in the natural way we have it
for our customres (we gave 2 weeks for withdrawals)
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[0:29:57] CCEX.com: I do not recommend to do any business with that guy
Fake fake fake. Right from the start. So then Mark/Byron/Simon then move on to deploying their buybot, on the
order book for months. It was creating FAKE volume.

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

As i said nearly a year ago......wake up people, and start asking the right questions.
Here is the next question "you lot" need to start asking very quickly....
'@Mark/Simon/Byron. Can we see your holdings of Banx before Banx ports over to the open platform?'
If "you lot" dont nail Marks bollocks to the mast with this question, may god have mercy on your deluded souls,
within the first 5 mins of open trading.
Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651
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With perfect timing, just got this mail from Banx.io:
Activity: 686

Quote

Hi There,
As a Banx.io user you know we are continuously developing our businesses and services. This week sees the launch of our latest
blockchain based business! Lottoshares.com.
Lotto Shares runs a physical based lottery in the beautiful island of St Maarten in the caribbean. As part of our future expansion
plans we will be rolling out the lottery to many other locations.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Owning Lotto Shares allows you to own a piece of the profits of this entire operation and fund its operation and growth.
Banx owns 25% of this business so as an existing Banx holder you are already involved but buying Lotto Shares allows you to
directly benefit from this business even more.
See the article CoinTelegraph released yesterday about what we are doing:
http://cointelegraph.com/news/115335/lottosharesworldsfirstphysicallotteryontheblockchain
Check out everything at LottoShares.com (Make sure you see the projections on the site, based on the trial two months done in
April and May this is a profitable business!)
IMPORTANT:
Michael Taggart and I are running a webinar talking Lotto Shares later today to go over everything we are doing and answer any
questions you may have. You can register for the Lotto Shares webinar here:
h***tps://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6796120223606940930
I look forward to you getting involved and seeing you on the webinar later.
Have a great day
Mark Lyford
CEO  The Banx Group

I have no idea if the registration link is legit, btw, I'm not clicking on anything from Banx.
ROFLing hard and walking away........
Report to moderator
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Sign up dave its just a webinar. You will have a chance to ask questions in person. I also Recieved banx profit
payouts, again very pleased with the roi so far.
Report to moderator
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There is no reason to sell shares in a lottery that is already running and profitable. What is the point, if they're
not raising capital? Why would a lottery need to raise capital by selling shares?
IF THE SHARES WERE PROFITABLE, THEY WOULD KEEP THEM ALL FOR THEMSELVES. They obviously think it's a
good idea to sell the shares now instead of waiting for "the profits".
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Hero Member
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Activity: 700
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I like the effort you have put in. But ccex doesnt have the best track record of a crypto exchange. Have you seen
the amount of "ico" coins they offer which then die the day after release?
Report to moderator
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Genuine question guys this is to all you here expressing your opinion of banx.
What are you investing in that is so brilliant atm?
I know dave is a nxt'er hes been in tht aslong as i can remember. Even if nxt has plummeted its still here
What about the rest of you? Wheres your money sat right now
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#370

Quote from: timmyd on October 01, 2015, 11:56:17 AM

Genuine question guys this is to all you here expressing your opinion of banx.
What are you investing in that is so brilliant atm?
I know dave is a nxt'er hes been in tht aslong as i can remember. Even if nxt has plummeted its still here
What about the rest of you? Wheres your money sat right now

A troll's purpose on this forum is not to answer questions, any question asked to them in the past was just
ignored or answered with a trollAnswer.
You are wasting your time in this thread and you are just feeding them.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: chryspano on October 01, 2015, 12:40:04 PM

Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote from: timmyd on October 01, 2015, 11:56:17 AM

Genuine question guys this is to all you here expressing your opinion of banx.
What are you investing in that is so brilliant atm?
I know dave is a nxt'er hes been in tht aslong as i can remember. Even if nxt has plummeted its still here
What about the rest of you? Wheres your money sat right now

A troll's purpose on this forum is not to answer questions, any question asked to them in the past was just ignored or answered
with a trollAnswer.
You are wasting your time in this thread and you are just feeding them.

Think i am wasting my time your right. They either do not wish to share their endevors which are 100% winners
or they are simply not invested into anything and just like to voice their opinion on projects they have no interest
in. You would think with the mindset of helping the bct community by "shouting" scam they would be able to
point community memebers in the direction of a more suitable project.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: runpaint on October 01, 2015, 11:51:09 AM

Activity: 700

There is no reason to sell shares in a lottery that is already running and profitable. What is the point, if they're not raising
capital? Why would a lottery need to raise capital by selling shares?
IF THE SHARES WERE PROFITABLE, THEY WOULD KEEP THEM ALL FOR THEMSELVES. They obviously think it's a good idea to sell
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
the shares now instead of waiting for "the profits".

http://lottoshares.com/aboutlottoshares2/
Report to moderator
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Activity: 686
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In the cause of transparency, honesty and openness in crypto currency, etc.....I'm going to answer a few
questions / explain some of my motivation here.
It would be nice if Mark/Banx could answer a few of mine in return......deal?
Quote from: timmyd on October 01, 2015, 01:30:40 PM
Quote from: chryspano on October 01, 2015, 12:40:04 PM
Quote from: timmyd on October 01, 2015, 11:56:17 AM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Genuine question guys this is to all you here expressing your opinion of banx.
What are you investing in that is so brilliant atm?
I know dave is a nxt'er hes been in tht aslong as i can remember. Even if nxt has plummeted its still here
What about the rest of you? Wheres your money sat right now

A troll's purpose on this forum is not to answer questions, any question asked to them in the past was just ignored or
answered with a trollAnswer.
You are wasting your time in this thread and you are just feeding them.

Think i am wasting my time your right. They either do not wish to share their endevors which are 100% winners or they are
simply not invested into anything and just like to voice their opinion on projects they have no interest in. You would think with the
mindset of helping the bct community by "shouting" scam they would be able to point community memebers in the direction of a
more suitable project.

Yep. NXT rules. And will rule.....but i'm not here to shill.
I came into crypto (like many others) as BTC started its MtGOX powered pump in Autumn 2013. I missed out on
the NXT intial offer, btw.
I decided that BTC was not all that interesting, so started looking around for something better, and found NXT in
Nov/Dec 2013....but before I got into NXT I checked out pretty much all of the crypto world using exactly the
same due diligence procedure as I've used on Banx. I still check out new projects, and if something real comes
along, I'm interested. So, If I thought Banx was genuinely good, it might be worth a go. But it's not.
I know that NXT isn't totally perfect (yet
) but is an honest and genuinely useful project.
As for BTS....meh. I think it was a good project once, but has lost its way badly. I don't think badly of the BTS
community, but I do have strong doubts about Dan 'n' Stan.
If I wanted to really hurt BTS, I'd just hold off and let them get deep into bed with Banx, then wait for the
inevitable disaster.
I want to see honesty and transparency in crypto, just like it said on the box that Satoshi put it in. Every scam
project is another bunch of investors that are burned on crypto, putting the adoption of all crypto currency back
and giving the mainstream press yet another 'Bitcoin is a scam' story, not to mention all the misery caused by
people losing their funds. And I really do not like scammers. At all.
I called Paycoin on being a scam the moment that the $20 buy wall was announced. They were promising
something that was impossible in any real world scenario, and that was enough for me to conclude that
Paycoin/GAW was dodgy as fuck. I'm good at this. I've also tortured a couple of prospective NXT projects with
my due diligence routine.
Anyway...enough about me, let's talk about Banx for a while.
I've already had one runin with them a few months ago:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1091855.msg11653489#msg11653489

And I was proved right. Completely, totally right. It took me 5 minutes to spot the
falsification/error/bug/whatever in the Banx trade volume as reported to CMC, about 20 minutes to verify it
solidly and a week of denial and stonewalling to get Banx to even admit that there was a problem.
So forgive me if I don't have much faith here........
I'm now seeing even worse problems with Banx, and I'm getting exactly the same response from everyone
involved. Complete denial and a refusal to even look at the problems.
So that was me being as open as something that's fairly open.......now here are my 4 questions for today (and
yesterday, and...);
Where does the revenue come from to pay out dividends to BanxShares holders ?
Could we see some form of accounts/balance sheets for any of the Banx group of companies ?
Banx must hold a large amount of BTC from its investors. Could they verify this ?
Where is your investors money ?
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Banx.io has been accused of bot trading. I've offered to have the trading data analysed to examine this
accusation.
Why can Banx not provide this data ? Commitment to openness, remember ?
If anyone has any more questions for me.......answer one of the above, with genuine, verifiable information to
back it up, please.
Report to moderator
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#374

Question dave. Sorry its not ansewring any of yours because i dont have answers for those only being an investor
and all.
I invested in nxt at the very beggining when it all started on a thread by a guy called bcnxt.
So my question is Would you have given bcnxt any money just from looking at the ann page? I did and it payed
off. I have concluded to reapeat this process a couple of times with crypto investments. I could state i have a
good track record with it. Banx was the same for me just an ann page at time of investment.
There is a link here to a replay of the lottoshares webinar if you didnt attend. Stuff like this is why invested in
banx. Real world use of the blockchain.
http://linksfrom.us/lottosharesreplay.
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Seeing as words don't seem to be getting through, thought I'd provide a video to explain my suspicions about
Banx:
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/ponzischeme.asp

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Where does the revenue come from to pay out Banx dividends ?
Report to moderator
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maybe it comes from
Activity: 700
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Banx.io
Banxtrade
the bitcoin trading team
digitalmoneytimes
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capfeed
banxmint
banxplatinum
Mining btc
lotto shares to be raking profits when up and running
And maybe the money taken in investments has actually been used to set these parts of the business up, who
would have funked it eh
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Yeah, but none of those businesses are making any visible profits.
Banx.io looks like the best of the lot, and it can't be delivering much more than $100 per day gross.
Show me some numbers, prove me wrong.
And, while we're at it: how come BanxShares price is totally unaffected by anything else that happens in crypto ?
I mean, BTS just tanked 17%, and Banx just keeps on rolling up :
http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/banxshares/#charts
It's like you guys have invented cold fusion: a crypto currency/asset that only pumps, and never, ever dumps.
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Quote from: EvilDave on October 02, 2015, 01:45:54 PM
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Yeah, but none of those businesses are making any Visible profits.
Banx.io looks like the best of the lot, and it can't be delivering much more than $100 per day gross.
Show me some numbers, prove me wrong.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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And, while we're at it: how come BanxShares price is totally unaffected by anything else that happens in crypto ?
I mean, BTS just tanked 17%, and Banx just keeps on rolling up :
http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/banxshares/#charts
It's like you guys have invented cold fusion: a crypto currency/asset that only pumps, and never, ever dumps.

Just because there not visible to you dave doesnt mean there isnt any. Users of banx.io are selling shares at the
current price of 0.0076 and people are buying those shares.
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Banx.io

According to CoinMarketCap.com, Banx.io only does $14 a day in volume apart from sales of BANX itself.
So if the dividends are coming from the sales of BANX, and Banx is the only one selling BANX, then that's called a
Ponzi scheme.
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Quote

Banxtrade
the bitcoin trading team
digitalmoneytimes
capfeed

But aren't these actually losing money?
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Quote

banxmint

Yes, if you could convince people to pay you 2000% market rate for a Litecoin, that would be profitable. And
BanxMint does offer physical Litecoins for $46 each, which probably cost less than $2 including the 1LTC, the
physical coin, and the packaging. But once again it's about volume.

Quote

banxplatinum

BanxPlatinum costs $297 and gives 1250 BanxShares (advertised with the lie that Banx investors made 245%
ROI in 1 year). If that is being used to pay dividends, the dividends will stop as soon as people stop paying for
BanxShares. That's a Ponzi scheme, and it will fail 100% of the time.

Quote

Mining btc

There is very little profit in mining, and it's not profitable at all for most people unless they hold and the price
goes up  in which case they should have just bought the bitcoins cheaper than mining them.

Quote

lotto shares to be raking profits when up and running

That doesn't have anything to do with the dividends that have already been paid.

Quote

And maybe the money taken in investments has actually been used to set these parts of the business up, who would have funked
it eh

The prospectus says 15% of all IPO money will be continually applied to BanxATM.
Mark Lyford has confirmed that the money is supposed to be spent as outlined in the prospectus.
There is only 1 ATM in operation.
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Report to moderator
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timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 03, 2015, 09:17:27 AM

#380

Quote from: runpaint on October 02, 2015, 03:17:46 PM

Activity: 700

Quote from: timmyd on October 02, 2015, 12:54:50 PM

maybe it comes from

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Banx.io

According to CoinMarketCap.com, Banx.io only does $14 a day in volume apart from sales of BANX itself.
So if the dividends are coming from the sales of BANX, and Banx is the only one selling BANX, then that's called a Ponzi scheme.

Quote

Banxtrade
the bitcoin trading team
digitalmoneytimes
capfeed

But aren't these actually losing money?

Quote

banxmint
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Yes, if you could convince people to pay you 2000% market rate for a Litecoin, that would be profitable. And BanxMint does offer
physical Litecoins for $46 each, which probably cost less than $2 including the 1LTC, the physical coin, and the packaging. But
once again it's about volume.

Quote

banxplatinum

BanxPlatinum costs $297 and gives 1250 BanxShares (advertised with the lie that Banx investors made 245% ROI in 1 year). If
that is being used to pay dividends, the dividends will stop as soon as people stop paying for BanxShares. That's a Ponzi scheme,
and it will fail 100% of the time.

Quote

Mining btc

There is very little profit in mining, and it's not profitable at all for most people unless they hold and the price goes up  in which
case they should have just bought the bitcoins cheaper than mining them.

Quote

lotto shares to be raking profits when up and running

That doesn't have anything to do with the dividends that have already been paid.

Quote

And maybe the money taken in investments has actually been used to set these parts of the business up, who would have
funked it eh

The prospectus says 15% of all IPO money will be continually applied to BanxATM.
Mark Lyford has confirmed that the money is supposed to be spent as outlined in the prospectus.
There is only 1 ATM in operation.
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Yep everything you just claimed is bs good one.
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
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stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 03, 2015, 10:02:11 AM

#381

Quote from: tokeweed on October 03, 2015, 09:33:48 AM

Activity: 938

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

Wrong thread, toke?
Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 03, 2015, 11:17:25 AM
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Quote from: timmyd on October 03, 2015, 09:17:27 AM

Online
Activity: 308

Quote from: runpaint on October 02, 2015, 03:17:46 PM

...
According to CoinMarketCap.com, Banx.io only does $14 a day in volume apart from sales of BANX itself.
So if the dividends are coming from the sales of BANX, and Banx is the only one selling BANX, then that's called a Ponzi
scheme.
...

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Yep everything you just claimed is bs good one.

BS stands for Banx Shares

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 03, 2015, 12:48:26 PM

#383

Lottoshares.com has been picked up by bitcoin magazine!
Activity: 700

https://bitcoinmagazine.com/articles/lottosharessettoshakeupcrowdfundingthroughblockchain1442707233
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
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Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 03, 2015, 02:07:06 PM

#384

From the article:
Activity: 686

Quote

LottoShares is set to launch this week. Lyford and Taggart have expressed their excitement to increase the awareness of this
continually innovative opportunity. The money raised during the contribution phase of the LottoShares launch will go to the
expansion of operations, employment increase, and the cost to transfer this lottery onto the Bitshares blockchain platform.
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No mention of Mark using it to plug the huge hole in Banxshares, though.
If what I suspect is true, then a lot of people are gonna come out of this very unhappy.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Wonder if Michael Taggart did his due diligence on Banx ?
Report to moderator
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stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 03, 2015, 02:38:38 PM

#385

Quote from: EvilDave on October 03, 2015, 02:07:06 PM

Activity: 938

Wonder if Michael Taggart did his due diligence on Banx ?

He is welcome to join the next meeting of  'Performing Due Diligence on Banx' if he wants.
Here are the details from the last meeting......

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 04, 2015, 10:31:54 AM

#386

Quote from: stereotype on October 03, 2015, 02:38:38 PM

Activity: 700

Quote from: EvilDave on October 03, 2015, 02:07:06 PM

Wonder if Michael Taggart did his due diligence on Banx ?
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

He is welcome to join the next meeting of  'Performing Due Diligence on Banx' if he wants.
Here are the details from the last meeting......

^^^Is that you lot lol at your meeting
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stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 04, 2015, 10:56:45 AM

#387

Quote from: timmyd on October 04, 2015, 10:31:54 AM

Activity: 938

Quote from: stereotype on October 03, 2015, 02:38:38 PM
Quote from: EvilDave on October 03, 2015, 02:07:06 PM

Wonder if Michael Taggart did his due diligence on Banx ?

He is welcome to join the next meeting of  'Performing Due Diligence on Banx' if he wants.
Here are the details from the last meeting......
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

^^^Is that you lot lol at your meeting

If you cant see whats staring you in the face, i cant help you.
Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 04, 2015, 11:45:52 AM

Activity: 700

#388

Just 3 chimps lol
I could also say the same to you
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 04, 2015, 12:01:56 PM

Activity: 686

#389

Yeah, you could....but it'd work a lot better if you could post some meaningful numbers, instead of insulting
people.
Not that there's anything wrong with a good slanging match, but it's not going to prove very much.
If I am right in my nasty suspicions about Banx, and so far noones even tried to prove me wrong, then all of
the BTC you originally put into Banx is gone.
Supporting a 245% ROI over the long term is tricky: It's almost impossible for a real business, and completely
impossible for a Ponzi.
The higher the ROI, the faster the Ponzi scheme burns up all the investment money flowing into it.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Think about this: you put $1000 into BanxPlatinum, and over a year you get paid out $2450 in dividends. How
the hell is that possible ?
Really, I'd love to know.
Report to moderator

Nulli Dei, nulli Reges, solum NXT
Love your money: www.nxt.org www.nxtinside.org
www.nxter.org www.nxtfoundation.org

stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 04, 2015, 12:09:32 PM

#390

Quote from: EvilDave on October 04, 2015, 12:01:56 PM
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Activity: 938

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Think about this: you put $1000 into BanxPlatinum, and over a year you get paid out $2450 in dividends. How the hell is that
possible ?
Really, I'd love to know.

........

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 04, 2015, 12:37:22 PM

Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#391

Didnt realise you were stereotype dave??? As stated before i have no numbers to give you. (Just an investor
remember). I was just responding to you/r friend stereo and his selfie. I know that being part of platinum gives
you access to the banx btc traders trades who are making 1015% per month. This also gets added to the banx
dividends every month aswell as the proffit from the other parts of the business.
And you are correct about ponzis the higher return the shorter the scheme lasts. Funny thing is banx has been
running as a business now for around 12months record ponzi scheme? Or just a real business start up?
Im here for the long run and i will take great enjoyment watching my investment grow while you guys squabble
in this troll thread for tid bits of info that suit your agenda.
Report to moderator
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EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 04, 2015, 01:04:22 PM

#392

Quote from: timmyd on October 04, 2015, 12:37:22 PM

Activity: 686

***cut***
Funny thing is banx has been running as a business now for around 12months record ponzi scheme? Or just a real business
start up?
***cut**

Yep. That is the question. I know what I think about Banx, based on the evidence available, but if Banx can
provide me with some numbers that actually make sense I'll get off their case. You know what I'd like to see, I've
asked often enough, and it's nothing that should be difficult for a real business to provide.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

And, fyi, my agenda is to take Nxt (and cryptocurrency) into the frigging mainstream. Big time.
I want to improve the world (even if it's only slightly) and make enough money honestly to sit on my arse for a
few years in a sunny climate. or Switzerland.....or both.
Scams and schemes do not help, they just make a handful of people richer, lots of people poorer, and give all of
crypto a bad name.
In other words: scammers are getting in the way of my wellearned retirement, and this pisses me off.
Report to moderator

Nulli Dei, nulli Reges, solum NXT
Love your money: www.nxt.org www.nxtinside.org
www.nxter.org www.nxtfoundation.org

adhitthana

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 05, 2015, 05:13:00 AM

#393

Can i buy banx Shares somewhere and then sell them 5 minutes later like I can with other crypto coins?
Activity: 518
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Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

We are the ones we've been waiting for .

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 05, 2015, 07:44:59 AM

Activity: 686

#394

Yeah, I guess.....but only on Banx.io.
http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/banxshares/#markets
Good luck.

Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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visual111

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 07, 2015, 02:39:35 PM

#395

thanks for posting OP
Activity: 392
te

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 07, 2015, 04:55:15 PM

#396

Looks like a good time for a kick........
Activity: 686

@Banx; any chance of seeing some numbers with information contained in them ?
Accounts, trading data, BTC reserve addresses......that sort of thing.
BTW: just because I can't believe it, here's the BanxPlatinum page:
http://banxplatinum.com/
Quote

"Top secret, risk free strategies to give you a 16% monthly return"
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

From the first few seconds of the video.
Report to moderator
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DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

#397

October 07, 2015, 08:06:17 PM
Quote from: EvilDave on October 07, 2015, 04:55:15 PM

Activity: 308

BTW: just because I can't believe it, here's the BanxPlatinum page:
http://banxplatinum.com/
Quote

White Male Libertarian
Bro

"Top secret, risk free strategies to give
you a 16% monthly return"
From the first few seconds of the video.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

But only if you call NOW!
Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

crypto jerk
Member

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
October 08, 2015, 05:28:26 PM
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Quote from: timmyd on October 08, 2015, 02:44:15 PM

Activity: 78

Hi guys where is the claim of 245% again?

Quote from: crypto jerk on October 07, 2015, 02:49:51 PM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote from: EvilDave on October 04, 2015, 12:01:56 PM

If I am right in my nasty suspicions about Banx, and so far noones even tried to prove me wrong, then all of the BTC you
originally put into Banx is gone.
Supporting a 245% ROI over the long term is tricky: It's almost impossible for a real business, and completely impossible for a
Ponzi.
The higher the ROI, the faster the Ponzi scheme burns up all the investment money flowing into it.
Think about this: you put $1000 into BanxPlatinum, and over a year you get paid out $2450 in dividends. How the hell is that
possible ?
Really, I'd love to know.

Report to moderator

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 08, 2015, 05:41:42 PM

#399

The 245% claim came from runpaint initially, and I've just checked the interest rate offered on BanxPlatinum:
Activity: 686

http://banxplatinum.com/
Quote

"Top secret, risk free strategies to give you a 16% monthly return"

From Mark Lyford himself in the first few seconds of the video.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

A 16% monthly return works out to either 200% annual return (if not compounded) or 500% if compounded.
So the 245% claim seems legit......well, not really.
Found the 245% original source, finally:
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From: http://banxplatinum.com/ , about 2/3 of the way down........
Report to moderator
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DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

Activity: 308

White Male Libertarian
Bro

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

October 08, 2015, 06:42:25 PM

#400

That's right folks, 170 FREE BANXS SHARES EVERY
SINGLE MONTH! IT'S LIKE WERE GIVING MONEY
AWAY OVER HERE!
HOW CAN WE AFFORD TO DO THIS YOU ASK?
BECAUSE WE ARE THE MOST INNOVATIVE CRYPTO
BUSINESS IN THE WORLD!!!!1111eLEVENTY!
ONLY THE NEXT 100 99 CALLERS WILL GET THIS
OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME, SO PICK UP YOUR
MOUSE AND SUBMIT YOUR CREDIT CARD

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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INFORMATION RIGHT NOW!!!!
FOR ONLY $297* DOLLARS (a month**) YOU CAN SECURE
YOUR FUTURE IN THIS AMAZING ENTREPRENEURIAL
BONANZA! CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS THIS
OPPORTUNITY?!
RIGHT NOW THE WEBTUBES ARE TIED UP, BUT GET
YOUR CREDIT CARD READY BECAUSE ONLY THE NEXT
94 93 CALLERS WILL BE ALLOWED IN. THAT'S RIGHT
ONLY THE NEXT 91 90 CALLERS WILL BE A PART OF
THE BANX EMPIRE. WHAT R U WAITING 4? GET YOUR
CREDIT CARD OUT NOW!
*Shipping and handling not included
**Automatic month deductions cannot be cancelled
Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 08, 2015, 06:54:21 PM

Activity: 700

#401

As i posted in the other thread of cryptojerks the 245% you claim is the increase in a banx sharea price. Its not
claiming to make you 245% a year thats a little different.
LIBTARD DE CAPS MAKE YOU LOOK STUPID just my opinion

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator
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runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 08, 2015, 07:10:52 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#402

Quote from: timmyd on October 08, 2015, 06:54:21 PM

As i posted in the other thread of cryptojerks the 245% you claim is the increase in a banx sharea price. Its not claiming to make
you 245% a year thats a little different.

Why are you such a liar?

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Report to moderator
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timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 08, 2015, 07:23:30 PM

Activity: 700

#403

Im not a liar dude i just know the difference between a 245% increase in a coins value from a guaranteed 245%
roi per annum claim.
Why are you stupid lol
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

#404

October 08, 2015, 07:27:29 PM
Quote from: runpaint on October 08, 2015, 07:10:52 PM

Activity: 308

Quote from: timmyd on October 08, 2015, 06:54:21 PM

As i posted in the other thread of cryptojerks the 245% you claim is the increase in a banx sharea price. Its not claiming to
make you 245% a year thats a little different.

White Male Libertarian
Bro

Why are you such a liar?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

It's the Bitshares / Banxshares way.
Everybody knows 245% in the Bitshares / Banxshares world is really 0.245% in the real world.
Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

runpaint
Sr. Member
Online
Activity: 308

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
October 08, 2015, 07:54:00 PM

#405

Quote from: timmyd on October 08, 2015, 07:23:30 PM

Im not a liar dude i just know the difference between a 245% increase in a coins value from a guaranteed 245% roi per annum
claim.

It says it RIGHT THERE. Nobody said "guaranteed" except you, but it does say ROI.
I'll sum it up:
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

"You should buy BanxShares from us because of a 245% ROI in less than a year"
That's what it says at BanxPlatinum.com.
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Report to moderator
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adhitthana

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 08, 2015, 09:49:42 PM

#406

Quote from: EvilDave on October 05, 2015, 07:44:59 AM

Activity: 518

Yeah, I guess.....but only on Banx.io.
http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/banxshares/#markets
Good luck.

Than ks. Is there a link to the actual exchange?

Report to moderator
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

We are the ones we've been waiting for .

stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 08, 2015, 09:51:42 PM

Activity: 938

#407

The gall of Mark to promote the increase of a share price, when he and ByronP have decided said price, is
outrageous.

Report to moderator
Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 08, 2015, 11:21:30 PM

#408

In the start of the video, Mark L explicitly offers investors a 'risk free' return of 16% per month.....
Activity: 686

http://banxplatinum.com/
Just try to read the whole thing, go on, I dare you.
BTW:
https://www.banx.io/
is the exchange in question.
Report to moderator
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Ignore
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Jr. Member

October 12, 2015, 11:43:51 PM

#409

Here is an article I wrote about the BanxShares debacle. Should be some new info for you guys there.
Activity: 44

http://coinjournal.net/ponziaccusationsflyasbanxsharesissettoberemovedfromcoinmarketcaprankings/
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Tips: 1BJXcqnQyQipwo5ft1WzZpV3qJGEDE2JkP

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 13, 2015, 12:01:36 AM

Online

#410

Quote from: IanDeMartino on October 12, 2015, 11:43:51 PM

Here is an article I wrote about the BanxShares debacle. Should be some new info for you guys there.
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Activity: 308
http://coinjournal.net/ponziaccusationsflyasbanxsharesissettoberemovedfromcoinmarketcaprankings/

Quote

Lyford stated:

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

“Tell me who they are, Everyone who buy [sic] normally has a 12 months hold on there [sic] Banx. If you are refering [sic] to
people who converted their mining contracts to Banx shares then that may be the case. 95% of people who had mining contracts
converted to Banx shares.”

Unbelievable. It's like he's intentionally trying to copy Jeff Garza's career.
Report to moderator
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RoomBot

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Full Member

October 13, 2015, 01:28:07 AM

#411

U mean Josh Garza?
Activity: 134

His exit strategy is:
"My name is not Josh. It's really Homero. So I'm innocent"

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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Report to moderator

IanDeMartino

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

October 13, 2015, 01:42:52 AM
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I think Garza's strategy is just "I'm a ghost now, so you can't find me."
Activity: 44

Report to moderator
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Sr. Member
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Quote from: RoomBot on October 13, 2015, 01:28:07 AM

U mean Josh Garza?
Activity: 308

That's the one!
When BANX starts trading on BitShares, do you think there will be a $2 price floor that will disappear in 5
minutes?
Report to moderator
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DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

October 13, 2015, 03:18:49 AM
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Quote

Activity: 308

BanxShares technology itself appears to be a simple copy and paste from foocoin, a template for developers looking to
make a copy & paste coin. The Banx source code includes developer notes referencing foocoin,

White Male Libertarian
Bro
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Quote

As Mark Lyford has stated himself on the forum many times, an investment into Banx is an investment into him. That couldn’t be
more true because the majority of the profits seem to be dependent on his ability to bring in more curious investors. They may be
buying an educational course but the promise is that they will be able to turn those courses into a significant amount of bitcoin
and Banx.

What is Mark "White Trash" Lyford going to teach anybody about anything? How to scam newbies, internet
porno, drug dealing or pigeon racing?
Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

IanDeMartino
Jr. Member

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

#415

October 13, 2015, 04:23:52 AM
Quote from: runpaint on October 13, 2015, 02:48:28 AM

Activity: 44

Quote from: RoomBot on October 13, 2015, 01:28:07 AM

U mean Josh Garza?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
That's the one!
When BANX starts trading on BitShares, do you think there will be a $2 price floor that will disappear in 5 minutes?

I know you were just kidding but I doubt it ever gets on BitShares, to be honest. He is already telling his
investors that they can't sell until June. What is he going to tell them when it drops to $0.02? His whole
marketing strategy depends on him being able to make the claim that the coin is worth what he says it is worth
and is jumping up coinmarketcap.
"Just like Bitcoin" Michael "X" Taggard says in the mining video.
Report to moderator
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EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member
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Activity: 686
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I have my doubts about Banx ever trading on BTS. Mark seems to be pushing back on his commitment to
OpenLedger.
Way I see it, the BTS community have 2 choices: either put a lot of space between themselves and Banx,
or try to defend Banx and put the reputation of BTS on the line for Mark. Hmmm......

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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Considering that Bitcoinjesus2.0 had already deleted (almost all of) his posts defending Banx here:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1091855.msg12638562#msg12638562
and that Banx recieved almost zero mentions here:
http://www.forbes.com/sites/rogeraitken/2015/10/10/openledgerscryptofinancialplatformofficiallylaunching
ascentralbankinterestrevealed/
and absolutely zero mentions here:
http://www.forbes.com/sites/rogeraitken/2015/10/12/meetcryptonomexsdanlarimerandhisfourhorsemen
ofcryptoeconomics/
I think I know which way BTS are rollling......
Report to moderator
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timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 13, 2015, 10:28:14 AM

Activity: 700

#417

Has whats his face just destroyed coinjournel with that article. Lmao that got shot to pieces. Good effort tho.
9.5/10 god loves a tryer
Report to moderator
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runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
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Online
Activity: 308

#418

Quote from: timmyd on October 13, 2015, 10:28:14 AM

Has whats his face just destroyed coinjournel with that article. Lmao that got shot to pieces. Good effort tho.
a tryer

9.5/10 god loves

Banx critics are committing suicide on the walls of Baghdad!

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Report to moderator
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IanDeMartino

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Jr. Member

October 13, 2015, 12:22:08 PM
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Posted this on Twitter but thought you guys would like it too.
Activity: 44
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member
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#420

Activity: 686

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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http://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/
And the survey said  ya dead
Report to moderator
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
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Online
Activity: 644

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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Come on Jordan, you have to hurry up and make an alt coin, don't let these second rate ham n'
eggers beat you to the punch!
Report to moderator

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 13, 2015, 02:40:49 PM

Activity: 700

#422

Well done ladies your bull shit had a small impact on cmc. Even tho banx was due to be moved to the asset
listings.
Ah well looks like we will have to just use www.capfeed.com to see crypto market caps from now on then.
Report to moderator
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crypto jerk

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

October 13, 2015, 03:22:24 PM

#423

Don't worry timmy you have till next june to keep cheerleading
Activity: 78
Quote from: timmyd on October 13, 2015, 02:40:49 PM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Well done ladies your bull shit had a small impact on cmc. Even tho banx was due to be moved to the asset listings.
Ah well looks like we will have to just use www.crapfeed.com to see crypto market caps from now on then.

Report to moderator

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 13, 2015, 03:28:15 PM

Activity: 700

#424

June? I have shares up for sale dude. Im more than happy with my monthly returns so happy to hodl. Exciting
times ahead and new stuff coming. I think you guys were just a bump in the road and a quick look behind shows
road kill. Your happy with what little you have achieved. So you will fizzle off back to your projects? If you even
support any
Report to moderator
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Quote from: crypto jerk on October 13, 2015, 03:22:24 PM

Activity: 700

Don't worry timmy you have till next june to keep cheerleading

Quote from: timmyd on October 13, 2015, 02:40:49 PM

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Well done ladies your bull shit had a small impact on cmc. Even tho banx was due to be moved to the asset listings.
Ah well looks like we will have to just use www.crapfeed.com to see crypto market caps from now on then.

You mispelt www.capfeed.com dude for all the latest market caps
Report to moderator
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Quote from: timmyd on October 13, 2015, 02:40:49 PM

Activity: 686

Well done ladies your bull shit had a small impact on cmc. Even tho banx was due to be moved to the asset listings.
Ah well looks like we will have to just use www.capfeed.com to see crypto market caps from now on then.

@Timmyd; Banx was going to be moved to the Asset listings once it went live on OpenLedger, which was meant
to be today sometime.
Mark has gone on record as saying that the OpenLedger launch for Banx will now not happen until the end of this
year, so thats off the cards.
Just another broken promise.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Lets face it, mate, you're being scammed.
Even the BTS guys have realised this and are pulling away from Banx...you see any support here for Banx from
them ?
Report to moderator
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timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 13, 2015, 04:36:49 PM

Activity: 700

#427

Well its news to me dave a scam that pays out and delivers. All i see is an emerging business in a new niche
being built from the ground up that has to deal with all this crap. Things might not look straight to you but it
doesnt mean its a scam dave. It means banx is doing the best it can with what its got. I have no doubts banx will
succeed and you will still be here shouting scam in another 12 months time.
You have you opinion i have mine but thats all they are right? Even that article buy the ponzi guy isnt facts.
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Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member
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Just ask Mark where the BTC is that he's holding for Banx investors.
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timmyd
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Hero Member
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Quote from: EvilDave on October 13, 2015, 06:38:34 PM

Activity: 700

Just ask Mark where the BTC is that he's holding for Banx investors.
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Well with how crowd funding/ico's go id like to think the btc mark is holding isnt actually been held and its been
used to build the services for banx.
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Sr. Member
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Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..
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Quote from: EvilDave on October 13, 2015, 04:30:51 PM
Quote from: timmyd on October 13, 2015, 02:40:49 PM

Well done ladies your bull shit had a small impact on cmc. Even tho banx was due to be moved to the asset listings.
Ah well looks like we will have to just use www.capfeed.com to see crypto market caps from now on then.

@Timmyd; Banx was going to be moved to the Asset listings once it went live on OpenLedger, which was meant to be today
sometime.
Mark has gone on record as saying that the OpenLedger launch for Banx will now not happen until the end of this year, so thats
off the cards.
Just another broken promise.
Lets face it, mate, you're being scammed.
Even the BTS guys have realised this and are pulling away from Banx...you see any support here for Banx from them ?

Excuse me Dave. But I have not gone on the record as saying anything as such. As I will show from the MP3
recordings I am putting out later I said it could be the end of the year as there is no way we ever planned to
move to BTS on the day of launch of 2.0 . You know as well as i do that would be not advisable until all the
elements of BTS 2.0 are up and running. I have stated we will be moving to BTS 2.0 and I have NEVER said we
would be doing it on the day of launch
I will be putting out an official response to the BS cryptojournal / Ian DeMartino piece very soon and I will include
ALL the information and communication between he and I .
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

EvilDave
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Hero Member
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Activity: 686
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Seeing as OpenLedger went live today:
http://www.coindesk.com/pressreleases/tradingplatformopenledgerlaunches/
and as BTS, CCEDK, BunkerShares and Banx.io have been planning to create a superexchange based on
OpenLedger for the last 3 months.......I assumed that you were actually planning to be part of it from the start,
and had had enough time to test and organise the migration.
Maybe I just have a different definition of what 'launch' means, but I got the impression from BTS that everything
was good to go, only that the TPS had to be throttled back.
Anyhow, whats the current date for Banx.io to go live on the OpenLedger system, running on the BTS 2.0
platform, Graphene ?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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And on the response: why don't you just take the piece that Ian de M. wrote, and go through it as a point by
point rebuttal, with supporting evidence ?
That way, you'll then have a permanent document available to counter any of these claims against Banx if
someone makes them again in the future.
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http://mensnewsdaily.com/2015/06/24/banxcapitaladoptsbitshares20blockchainbackbone/
Activity: 44

Hmmmm
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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Quote

Banx Capital Founder & CEO Mark Lyford confided “I’ve been watching BitShares for over a year now, but when I got a preview of
what Cryptonomex.com had in store with BitShares 2.0 I knew I had to move fast. As a result of some pretty aggressive
negotiations, both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when BitShares 2.0 launches this summer. I
consider that a bit of a personal coup.”

Who should you believe? Mark, or your lying eyes?
Report to moderator
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Or do we believe a payed gremlim?
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You don't have to believe me. Its right there, in your boss's own words.
Activity: 44

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 13, 2015, 07:56:18 PM

there is no way we ever planned to move to BTS on the day of launch of 2.0 .
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote from: 'Mark Lyford in a Press Release'

As a result of some pretty aggressive negotiations, both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when BitShares 2.0
launches this summer. I consider that a bit of a personal coup.

Attack my personal character all you want. Doesn't change what Mark Lyford just said.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: IanDeMartino on October 14, 2015, 02:28:27 PM
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Don't look at my
signature!

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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You don't have to believe me. Its right there, in your boss's own words.
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 13, 2015, 07:56:18 PM

there is no way we ever planned to move to BTS on the day of launch of 2.0 .

Quote from: 'Mark Lyford in a Press Release'

As a result of some pretty aggressive negotiations, both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when BitShares
2.0 launches this summer. I consider that a bit of a personal coup.

Attack my personal character all you want. Doesn't change what Mark Lyford just said.

This is getting pretty tiring.
To anyone reasonable, that clearly reads that WHEN they move to Bitshares, both BanxShares AND Banx.io will
move SIMULTANEOUSLY,
and NOT at the exact same time BTS2.0 launches, which would be ridiculous.
Those of us invested in Banx were both aware of this, and would also expect nothing less.
I've never read so much playground bickering with so much one sided out of context rhetoric.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: bizzyb on October 14, 2015, 02:38:45 PM

Activity: 938

This is getting pretty tiring.
I've never read so much playground bickering with so much one sided out of context rhetoric.

But the irony is hilarious.
Report to moderator
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***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

bizzyb
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Quote from: stereotype on October 14, 2015, 02:45:33 PM

Activity: 442
Don't look at my

Quote from: bizzyb on October 14, 2015, 02:38:45 PM

This is getting pretty tiring.
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signature!
I've never read so much playground bickering with so much one sided out of context rhetoric.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
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But the irony is hilarious.

Grow up.
Report to moderator
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Activity: 700
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Ian always feels "attacked" lmao playing the innocence card all the time grow some balls man your getting grief
because of the level of shite you write. I dont hate you personally or anything i couldnt care less what 2nd grade
bs you write. I read marks statement same as bizzyb.
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Quote from: bizzyb on October 14, 2015, 02:38:45 PM

Activity: 44

This is getting pretty tiring.
To anyone reasonable, that clearly reads that WHEN they move to Bitshares, both BanxShares AND Banx.io will move
SIMULTANEOUSLY,
and NOT at the exact same time BTS2.0 launches, which would be ridiculous.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

how does "both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when BitShares 2.0 launches this summer."
equal NOT simultaneously and not this summer?
Quote

Those of us invested in Banx were both aware of this, and would also expect nothing less.

It is actually really encouraging to me that the pool of actual banx investors is so small, that you know exactly
what they are all thinking.
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Quote from: timmyd on October 14, 2015, 02:50:51 PM
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Ian always feels "attacked" lmao playing the innocence card all the time grow some balls man your getting grief because of the
level of shite you write. I dont hate you personally or anything i couldnt care less what 2nd grade bs you write. I read marks
statement same as bizzyb.
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It doesn't bother me. Say whatever you want. I'm just stating a fact that you are attacking the messenger
because you know you can't attack the message.
But by all means, say whatever you want. I grew up in the north east, making fun of each other is how we pass
the time.
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Quote from: IanDeMartino on October 14, 2015, 02:51:13 PM
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Don't look at my
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Quote from: bizzyb on October 14, 2015, 02:38:45 PM

This is getting pretty tiring.
To anyone reasonable, that clearly reads that WHEN they move to Bitshares, both BanxShares AND Banx.io will move
SIMULTANEOUSLY,
and NOT at the exact same time BTS2.0 launches, which would be ridiculous.

how does "both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when BitShares 2.0 launches this summer." equal NOT
simultaneously and not this summer?
Quote

Those of us invested in Banx were both aware of this, and would also expect nothing less.

It is actually really encouraging to me that the pool of actual banx investors is so small, that you know exactly what they are all
thinking.
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It's because Mark communicates directly to his investors, and he does it well.
Take off your polarising glasses view of the world (and the same goes to the other fixated individuals in this
thread), and realise life is not black & white, but an infinite shade of grey.
We're already 6+ months behind schedule, so if the BTS integration is delayed, no problems here.
If goals change, no problem.
If direction changes, no problem.
If this takes 3 years to realise the vision (which may change), no problem.
This for me is a crypto investment punt, and that is my responsibility and no one else.
Your ONE solitary disgruntled investor, does not speak for everyone (if anyone at all other than themselves) , and
your "quality unbiased" journalism has based it's article on that one opinion.
Headline grabbing much.
Report to moderator
MonetaryUnit project manager  CPU/GPU crypto,faucet,scratch cards,payment processors,web/Android wallets,casino,bank
Donate Bitcoin for charity  Help Worldaid save lives and make a difference
Tips to support the MonetaryUnit project  1NRr3DQmofTHq8GkPMqrsi4JHHmWAvTGYs

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member
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Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#442

Think we have another who cannot read here. Which is bad for an article writer who supposed to have an
unbiased opinion.
1. Bts didnt launch in summer did it (october is autum)
2. Simetaniously means together so both banx shares and banx.io will move together as in at the same time. No
where does it say exactly when bts 2.0 launches.
Its shit like this that discredits anything you write ian. And thats not an attack ian im just educating you
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

crypto jerk
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Activity: 78

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote from: IanDeMartino on October 14, 2015, 02:51:13 PM
Quote from: bizzyb on October 14, 2015, 02:38:45 PM

This is getting pretty tiring.
To anyone reasonable, that clearly reads that WHEN they move to Bitshares, both BanxShares AND Banx.io will move
SIMULTANEOUSLY,
and NOT at the exact same time BTS2.0 launches, which would be ridiculous.

how does "both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when BitShares 2.0 launches this summer." equal NOT
simultaneously and not this summer?
Quote

Those of us invested in Banx were both aware of this, and would also expect nothing less.

It is actually really encouraging to me that the pool of actual banx investors is so small, that you know exactly what they are all
thinking.
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edit, I love you timmy, don't ever change. thanks for the lolz
Report to moderator
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0

#444

Quote from: IanDeMartino on October 14, 2015, 02:51:13 PM
Quote from: bizzyb on October 14, 2015, 02:38:45 PM

This is getting pretty tiring.
To anyone reasonable, that clearly reads that WHEN they move to Bitshares, both BanxShares AND Banx.io will move
SIMULTANEOUSLY,
and NOT at the exact same time BTS2.0 launches, which would be ridiculous.

how does "both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when BitShares 2.0 launches this summer." equal NOT
simultaneously and not this summer?
Quote

Those of us invested in Banx were both aware of this, and would also expect nothing less.

It is actually really encouraging to me that the pool of actual banx investors is so small, that you know exactly what they are all
thinking.

I have NEVER stated we will move to BTS THE DAY it launches. NEVER... I have stated we will move when it
launches however.
Ian, to be banging on about us not moving on the day it launches demonstrates how little you know about
business. But then again you don't run a business you run a charity site that accepts bitcoin donations to write
shit about people and even after all the information you were given which you admitted you were happy with
(and that now the article may not go out, which is not very objective in itself is it) you still spun it to how the
people who 'donated' to you wanted it to read.
I will be preparing my official response to your BS as soon as I can showing how your 'article' was only going to
be written one way no matter what.
Report to moderator
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@Ian you stated:
"Yeah no problem. Take all the time you need.
Well, since you actually showed me something I can delay it a bit, or it could not come out at all, or it could, like
I said, be an article exonerating you. It all just depends. I'm still confused about a few things but I'm at least
convinced you have income and that's pretty significant."
^^ How do you explain that ? Based on what I showed you , you even considered it could 'not come out' ? not
very objective that is it?
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com
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Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 03:51:59 PM

@Ian you stated:
Activity: 308

"Yeah no problem. Take all the time you need.

Did you think he was talking about moving Banx to BTS2.0?

Report to moderator
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timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 14, 2015, 04:18:27 PM

@cryptojerk i love you aswell man

#447

are you on tinder bro?

Activity: 700
Report to moderator
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Quote from: runpaint on October 14, 2015, 04:16:15 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 03:51:59 PM

Activity: 406

@Ian you stated:

Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

"Yeah no problem. Take all the time you need.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

#448

Did you think he was talking about moving Banx to BTS2.0?

You are a real idiot my man. You have already shown yourself up through out this thread. keep going.... Karma is
a bitch..
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com
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Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 04:23:47 PM
Quote from: runpaint on October 14, 2015, 04:16:15 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 03:51:59 PM

@Ian you stated:
"Yeah no problem. Take all the time you need.

Did you think he was talking about moving Banx to BTS2.0?
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

You are a real idiot my man. You have already shown yourself up through out this thread. keep going.... Karma is a bitch..

Karma? You mean God will punish me for my sins?
When Josh Garza sold fake cloud mining contracts and then pushed customers to take worthless Paycoins
instead, do you think Karma punished him with the disaster that has become his life? Or is that merely the
inevitable outcome of all Ponzi schemes?
Since you appear to be doing the exact same things which Josh Garza has already done, how do you think you
will avoid the same outcome?
If Karma punishes me for telling the truth about bad investments, what will Karma do to someone who has spent
his life dealing in pornography, drugs, gambling, and questionable marketing practices?
Report to moderator
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@Runpaint  No I dont beleive in god, just karma. We offered people banx instead of their mining contracts ,
because we actually care about our customers. It has already been proven we were mining as we said. No one
has ever said our mining contracts were fake.
There is a reason I gave up talking to you and trying to reason with you. I have just been reminded of it. Nothing
I say or do will change your warped mind and your friends minds. I sure hope the donation to DeMartino was
worth it.
I have no moral issue with pornography, im sorry you appear to . I have never dealt drugs in my life only ever
grown plants FYI
You keep playing around with your shitty alt coins and I will push on building my, my friends, investors and
clients vision.

Report to moderator
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EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 14, 2015, 05:46:36 PM

#451

Quote from: bizzyb on October 14, 2015, 02:38:45 PM

Activity: 686

Quote from: IanDeMartino on October 14, 2015, 02:28:27 PM

You don't have to believe me. Its right there, in your boss's own words.
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 13, 2015, 07:56:18 PM

there is no way we ever planned to move to BTS on the day of launch of 2.0 .

Quote from: 'Mark Lyford in a Press Release'

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

As a result of some pretty aggressive negotiations, both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when
BitShares 2.0 launches this summer. I consider that a bit of a personal coup.

Attack my personal character all you want. Doesn't change what Mark Lyford just said.
This is getting pretty tiring.
To anyone reasonable, that clearly reads that WHEN they move to Bitshares, both BanxShares AND Banx.io will move
SIMULTANEOUSLY,
and NOT at the exact same time BTS2.0 launches, which would be ridiculous.
Those of us invested in Banx were both aware of this, and would also expect nothing less.
I've never read so much playground bickering with so much one sided out of context rhetoric.

So, how do you explain the fact that CCEDK did move with Open Ledger onto Graphene on the day of its launch ?
https://bitsharestalk.org/index.php/topic,18973.msg244189.html#msg244189
What stopped you guys from joining them ? Have you done anything with Open Ledger testing for Banx.io ?
And you know what would change everyones minds immediately ?
Post some real information, not just empty rhetoric. Accounts, trading data, proof of BTC deposits...anything.
A real business will have this information at their fingertips, ready to go.
The fact that Banx can't provide any real information makes your counterarguments completely meaningless.
Report to moderator
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#452

I would like to say how grateful I am to everyone who has supported me during these times of trolls and false
journalists doing their best to do me down.
The thing is, after everything I have experienced in my life that will never happen..
Thanks again to everyone who has supported me, it is much appreciated.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Report to moderator
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Quote from: EvilDave on October 14, 2015, 05:46:36 PM
Quote from: bizzyb on October 14, 2015, 02:38:45 PM
Quote from: IanDeMartino on October 14, 2015, 02:28:27 PM

You don't have to believe me. Its right there, in your boss's own words.
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Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 13, 2015, 07:56:18 PM

there is no way we ever planned to move to BTS on the day of launch of 2.0 .

Quote from: 'Mark Lyford in a Press Release'

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

As a result of some pretty aggressive negotiations, both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when
BitShares 2.0 launches this summer. I consider that a bit of a personal coup.

Attack my personal character all you want. Doesn't change what Mark Lyford just said.
This is getting pretty tiring.
To anyone reasonable, that clearly reads that WHEN they move to Bitshares, both BanxShares AND Banx.io will move
SIMULTANEOUSLY,
and NOT at the exact same time BTS2.0 launches, which would be ridiculous.
Those of us invested in Banx were both aware of this, and would also expect nothing less.
I've never read so much playground bickering with so much one sided out of context rhetoric.

So, how do you explain the fact that CCEDK did move with Open Ledger onto Graphene on the day of its launch ?
https://bitsharestalk.org/index.php/topic,18973.msg244189.html#msg244189
What stopped you guys from joining them ? Have you done anything with Open Ledger testing for Banx.io ?
And you know what would change everyones minds immediately ?
Post some real information, not just empty rhetoric. Accounts, trading data, proof of BTC deposits...anything.
A real business will have this information at their fingertips, ready to go.
The fact that Banx can't provide any real information makes your counterarguments completely meaningless.

I will move to BTS 2.0 when I decide. My investors and Banx holders are fully aware of our plans.
I said we will move, like I said I never said we will move on day one. CCEDK was built to launch on the platform
from day one. Our infrastructure is not.
Report to moderator
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Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 05:42:07 PM

@Runpaint  No I dont beleive in god, just karma.
Activity: 308

So you believe that I should be punished for doing anything you don't like, since you see yourself as the Highest
Power in your own universe. In other words, you think you are God and feel no remorse for any harm you inflict
upon others.

Quote

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

We offered people banx instead of their mining contracts

GAW offered people Hashcoins instead of their mining contracts. What is the difference between GAW and Banx?

Quote

No one has ever said our mining contracts were fake.

If they were real longterm mining contracts, you would still honour your side of the contract. As it turns out,
those people who signed up for your mining contract did not get what the contract said. Is there some definition
of "fake"  other than the standard definition  that doesn't apply to your contracts?

Quote

I have no moral issue with pornography

I have no moral issue with talking on message boards and speaking out when something looks wrong.
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Quote

You keep playing around with your shitty alt coins and I will push on building my, my friends, investors and clients vision.

But that's not really what you do, is it? You charge people money to "teach" them things such as "You'll never be
able to spend bit coins in a store."
Report to moderator
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#455

I believe you are the one trying to inflict harm on me and mine. You really have a warped sense of interpretation.
I believe Im a guy that tries his best and others may not like me for what ever reasons they want to invent in
their tiny heads.
People got their contracts but they were not going to be profitable enough long term. we have already proven we
had mining equipment, whats your issue?
So you do have a moral issue with porno, just not being a troll?

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

I will teach the masses what I think true, and no I don't think Bitcoin will ever be mainstream in stores.
You play around with you two bit new next shiny alt coin and I wll teach people who want to learn and grow my
business ehh.
Are you at any point going to stop this crap or just waste your time forever?
whats the end game here Stuart?

Report to moderator
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You know, when you put it like that, I suppose you're right.
I apologize for any harm I've caused you.
I wish the best for you and your investors.

Report to moderator
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Quote from: runpaint on October 14, 2015, 06:07:46 PM

You know, when you put it like that, I suppose you're right.
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I apologize for any harm I've caused you.
I wish the best for you and your investors.

I wish I believed you I really do.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Report to moderator
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Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 06:09:27 PM
Quote from: runpaint on October 14, 2015, 06:07:46 PM

You know, when you put it like that, I suppose you're right.
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I apologize for any harm I've caused you.
I wish the best for you and your investors.

I wish I believed you I really do.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Here now, are you suggesting that I am dishonest in some way?
Don't you know about Karma, and how saying things like that on the internet is wrong?
Report to moderator
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BanxShares pulled from http://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/ ?
Activity: 644

Cryptocurrency
Calculator
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Quote from: BitcoinNational on October 14, 2015, 06:16:49 PM

BanxShares pulled from http://coinmarketcap.com/all/views/all/ ?
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

ALL ICO's currently still going on no longer have a market cap on CMC. Still on CMC actually, just don't have a
market cap >> http://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/banxshares/
We will be listed on the assetts section of CMC when we move to BTS network.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

In the mean time feel free to check out http://CapFeed.com
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I wish all respectables CEOs got onto forums to argue with people and call them idiots instead of you know, using
a PR firm and writing press releases to counter FUD.
I've only even known about Banx for 3 days and already I see the writing on the wall to stay away from this.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Quote from: solid12345 on October 14, 2015, 06:21:02 PM

I wish all respectables CEOs got onto forums to argue with people and call them idiots instead of you know, using a PR firm and
writing press releases to counter FUD.
I've only even known about Banx for 3 days and already I see the writing on the wall to stay away from this.

I have always been a guy who connects with people and never been a corportate guy putting spin on stuff. and
you know what I will call people idiots if i think they are idiots.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0

I wish you the best of luck
Report to moderator
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Quote from: solid12345 on October 14, 2015, 06:21:02 PM

I've only even known about Banx for 3 days and already I see the writing on the wall to stay away from this.

I have said it before many times and will say it again. We have never gone after attracting the 'crypto crowd' and
as you can see for good reason.
I have also said people either like what we are doing or they don't. Its a simple thing to get most peoples head
around.
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So...er, what are you actually doing thats so unique or interesting, Mark ?
Activity: 686

You create shell companies that go bankrupt with alarming regularity, you falsify trading figures, shill a Bitcoin
based getrichquick scheme and totally ignore any requests for real information. You try to go on the offensive
against anyone who criticises you, with pointless ad hominem attacks....there's more, I just can't be arsed.
But what do you actually do for crypto ? Come on, lets hear why you think what you are doing has any value at
all....
Report to moderator
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Good on you mark again standing up to these gremlins they are multiplying when they are fed its not easy dude.
Alot of folk here are full of shit. Let them tit for tat while you create real world use for their coins. I could pick
faults in every one of these gremlins on an interent forum over and over again. But its counter productive. Ignore
this lot you carry on and people will notice the hard work you and the team put in.
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#466

Daves back from snorting blow and driving lambos bought with inflated nxt sold on the only exchange nxt had
dgex. Hi dave :)
Report to moderator
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Pathetic
Activity: 938
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***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651
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Ok there was a giant meme of evildave in an actual lambo here but ive replaced it with this text because i figured
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
it wasnt right. But the video is on the tube. And dave you should have give it the beans a bit more.
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 07:38:33 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#469

The irony is that you're only able to speak here because I allowed it. On the official Banx thread, any
inconvenient posts are deleted.
Do you feel like hypocrites, coming to my topic and doing what you don't allow other people to do?
Feel free to continue using what I've made, since you obviously feel it's a better place to discuss Banx than any
of the places you were able to make by yourselves.
I don't expect you to pay me for creating the #1 Banx destination on the internet; it doesn't really fit your
business model, since it provides something of value.

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 14, 2015, 07:45:21 PM

Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#470

Thank you runpaint its been a long couple of weeks and you have provided this this epic comedy thread for the
crypto community.
your avatar will forever be remembered in the alt coin history books.
Edit this is the number 1 place for you to hang out. People who are interested in banx are in comunication with
banx, and other investors via many different communication channels other than bitcointalk. This forum has
never beennthe main place to discuss banx. It just had an "ann" page to follow suit. There are frequent webinars
and forum where banx is discussed. You are only seeing what you are creating here.
Timmyd an altcoin project investor
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com

ByronP

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 14, 2015, 07:53:31 PM

Activity: 530

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#471

I think it's great that Mark shows who he is and stands up for things personally. You really think he couldn't just
be lazy and hire someone to do it... because he could. Respect! If he is running a scam/ponzie it is the worst
scam ever. Having holding companies is a normal business practice so is desolving them and making new ones
(tax law 101 at least here in the states).
In any case I don't run Linux so I was not able to switch the exchanges wallet yet. The code was just released
late last night. I am working on it and will have bts 2 up as soon as I am sure that everything is stable. I am not
one to just take untested code and throw it into production. So if it makes the exchanges switch take a little while
but saves hassles in the long run I'm happy with that.
BANX as a currency perse has no reason to immediately convert to bts 2. This will happen however when it will
happen is not on my list of actionable concerns. In other words one thing at a time.
There is a lot of coding and testing involved with moving things to bts 2.0 so relax it is all actively being worked
or on my list. I will let everyone know as work progresses.
Report to moderator

DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 08:10:45 PM

#472

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 05:47:51 PM

Activity: 308

I would like to say how grateful I am to everyone who has supported me during these times of trolls and false journalists doing
their best to do me down.
The thing is, after everything I have experienced in my life that will never happen..
Thanks again to everyone who has supported me, it is much appreciated.

White Male Libertarian
Bro

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

OMG STAPH IT!!!!111

LEAVE MARK
ALONEEEE!!!!!!!1111ELVEN
Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

EvilDave
Hero Member

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
October 14, 2015, 08:15:42 PM

#473

Quote from: timmyd on October 14, 2015, 07:10:09 PM

Activity: 686

Daves back from snorting blow and driving lambos bought with inflated nxt sold on the only exchange nxt had dgex. Hi dave :)

Quote from: timmyd on October 14, 2015, 07:22:26 PM

Ok there was a giant meme of evildave in an actual lambo here but ive replaced it with this text because i figured it wasnt right.
But the video is on the tube. And dave you should have give it the beans a bit more.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Yep, there's lots of video of me poodling around in a Lambo Gallardo Spyder on the intertubes:
https://youtu.be/n7R3TolgOU
None of me snorting blow or selling Nxt on DGEX, though.
You might be able to find one of me in a classic powerboat somewhere.....and, yeah, I'd have liked to blart the
Lambo a bit more, but Saturday afternoon in R'dam at a conference ain't the best moment.
Anyway, enough playing with toys: even if I turn out to be Osama bin Laden, that makes no difference at all to
what has been posted about Banx here, now does it ?
Report to moderator

Nulli Dei, nulli Reges, solum NXT
Love your money: www.nxt.org www.nxtinside.org
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MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 09:08:55 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

#474

Quote from: DecentralizeEconomics on October 14, 2015, 08:10:45 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 05:47:51 PM

I would like to say how grateful I am to everyone who has supported me during these times of trolls and false journalists
doing their best to do me down.
The thing is, after everything I have experienced in my life that will never happen..
Thanks again to everyone who has supported me, it is much appreciated.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

OMG STAPH IT!!!!111

LEAVE MARK
ALONEEEE!!!!!!!1111ELVEN
I'm glad you feel it necessary to check out my Facebook on a regular basis. But once again you edited it to
make your own version. I actually said:
"Never, Never, Never Give Up #FuckingRight No one will ever see me give up, I have too much heart, passion
and vision. People can throw as much as they want as me and ill come back harder. Throw me to the wolves and
i will come back leading the pack."
"thanks to all my friends, family, investors, supporters, staff for your support over the last 4 weeks or so, with
everything from my dog to be killed, hospital visits, migraines, trolls and generally having challenging time its the
people around me that help keep me going through all the shit. You all know who you are and I love and
appreciate you very much. I've said it before apart from serious ill health I have experienced most of the shitty
things that can happen to you in your life, and you know what? All of them just make me stronger and more
determined than ever... Thanks All."
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 09:12:20 PM

Online

#475

Quote from: EvilDave on October 14, 2015, 07:08:38 PM

So...er, what are you actually doing thats so unique or interesting, Mark ?
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

You create shell companies that go bankrupt with alarming regularity, you falsify trading figures, shill a Bitcoin based getrich
quick scheme and totally ignore any requests for real information. You try to go on the offensive against anyone who criticises
you, with pointless ad hominem attacks....there's more, I just can't be arsed.
But what do you actually do for crypto ? Come on, lets hear why you think what you are doing has any value at all....

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=1181883.0;all
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Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
I just cant be arsed to arsed either either Dave. It's funny seeing you drive in the NXT lambo on youtube put
your motives and agenda into perspective for me.
If you check with your friend DeMartino you will see I gave a lot of information that he chose not to publish. I will
be publishing that in my official response to him
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 09:13:57 PM

Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

#476

Quote from: EvilDave on October 14, 2015, 08:15:42 PM
Quote from: timmyd on October 14, 2015, 07:10:09 PM

Daves back from snorting blow and driving lambos bought with inflated nxt sold on the only exchange nxt had dgex. Hi dave :
)

Quote from: timmyd on October 14, 2015, 07:22:26 PM

Ok there was a giant meme of evildave in an actual lambo here but ive replaced it with this text because i figured it wasnt
right. But the video is on the tube. And dave you should have give it the beans a bit more.
Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Yep, there's lots of video of me poodling around in a Lambo Gallardo Spyder on the intertubes:
https://youtu.be/n7R3TolgOU
None of me snorting blow or selling Nxt on DGEX, though.
You might be able to find one of me in a classic powerboat somewhere.....and, yeah, I'd have liked to blart the Lambo a bit more,
but Saturday afternoon in R'dam at a conference ain't the best moment.
Anyway, enough playing with toys: even if I turn out to be Osama bin Laden, that makes no difference at all to what has been
posted about Banx here, now does it ?

no but it shows your alliances ehh Dave. and the fact that you thought it was even cool to video yourself driving
a car....
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

Cactipsi

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

October 14, 2015, 09:37:10 PM

Activity: 67

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#477

Doesnt really matter what any of you flip heads post does it, cause none of you can prove shit, you can bullshit,
but when push comes to shove thats all you are, money talks and bullshit walks though doesnt it ladies, so keep
fabricating whatever stories you want, cause you work for NXT (dave), and you have problems with everything
including bitcoin (decentrlisedec), and you are a manipulative liar and more (runpaint), and you cant even decide
if you work for someone (as long as there is questions about biased printings) when they are paying your bills on
a weekly basis (DeMartino) so anyone who is willing to take your word (all 4 of you) on anything, should go and
have there head checked, as they are most likely bleeding internally and there brain is not getting enough blood
to sustain proper functions. None of you have made a cent doing anything in crypto, Dave is lucky if he can scab
a ride in a lambo, runpaint is sitting in his cave with his guns just waiting in fear and DeMartino has given up and
just writes about it. I mean anyone that wants to make nothing of crypto and then be some solo gun toating nut
who gets there human interaction from insulting people online, please go ahead and follow the advice you have
seen coming from our hosts here, if you wanna make money, invest in Banx shares.
Report to moderator

EvilDave

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

October 14, 2015, 09:39:34 PM

Activity: 686

#478

What alliances ? With Nxt and Nxt investors ?
I don't think that is going to surprise anyone.
You might have noticed that I didn't make or post the video , Mark.
I also have friends, some of them let me drive their Lambos...and some of them post the resulting vids on
Youtube.
(and lets face it, Lambos are cool as fuck. I want another go)
Report to moderator

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Nulli Dei, nulli Reges, solum NXT
Love your money: www.nxt.org www.nxtinside.org
www.nxter.org www.nxtfoundation.org

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 09:40:17 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#479

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 09:12:20 PM

It's funny seeing you drive in the NXT lambo on youtube put your motives and agenda into perspective for me.
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 03:23:16 PM

FYI i drive a VW Passat at the moment

You will one day see me driving an Aston DBS, but not until i am worth many millions

Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore
Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

MarkLyford

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 09:44:55 PM

Online

#480

Quote from: runpaint on October 14, 2015, 09:40:17 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 09:12:20 PM

Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

It's funny seeing you drive in the NXT lambo on youtube put your motives and agenda into perspective for me.

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 03:23:16 PM

FYI i drive a VW Passat at the moment

You will one day see me driving an Aston DBS, but not until i am worth many

millions

@runpaint you are like my own wikipedia arent you... do you have a hard drive full of all my stuff I have ever
said and done?
I thought you realised you were being horrible and wished me all the best?
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 09:49:18 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#481

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 09:13:57 PM

and the fact that you thought it was even cool to video yourself driving a car....

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 08, 2014, 03:23:16 PM

You will one day see me driving an Aston DBS
Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Report to moderator
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

bizzyb

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 09:53:16 PM

#482

Runpaint  The epitomy of moral high ground and reason.................
Activity: 442
Don't look at my
signature!

Quote from: runpaint on September 24, 2015, 07:52:08 PM

drug dealers here ..... have guns.
As you can see..... That's all I would have to offer you,

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Report to moderator
MonetaryUnit project manager  CPU/GPU crypto,faucet,scratch cards,payment processors,web/Android wallets,casino,bank
Donate Bitcoin for charity  Help Worldaid save lives and make a difference
Tips to support the MonetaryUnit project  1NRr3DQmofTHq8GkPMqrsi4JHHmWAvTGYs

Cactipsi

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Member

October 14, 2015, 10:09:37 PM

#483

Oh snap runpaint is a drug dealer, why are you selling crack to school kids runpaint? WHY?
Activity: 67

EDIT: annoying isnt it

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Report to moderator

runpaint

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Sr. Member

October 14, 2015, 11:02:58 PM

Online
Activity: 308

#484

No, I know the things you're saying aren't true. Nobody believes them. In addition to that, I'm not handling
millions of dollars of other people's money.
But I'm glad you're enjoying the privilege of posting here which I have given to you. Since you're taking this gift
from me and being ungrateful about it, would you say you're more like my child, or my girlfriend?

Report to moderator
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Trust: 0: 0 / +1
Ignore

Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
12kRr5Gj8cne6t4s5cvEKSmo7k7aQ2Jb6Q

RoomBot

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Full Member

Today at 01:16:45 AM

#485

Quote from: crypto jerk on October 14, 2015, 03:34:37 PM

Activity: 134

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

Quote from: IanDeMartino on October 14, 2015, 02:51:13 PM
Quote from: bizzyb on October 14, 2015, 02:38:45 PM

This is getting pretty tiring.
To anyone reasonable, that clearly reads that WHEN they move to Bitshares, both BanxShares AND Banx.io will move
SIMULTANEOUSLY,
and NOT at the exact same time BTS2.0 launches, which would be ridiculous.

how does "both BanxShares and Banx.io will upgrade simultaneously when BitShares 2.0 launches this summer." equal NOT
simultaneously and not this summer?
Quote

Those of us invested in Banx were both aware of this, and would also expect nothing less.

It is actually really encouraging to me that the pool of actual banx investors is so small, that you know exactly what they are
all thinking.

edit, I love you timmy, don't ever change. thanks for the lolz

Agreed! Bill Clinton gets the last word on this!
Report to moderator

DecentralizeEconomics Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?
Sr. Member

Today at 07:39:17 AM

#486

Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 09:08:55 PM

Activity: 308

Quote from: DecentralizeEconomics on October 14, 2015, 08:10:45 PM
Quote from: MarkLyford on October 14, 2015, 05:47:51 PM

I would like to say how grateful I am to everyone who has supported me during these times of trolls and false journalists
doing their best to do me down.
The thing is, after everything I have experienced in my life that will never happen..

White Male Libertarian
Bro

Thanks again to everyone who has supported me, it is much appreciated.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore
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Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

OMG STAPH IT!!!!111

LEAVE MARK
ALONEEEE!!!!!!!1111ELVEN
I'm glad you feel it necessary to check out my Facebook on a regular basis. But once again you edited it to make your own
version. I actually said:
"Never, Never, Never Give Up #FuckingRight No one will ever see me give up, I have too much heart, passion and vision. People
can throw as much as they want as me and ill come back harder. Throw me to the wolves and i will come back leading the pack."
"thanks to all my friends, family, investors, supporters, staff for your support over the last 4 weeks or so, with everything from my
dog to be killed, hospital visits, migraines, trolls and generally having challenging time its the people around me that help keep
me going through all the shit. You all know who you are and I love and appreciate you very much. I've said it before apart from
serious ill health I have experienced most of the shitty things that can happen to you in your life, and you know what? All of them
just make me stronger and more determined than ever... Thanks All."

What are you talking about? I've never checked your facebook page. I quoted your post word for word. I didn't
edit anything.
Protip: Get off the drugs.
Report to moderator
Quote from: r0ach on September 10, 2015, 01:45:40 AM

MarkLyford
Sr. Member
Online
Activity: 406
Business Is A Game...
Money Just Keeps The
Score..

Bitshares ... people will even stab or murder each other eventually ... It's
also going to have elements of corporate fascism
Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

#487

Today at 09:25:58 AM

Seriously folks I am done with this. Ian DeMartino and the owner for CoinJournal Oliver are now running google
ads against me. And yet at the same time they are telling me its not a paid for campaign against me.
People need to realise the consequences of their actions. This is seriously out of order.
I will be putting my official response to the news post and post that here, that will be that.
Anyone who read all the facts in the official response still things it is a reasonable and fair post has issues.

Trust: 0: 0 / +0

Enough is enough. You guys sitting behind your keyboards doing this stuff to people trying to build their
businesses have to be accountable for their actions too you know.
Report to moderator
Banx Capital >> http://Banxcapital.com add me on Twitter at http://twitter.com/marklyford or on Facebook at
http://Facebook.com/markylyford . CapFeed  Realtime Market Info: http://capfeed.com

stereotype

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

Today at 10:27:43 AM
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Quote from: MarkLyford on Today at 09:25:58 AM

Activity: 938

Seriously folks I am done with this. Ian DeMartino and the owner for CoinJournal Oliver are now running google ads against me.
And yet at the same time they are telling me its not a paid for campaign against me.
People need to realise the consequences of their actions. This is seriously out of order.
I will be putting my official response to the news post and post that here, that will be that.
Anyone who read all the facts in the official response still things it is a reasonable and fair post has issues.

Trust: 30: 0 / +3
Ignore

Enough is enough. You guys sitting behind your keyboards doing this stuff to people trying to build their businesses have to be
accountable for their actions too you know.

Victim mentality.
Whats this Mark, you're future exit strategy? Cos when this finally implodes, its the fault of 'us lot'. Right?
Report to moderator
***Tired of trading stupid shitcoins? Use your BTC to trade Stocks, Forex, Indices, and Commodities, with up to x200 leverage.***
https://1broker.com/m/r.php?i=2651

timmyd

Re: Are BanxShares as good as GAW Paycoin?

Hero Member

Today at 12:19:51 PM

Activity: 700

Trust: 0: 0 / +0
Ignore

#489

I think its best to wait for marks response to the ian article and lets see what he was offered information wise
etc. But if you asked any body they would say starting a google ads campaign agaisnt mark and banx is a little
strange unless you have a motive by means of being payed to deface his company. Its not normal behaviour. At
least everyone can see what a douche ian is
Report to moderator
Monthly profits from Www.Banxcapital.com
The safest Exchange around Www.Banx.io Fiat 2 BT
C
Www.Banxtrade.com
Latest Crypto News Www.Digitalmoneytimes.com
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